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to the demands of the prisoners and ; 

preferred to let the prisoners starve to death. 

The Federal Solicitor General Kurt era 

said “I know that the population is not atal 

interested if these people go on hunger and 

thirst strikes. The population wants these 

; Je to be hit hard just as hard as they have 

E ed with their brutal deeds.” And in 

the question “And w a 
at is alwaysa 

   

  

    

    

x dies?’ Rebmann said “th 

hing, but it would be the consequence 
which has been made clear to them and their 

lawyers and which is clear to them. The 

    

   

  

   

    

        

   

    
     

  

   

    

hey are dojng very well consi 
umstances 

¢ Schieyer's kidnapping, the 

    

e attempts at Lib ng 

em, This was clearly expressed by the well- 
r nfluential German historian, Golo 

ina news programme on television 
the deaths at Stammheim 

mt can come in 
rists sentenced 

which one has in his 

ving them of the 

      

  

    

hostages by de} 
time and placing them under 

” (October 17, 1977, in 

  

  
equences just when 

pany could be bathing in the glory 
greatest political, military and propaganda 

  

ese prisoners would have 
evable, especially under 

ions in the Stammheim prison. 
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“suicide,” the “suicide” must Cause as little Political reaction as possible — both at home and abroad. What better time uld have 
ed for such “suicides” han one where West Germany was glorified all over the world for the “Blitz” action in Mogadischu? What could have served better to overshadow these “suicides” at Stam: mheim? 

The reaction at ho; 
only due to th: “4 

but also 

     

me was minimal not 
riumph” of Mogadischu, 

to the months of constant Propaganda 
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in the mass media against “terrorism”. In fact 

the deaths at Stammheim have led to more, 
rather than less, support of governmental 
policies. The reaction abroad was a 

negative, at least in some countrs, ve this 

would have been the case no matter what 
t id been chosen. 

ied further, if the prisoners had actually 
been taken to Mogadischu in order to trick 
the hijackers, then it would have been necessary 

to kill them. 

Who? 

While the speculations as to the political back- 
ground for such a possible murder remain 

rather abstract, the question as to “who 
and “how” can be discussed more explicitly. 

It is known through the recent exposures 
about the CIA (and this certainly applies to 

secret service agencies in the western 
world as well) that murder is a regular part of 
the work of this agency. The head of the 

CIA department, Special Operations, Bissell, 
explained in his hearing to the Church 
Commission, that actions involving murder 
and the establishing of a “murder potential” 

is nothing unusual. “Bissell explained, that 

the potential of the ‘executive action” ‘without 

a doubt’ or ‘most likely’ was a decision made 
by the agency itself. In the first hearing he 

had already stated, that it was nothing 

unusual. It was a usual practice in the 
agency and an important part of its mission 

was to estab‘ish different sorts of potential 

before it was known if they could be used at 

all and if so, to what end and how. ‘The daily 
work of a secret service agency, which 

enlists agents, is so 1s 

However, even inside the CIA, one must 

“never mention” the word “murder”.’ 76 
Many reports about the work of the CIA 

such as those in Philip Age's book, Inside 
1¢ Company, CIA Diary shy» that the 

actions o; the CIA and of other secret service 
agencies too, concerning murders are made to 
look like accidents, suicides, fights between 
rival organisations 

The targets for such murders by the CIA 
are not always important government figures 
such as Diem, Trujille, Castro or Lumumba. 

often leaders of revolutionary groups 

Tilla movements in countries all over 
the world, 

This was the case with Che Guevara 

    

   

    

    

    

   

      
    

“More agency ‘advisors’ including Cuban 
veterans of the Bay of Pigs adventure, were soon despatched to Bolivia to assist in the 
tracking down of Guevara, A team of experts from the Army's Special Forces was sent to 
La Paz from the Canal Zone to train Bolivian ‘Tangers’ in the art of counter-insurgency operations. 

  

The Clandestine Services were obsessed with Guevara, and even somewhat fedrful of him. He was in Part a constant and irritating Teminder of their failure in the Cuban operation. Unable to vent their frustrations and anger against those U.S, officials who had undercut that desp-rate effort, and incapable of gaining direct retribution by destroying Fidel himself or his Soviet and Chinese allies, the CIA's Clandestine Services were left to brood over 
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their failure — until Guevara ¢ 
In so doing he presented himself te gua 
as an inviting target; his Capture or death would provide some measure of Tevenge f, past failures, or 

During the summer of 1967, 
agency's special opp experts 
Bolivian army in huntlag aan Gun the 
It was only a mattey of time uni SoS 
be run to ground."?7 atl Cie would 

-.- And this was also the i 
Marighella: ae Catloy 

In carly October, 1969, the CIA lene 
through a secret agent that 4 group of nical 
was about to hijack a plane in Brazil ang escape to Cuba. The intelligence was forwardeg 
to CIA headquarters in Langley, Virginia 
and from there sent on an “eyes only” basis 
to Henry Kissinger at the White House and top officials of the State Department, th. 
Defence Department and the National Se 
Agency. Within a few days, on October 8th, the same radical identified in the CIA report commandeered at gunpoint a Brazilian 
commercial airliner with 49 people aboard, and after a refueling stop in Guyana, forced 
the pilot to fly to Havana. Neither tho CIA 
nor the other agencies of the U.S, Government which had advance warning of the radicals 
plans moved to stop the crime from being committed, although at that time the offical 
policy of the United States — as enunciated 
by the President — was to take all possible 
measures to stamp out aerial piracy. 

Afterwards, when officials of the State 
Department questioned their colleagues in 
the CIA on why preventive measures had not 
been taken to abort the hijacking, the agency's 
Clandestine operators delayed more than a 
month before responding. During the 
interim, security forces in Brazil succeeded 
in breaking up that country’s principal 
revolutionary group and killing its leader, 
Carlos Marighella. Shortly after the revolution- 
ary leader's death on November 4, the CIA 

informally passed word back to the State 

Department noting that if any action had 

been taken to stop the October skyjacking, 

the agency’s penctration of the radical move 

ment might have been exposed and Marighells’s 
organisation could not have been destroyed. 
While it was never quite clear whether the agent 
who alerted the clandestine operators to the 

hijacking had also fingered Marighella, that 
was the impression the CIA tried to convey 

to the State Department.” 
These are just two of many such cases. 

But from these two examples, it is clear that 
the CIA works together with the secret services 
and the governments of other countries in 
order to destroy revolutionary movements. 

The CIA has stations in almost all countries; 
“the German station was (and is) thr: CIA's 
largest in the world.”79 

Is not a co-operative effort between th: 
CIA and the German government and/or the 
German secret services to destroy a part of 
the German revolutionary movement — 
namely the guerrilla — within the realm of 
the possible? 

Coapeaten between the German, British     

and Somalian governments and secret scrvi<s   
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in the manoeuvre in Mogadischu was officially 
tated. “Two members of the British Special 
i Service, who were, among other things, 

engaged in fighting terror in Northern Ireland, 

wore also active in freeing the hostages in 
Mogadischu.”80 Perhaps the co-operation 
went further than officially stated. 

It would be just as difficult to prove that 

the CIA or any other secret service took part 

in the musrders at Stammheim as it would be 
to prove that a murder took place at all at 

Stammheim. But if the deaths at S 

weren't suicides, then the involvement of the 
CIA is very likely since there is no doubt that 

the RAF actions were directed against U.S, 

imperialism, that the prisoners who died at 

Stammheim were responsible for the attacks 

on U.S. military buildings in 1972 and that 

secret service agencies in Germany controlled 

by, built up by and dependent on the CIA, 
would never have been able to carry out suck 

anaction without the knowledge of the 

CIA at least. The decision for such a specific 

action would not be made at a government 
level but in the secret service agency itself. 
It is clear, however, that such a decision, 

should it have been made, could not have taken 
place without the general consent of the 
goverment, a consent which might have 

been given long before, even if only in the form 

of passive consent. 
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POETRY 
At Fascist Hands 

(In Memory of Andreas Baader) 

At fascist hands 

not your own, 
in those chill hours 
before another dawn 
broke your spirit more, 

you faced death 

grim with knowledge 
grown futile 

through harrowing years 

of lost freedom 
that none but mystics, 
mad saints 
and your martyred comrades 
could ever know 
what evil forebodings 

your murder signifies. 
If my heart 

now swollen 
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with terrorist tears 
could lay its sorrow 
at yours and Ulrike’s 
hallowed graves, 
truths undefiled 
with papal hypocrisy 

would hijack even heaven, 

holding God hostage 
to release your soul. 

Let karma wait, 

a world 
of imprisoned minds 
needs anarchy now. 

Edward Woods. 
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=Jl./ LieJl. 
Farly in 1977, after a year or more of abnormal 

weather throughout the northern hemisphere, 
it was revealed that Canada since July 1976 

had been receiving almost daily a series of i 

strange and immensely powerful signals which 
were emanating from the USSR. These 

abnormal transmissions, it was suggested, were 
of such gargantuan intensity that they were 

dissupting the whole weather pattern of 
North America. What could be the purpose 
of such extravagant transmissions? They 
interfered considerably with marine communi- 

cations to such an extent that both the British 

and the Un'ted States governments sent 
protests to the Soviet authorities. Using three 
monitoring stations, the government of Canada 
attempted to locate the source of the 
transmissions. Finally they tracked down the 

source to Riga, the former capital of Latvia, 

and a formal protest was made. Some time 

later, the USSR admitted that experiments 

with high-frequency radio bands had been 

conducted, Shortly afterwards, the massive 

“blanket” transmissions ceased, and they were 

replaced by short bursts lasting only 20 to 30 

seconds a day. But that was not the end of 
the affair. At ten o'clock in the morning of 

st 24th Montreal time, the receiving 
station on Prince Edward Island suddenly 
received a powerful signal originating several 

thousand miles to the east. Then, about an 

hour later, the same signal, but at a higher 
intensity, was detected, from the opposite 

direction. 

These highly unusual transmissions, 
which are yet to be explained, have triggered 

a renewed interest in a scientist and innovator 
who promised the world free power — but was 
thwarted — Nikola Tesla. 

There is a popularly-held belicf, albeit 

totally erroneous, which has been 
by the mass media, that fame is totally 

equated with worth. On this false scale of 
values, Nikola Tesla has been relegated to 
obscurity, a strange name found on Czecho- 

Slovakian lightbulbs, an obscure piece of 

electrical apparatus or a technical unit used 
in electronics jargon. Not for him the fame 

of Edison or Marconi, those names of great 
renown, but his contribution and the 

potential of his discoveries, even today, 35 

years afte, his death, is recognised only by 
those who take more than a passing interest 
in such matters. 

Nikola Tesla was born on 9th July 1856 in 

the village of Smiljan in what is now Jugoslavia. 
Although pressured by his clergyman father 
to follow him into the church, the young Tesla 

insisted on a career in engineering, encouraged 
by his mother, who, despite her illiteracy was 
well known in her local community as an 

inventor of domestic labour-saving devices. 
After attending the Polytechnic school at 

Graz, Tesla went to university at Prague, 

where he studied and mastered several foreign 
languages in order that he could read the 
foreign technical literature. In that way he 
became proficient in English, French and 
Italian in addition to his native Serbian and 
German, which was the official Language of 

  

    

the Austro-Hungarian Empire. Finishing en 
Prague in 1880, he did a post graduate cour 

yhere he studied alternating in Budapest, w' 
current. On leaving Budapest, he went oe 

work fora telephone company in Paris, w ji 
he worked with direct current dynamos ani 

motors, which he improved with new 

and control devices. 

persed 1880s were the infant years of 

electric power and supply. Siemens had . 
demonstrated the first electrically powere 
tramat the Berlin Exhibition of 1879, and 

Magnus Volk had opened his experimental 

electric railway along the seafront in Brighton 

in 1883. Electric light, too, was just being 
demonstrated as the wonder of thi: age, and 
experimentors like E.tison, Reckenzaun, 
Holroyd Smith, Binko and scores of others 
were pursuing finance and recognition for 

their projects in the Feld of electricity. 
However, at that period direct current was 

almost universally believed to be the only . 

practical medium for generating, transmitting 
and applying electricity for heating, lighting 
and power. Unfortunately, with direct current, 
losses in transmission by resistance in the 

cables were so great that a power plant was 
needed for every square mile served, and 
losses at the end of the line meant that light 

bulbs near the power station were several 
times brizhter than comparable ones at the 

other end of the section. 

Technical’, the use of direct current, 

derived from the early experiments of Faraday 
and others using battery rather than generated 

power, was a costly and illogical system in that 

all electricity produced by generation must 
by its nature be alternating current. To 
transform this to direct current requires a 
consderable loss of power. Furthermore, when 

it is applied to produce mechanical energy, 

it must be transformed by the commutator 

of the electric motor, thus effectively returning 
it to alternating current. To Resla’s mind, 
this was nonsense, the logical application 
being the of the of 
both motor and generator, and the transmission 
of alternating current. However, nobody 
had ever built an ac motor, so Tesla thought it 

out. One day, in February 1882, whilst 

strolling in a Budapest park with a classmate 
named Szgetti, he suddenly blurted out “I've 

got it! Now watch me reverse it!” At that 
second he had visualised a rotating magnetic 
field as the answer to the commutator problem. 

Later, he refined and detailed a whole system 

of ac generation and transmission, with ac 

motors to produce power, and dreamed of 
harnessing the free energy of the world’s water. 

The incident in a park in Budapest highlights 
the extraordinary talent of Tesla. His genius 
lay in his ability to visualise in complete detail 
inventions which had no precedent. Asa child, 

he had experienced strange visions, reaching 
4 point where it was difficult for him to 
distinguish between the inner and outer 

realities. If someone said to him the name 
of an object, he would actually see it before 
his eyes, a capability which had to be suppressed 
and applied until he could produce scenes and 

objects at will. Those readers with a knowledge 
of the practices of ritual magicians like Aleister 

Gowley and Austin Spare will see the parallel 
with a system of mind-training not yet dead in 

the occult traditions of the West. This is not 

rs 

to suggest in any way that Tesla was 

a practitioner of the occult arts, merely that 
he spontaneously evolved a parallel system of 
visualisation which gave him the ability to 
transcend the mundane knowledge of his 
contemporaries. These mental powers have, of 

course, attracted the attention of those Who 
believe everything is directed from another 
planet, preferably Venus. In their world picture 
Tesla, if not actually an atien being, was a tool i 
of their incomprehensible plans for the world, 
But this is merely the fantasy of those who, 
having rejected religion because of the 

discoveries of Science, transfer the source of 

creation from God, who is now dead, to a 
super-controller at his console, a mortal, alien, 
authoritarian in place of an immortal alien 

authoritarian. 
Tesla’s ability to produce an invention ‘out 

of his head stood him in good stead when he 

emigrated to the United States of America in 
1884. Although it was not without setbacks 

that Tesla progressed. He visited Edison, who 

was at the time engaged in the promotion of 
his electric incandescent lamp through his 
pioneer installation at Pearl Street in New York, 
After expounding his theory of alternating 

current transmission and utilisation, Edison 
dismissed Tesla, telling him “You are wasting 
your time on that theory.” 

Like all immigrants’ experience, Tesla’s was 

initially harsh. Dismissed by Edison, the 

‘expert’, he made his living at digging ditches 

for the Western Union. During lunch breaks, 
Tesla related to his workmates his visionary 
schemes, and, fortunately, a foreman of his 
team introduced him to A.K. Brown, a 

company executive. Brown and an associate 
decided to put up money to try out Tesla’s 
theories, setting up a laboratory where Tesh's 

complete system was set up asa pilot study — 
generator, transformers, transmission lines, 

motors and lights. However, when Tesla 
attempted to patent the whole system undera 

single comprehensive patent covering all its 

the United States Patent Office 
refused to approve the all-in-one application, 
bureaucratically insisting upon separate 
applications for each item. This resulted in 
the granting of seven patents in the last two 

months of 1887, and 22 in the next year, an 
unprecedented number. 

During this period, Tesla began to hit the 
public consciousness with a spectacular lecture 
and demonstration of his alternating current 
system, both single and polyphase, at a mecting 
of the American Institute of Electrical 

Engineers. The limitations on transmission of 
electric power by means of the conventional 
wires had been removed at a stroke. One 
would imagine that Tesla’s inventions, 

revolutionary as they were, would have been 

received with open arms by the industrial 

magnates. Not a bit of it. The massive 
of the electrical industry, the Edison-General 
Electric organisation were committed to the 
less efficient systems using wires. Instantan- 
cously, their total investment would have 
become obsolete. Tesla, genius, the talk of 
electrical engineering circles, was stuck without 
a customer for his breakthrough. 

But in the capitalist ‘marketplace’ beloved 
of businessmen, there are always opportunisis 
willing to back ideas which might bring down   their rivals. George Westinghouse, inventor 
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of the train airbrake, offered to take up 

Tesla's system of alternating current generation, 
iving him a million dollars plus a royalty ofa 

dollar a horsepower. Tesla immediately signed 
over half of the fee to his backer who had 
originally financed his research. Westinghousc’s 
financiers later wormed their way out of the 
dollar-per-horsepower agreement, and Tesla 
relinquished the royalties which would have 

given him a comfortable life. The Westinghouse 

system applied across the US soon showed its 
superiority, forcing the Edison concern to 

come cap in hand for a license to use Tesla’s 

system, which Edison had dismissed as without 

a future. 
All that has gone before is part of the main- 

stream history of electrical engineering. More 
relevant to the modern age and the powers 
which control or hope to control it are the 

inventions and applications which Tesla 
pioneered but which, for various reasons, are 
suppressed or ignored. 

As early as 1890, the year the first 
eketrically-powered underground railway was 
opened in London, Tesla was experimenting 
with radio, and by the time of the 1893 
Columbian Exposition in Chicago he had 
demonstrated a vacuum-tube radio for voice 

end music, But, in the usual manner of 

history Marconi is credited with the invention, 

stil... In 1898, Tesla demonstrated at the 
original Madison Sqare Gardens, New York, the 

first radio controlled boat ever made. It was 

ashow-stopper, but, perhaps owing to its 
theatrical presentation, it remained an oddity 

until weapons systems became a multi-million 
dollar industry during the 1940s. Indeed, the 

military, then far less aware technologically 
than in the post-Peenemunde age, seem to have 

imored its potential, which is surprising 
considering that the USA was about to involve 

itself in a war against Spain. True, the Sperry 

Gyroscope Company did use Tesla’s radio 
coatrol mechanism in an experiment with an 
Army Air Corps aircraft twenty years after 

Tesh demonstrated it, but the idea was soon 
scaapped among the debris of defence contracts. 

Radio control is with us. It is used every 

second of the day on the ground, in the air, in 

space. In this, Tesla was a precursor of the 
modern era. Why have his other inventions, 
then, gone ignored? 

Conventional schooling being what it is, 
the later experiments of Tesla will not have been 
‘aught to the majority of readers, who may 
even find them incredible, 

Tesla, in addition to being the pioneer of 
ac carrent generation and transmission, and 
tte first person to demonstrate radio control 
ofa vehicle, was uniquely placed to investigate 
the untapped realms of high voltage and high 
frequency. Once, when studying slow 
mechanical or physical vibrations, he caused 
Virtual earthquake in the vicinity of his 

hboratory. His mechanical oscillator, approach 
¢ the natural vibrational resonance of the 
building itself, threatened to shake the building 
‘opieces. Furniture in a Police Station over 
ablock away began to shake and dance about, 

to the consternation of the occupants. Their 
‘pettaal Successors now use the principle in the ‘skwawk box’ anti-riot weapon. 
E His investigations of high voltage, high 
eo transmission led Tesla to construct 

‘orld's most powerful radio transmitter   

_. . _ 

on a mountain near Colorado Springs. Around 
a 

until the 1940s. Th, 
by the first experiment, but, 
a minor setback, Tesla ha 
Finally, he was able to transmit power wi wires for a distance of 26 miles, ue distance he sucessfully lit a bank of 200 

incandescent lamps ~ totalling 10 kilowatts. By 1899, Tesha’s patent monies had been consumed by this visionary project. As nothing further was forthcoming, Tesla packed up and returned to New York. In June 1900, after months of Tewriting at the behest of o the editor, Robert Underwood Johnson wrote an article entitled “The Problem of Increasing Human Energy’ which appeared in the Century Magazine. It Created a sensation when it was published. It would create a 
sensation now, but the themes of depletion of fossil fuel, solar and wind power's Potential, remote sensing of objects ¢te., would now be considered nothing Special. His transmission of Power, and its generation, if applied today, would transform the world. However, the article’s main impact was to elevate Tesla to 
the status of a tame speaker who could grace the salons of the wealthy in New York and 
Newport. Prominent matrons tried to palm 
off their daughters on him, but he rejected 
all offers — his work came first, 

One of the readers of Tesla’s article was 
John Pierpont Morgan, who had financed the 
General Electric Company in its de days. 
Considering it a good business venture, he 
decided to underwrite Tesla’s experiments 
on wireless electrical transmission. From this 
finance arose the ‘world-wide wireless tower’ 
on Long Island. A massive latticework 
Structure 200 feet in height was topped by a 

100 foot diameter hemisphere. The architect 
Stanford White helped design the structure 
free of charge, Tesla himself commuted daily 
to the construction site from his rooms in 
the old Waldorf-Astoria hotel in 34th Strect, 
first by tram to the East 34th Street ferry, 
thence by paddlesteamer to Long Island City 
and by train on the Long Island Railroad to 

Shoreham. The railway’s dining car service 

prepared special meals for him so that his 

work would proceed smoothly. 
When the base structure of brick was 

completed, Tesla moved his laboratories there. 
Whilst construction proceeded, he issued a 
prophetic brochure of the future. In 1904, 
he predicted that radio would provide the 
following services (at a period when telegraphy 
‘was restricted to Marconian dot-dash morse 
signals): Telegraph communication; News. 
broadcasting; Stock market quotations; Aids 
to navigation; Entertainment; Music broad- 
casting; Accurate time service; Facsimile 
transmission; Telephoto and Teleprinter 
services. 

Although all these services were to 

materialise in the next forty years, Tesla 
suffered a severe setback when Morgan 
suddenly decided to withdraw his financial 
support. This was made all the more 

» undaunted by 
id it rebuilt, 

  

'¢ Power plant was burnt out 

inexplicable by the nearness of completion of Tesla’s tower, During the lunacy which has become known as the First World War, the tower was destroyed on orders from the 
Sovernment, as it was claimed that it 
Jeopardised the safety of the USA. Considering that aviation was then Scarcely capable of a one-way flight across the Attic, it is hardly credible that it could have been demolished 
on so flimsy a pretext, but demolished it was. After vain attempts to pull it down by means of cables, the base was dynamited, and it fel, intact, onto its side. Like the Colossus of Rhodes, it was gradually dismantled over a 
Protracted period. 

His later years are shrouded in a measure of obscurity, his greatest inventions having been devised before the turn of the century. In 
1912, he was awarded, jointly with Edison, a 
Nobel Prize. He refused it, owing some 
believe, to his dislike of Edison, others to 
his dislike of honours. In 1917, he accepted the Edison medal, after initially refusing it. 
Having no family, he continued to inhabit 
hotels, and to work on various Projects, 
including radar (1917) anda revolutionary 
design of turbine. Like that other famous 
denizen of hotels, Howard Hughes, Tesla 
became a virtual recluse, giving occasional 
Prophetic (and occult) statements to those 
Pressmen actually having the good fortune to 
Penetrate his sanctum. He was granted, in 
recognition of his services to Science, a pension 
of 7200 dollars per annum by the government 
of Yugoslavia in 1936. He received this until 
his death in 1943, at the age of 87. 

Tesla had a great affection for Pigeons, and 
his passing is marked by an anecdote concern 
ing them. Every day, Tesla went to feed the 
Pigeons outside the Library. Those which 

were sick or injured he would take back to 

his hotel with him and look after them until 
they were well again. The gold-plated telephone 
beside his bed, over which he was granted 
@ universal right to talk to anyone in the 
world without charge, was the roost of his 
favourite pigeon, “When she dies, I die,” he 
prophesied. In January 1943, his favourite 
Pigeon paid him her last visit. He claimed he 
knew that she was dying from a message 
transmitted to him by a brilliant beam of light 
from her eyes. On January 15th 1943, over 
a thousand of New York’s elite gathered at the 

Cathedral of St. John the Divine to attend his 

funeral. Even there, the unworldly nature of 
Tesla again manifested itself. Numerous 
Pressmen photographed the flag-draped coffin 

in its ecclesiastical setting. The coffin and 
its attendant Yugoslav guards were blurred on 

every negative exposed, even though the rest 

of the building was in perfect focus. The 

phenomenon had never been explained. No 

photographs of Tesla’s funeral were ever 
released. 

The life of Tesla can be seen as the progress 
of a genius who took the wrong turning at 

Some point and degenerated into a harmless 
Ppigeon-loving crank, obsessed by cleanliness 
and the occult. His funeral can be dismissed as 

a formal tribute to a near-forgotten hasbeen, 
where the photographers forgot to focus their 

cameras properly. Doubtless this interpretation 
has some validity. However, it cannot be 
without reason that the government of the 

United States impounded the entire contents   
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of his safe. Today, thirty-five years later, 

nothing is known of the documents which may 

have been foundithere. 

Since his death, little publicly-announced 

work has been carried out on his principles. 
About fifteen years ago, the transport authori- 

ties in Moscow attempted to transmit power 

to a ‘wireless’ trolleybus, but the experiments 

were stopped after a while. Fusion power 
atomic physicists are now experimenting with 
the possibilities of ball lightning, which Tesla 
produced at Colorado Springs as early as 1899, 
Whilst the claim of fusion power is for safe 
energy (unlike the hideous and irreversible 
consequences of the Plutonium economy), 

there is doubtless a military application to 
ball lightning which is the real attraction for 

the funds. Let us recall that in 1934, Tesla 

announced to the world that he had perfected 

adeath-ray. Whilst this may seem a fantasy 

in the tradition of Flash Gordon's trip to 
Mars, Tesla was serious about it, and offered 

it to Britain's military machine. It was rejected 

Nowadays, such offers are rarely refused, as 

evidenced by the absurdly large budgets 
allocated to maniacal projects to kill others 

Until they are tired out in a fair manner, 

many of Tesla’s inventions cannot be evaluated. 

What is disturbing about Tesla is the way 

many of his inventions, which promise 
unlimited free power to all (whether they 

  

  

can pay for it or not!), have been deliberately 
ignored by the powers that be. In the United 
States, for instance, there was an organised 
movement across the nation to delete all 

Tesla data from libraries which commenced 

shortly after his death in 1943. The impact 

of free power upon the hierarchical organisation 
of society whether capitalist or ‘communist’ 

would be revolutionary. Tesla postualted that 
the electro static condition of the whole 

planet could be disturbed, setting up standing 

Waves on its whole surface by exciting it with 
high frequency power and then taking off 
Power anywhere that the wave amplitude was 

Present. This system would enable anyone 

to obtain energy directly from the ground, to 

power anything electric 
This is too much like freedom for those who 

would be our masters. Imagine power anywhere 
without recourse to meters, inspectors, bills 
and licenses. Why, it would enable people 

to get the free energy of the planet without 

having to pay someone for the ‘privilege’. Once 
this principle was established, then, by logical 
extension, people would want to apply it to 
other manifestations of the wealth of the 
world — property. Such a facility would certainly 
have massive repercussions far beyond that of 
Putting the oil companies and electricity supply 
utibities in financial straits. It would demon- 
strate the fundamental tyranny which is 
exercised every time the wealth of this planet 
of which we are all inhabitants is appropriated 
for the exclusive use or administration of an 
elite. Just as Edison's backers would not 
countenance the use of Tesla’s superior ac 
system because they were committed to 
another, inferior, system, so the fundamental 
changes which would be brought about by free 
Power are avoided by the suppression of 
the ideas of Nikola Tesla today 
Nigel Pennick   

DREAM 
There's a question that pops up a lot in relation 
to Billand me and other white revolutionaries 
who come from middle class backgrounds: 

Why do the kids who had “everything” 

denounce the social order that gave them the 

opportunity of a fine life an* become revolu- 
tionaries? Obviously the non-white middle 
class isn’t considered a part of the Amerikan 
muinstream, so resistance from the midst of 

its ranks does not pose the shock or surprise 
and therefcre does not require the explanation, 

that dis= ntent from the midst of the white 

mainstream seems to fear, yes, but shock, no. 

Most of us have questions about the 

specifics of a person's past — their experiences, 

changes, tuning points, growth. People’s 
lives are fascinating because of all the patterns 

an: common threads of development that 
are there to share and learn from. But the 
persistent asking of th's question worded the 

way it often is, represents a lot more than 

the desire to exchange experiences; the 
question implies several things: 

1. That people like Bill and me must be 

Siving up a lot to become revolutionaries 
and, given the opportunities offered by our 

race and class privilege, we have more to lose 
than we have to gain. 

2. That revolution cannot possibly be in 
the self-interests of whi‘e people from the 

middle class. 

3. Therefore, we area strange phenomenon 
and must only be acting in the interests of 
someone else besides ourselves, or else we 
must have made some horrible mistake and 
will recognise the error of our ways eventually. 

Since I would strongly disagree with all 
three of these implications, | must have a real 

AMERIK 

——— = 

dream, but certainly not the Teality. The 
white middle class isn't made up Of the fotks 
who populate advertisements on Tye the 
slick, wellscrubhed forever smiling, and 
comfortable ail-Amerikan. The middie class 
is that amorphous grouping mostly made yp 
of people who struggle and work hard to 
maintain a lifestyle which secures basic 
material needs (like food, housing, clo 
and includes the hope if not always the 
reality of those things which have been 
defined by our culture as Opportunities, 
pleasurable extras, symbols of Status, comfort 
and security. If the Amerikan dream held 
water, the middle class should be Satisfied, 

But scrape away the surface and you sec that : 

their situation is not characterised by real 
contentment but rather passivity, escapism, 
cynicism and real discontent at the emptiness 
of our lives wh'ch attempt to substitute form 
for substance and lack any real quality or 

meaning. The material benefits that certain 
individuals and groups enjoy because of their 
race, class or sex exist for sure, but they are 

plastic crumbs, camouflage, to divert us fom 

the actual needs of human beings — needs 
which are consilered to be revolutionary ina 

society such as ours. Even more Significant, 

these paltry and superficial benefits can be 

realised only at the expense of other Peonle 

— through domination and manipulation of 

one form or another. The life of folk. who 
consider themselves to be middle class hangs 
in tenuous balance between two conflicting 
elements: 

1. The real deprivation of their lives, and 
2. Their assigned role as the mainstay of 

the Amerikan dream, the buffer zone between 
tich and poor and the main pillar of support 
for ruling class interests. 

It is this lack of quality in our lives — the 

meaningléssness, the alienation, the enslave- 
ment to the consumer flea market, the 
education that leads nowhere but the treadmill 
~ that breeds the revolutionary potential 

among members of the white middle class; 
that allows them to see through the bits and 

pieces of privilege that have been carefully 
parcelled out to them and gain a sense of 

their own oppression buried as i* is under the 

cultural and social junkpile. Whether we're 

poor and/or middle class, we're not living ne 

matter how hard we try to hide behind the 
facade of the mainstream — we're just existing, 
and our failure to be satisfied is not some 
individual failing within ourselves but uathet 
  

difference in persp of what 
a fe with “everything” ~ I contend that the 
vast majority of us don't have any such thing 
now whether we're middle class or poor, white 
Of non-white, male or female, and attaining 
that kind of life for all of us is in fact a 
revolutionary aspiration and is definitely in 
our self-interests. 

What could be further from the truth than 
the assumption that the white middie class 
should have no real comphints with society 
the way it stands — that we get “everythiay” 
we need out of life and more, Assumptions   like this are the mainstay of the Amerikan 

an that 

wrong with society. And the poverty of 

each of our lives is intimately related to the 

poverty in every other person's life — the 
roots are the same. 

Are we, as revolutionaries, struggling only 
to create a social order that will allow us to 
feed, house, and clothe ourselves? Are we 
fighting just so everyone can be assured work 

as a cog in a machine in order to put food in 

their mouths instead of being unemployed 
and starving? We've got to insure our basic 
survival needs for sure but I hope we don’t     intend to hold that up as the entire scope of   
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ous aspirations. We're revolutionaries 

because we see the need to struggle fora 
quality of life that takes into account psycho- 
Jogical needs as well as material ones — a full, 
complete existence that involves change and 

development of the whole cultural, social 

and economic framework. Our oppression 

will have only taken on a new colour if we 
limit our goals to the material needs of survival 
_ we will still be slaves. To regonise the real 
levels of oppression experienced by so many 

of us is to also drive home once again the 
reality that we constitute a vast majority and 
those who reap real benefits from the present 
situation are only the smallest minority of 

people in this country. Yet the logic of all 

this gets lost in the predominant feeling that 
revolutionaries whose growth had its original 
roots in the white middle class are really 

abnormalities, and all kinds of theorics are 
offered as explanations: parents too permis- 
sive, just out for thrills, youthful idealism, 

rebellion against their parents, drug indiced 

craziness, a misplaced do-gooder/missionary 
mentality, All this is used to reinforce the 
idea that folk like Bill and me are very strange 

fruit for the middle class tree to produce and 

some individual reason, unique to each of us, 
mast be found to explain it as a phenomenon 

and to rob it of its very volatile social signifi- 

cance. The only cause-effect relationships that 
make any sense — the analysis of the realities 

of everyday life — are too dangerous because 

these explanations undermine and agitate 

against attempts to keep the middle class 

pacified. When soceity sees discontent, 
resistance, opposition f-om those it has put 
significant efforts into buying off cheap, then 
it can negate this revolutionary spark only by 
turning the revolutionaries themselves into 
fiendish monsters in the public eye. Reyolu- 

tion cannot be destroyed — it cx only be 
discouraged by wiping out people's sense of 
any future alternatives and by trying to under- 
mine the solidarity people experience by 

identifying and sharing with each other, 
This transformation of revolutionaries into 

fearful monsters for middle Amerikan 
indoctrination. isn't too difficult when the 
“ebels” are the poor, the cultural and social 
minorities, the non-white because the white 
middle class has been indoctrinated not to 
Sentify with these segments of the population 
siyway ~ has in fact been conditioned to hate 
them and fear them already. But res'stance 
and discontent among those whose lives grew 

out of the mai — that is d 
indeed. Afterall, the shell of pacification is 
very thin and easily cracked and who can break Uzough it better than those who have been 
enclosed within its phoney myths and have 
Sow emerged from behind their blinders to 
berin to deal with the world as it really is. 

So every explanation is offered except the one that really makes any sense — white 
Riddle class folks become tevolutionaries 
because, far from having lived the Amerikan 

dream, they know just how hollow it really is, lives are shallow, alienated, ripped off, 
meaningless, robotised, plastic and dehumanised, 
eel differences between their oppression 

mat of others who may suffer on more = sel in terms of degree and form. 
are free; none of us are in control   

[eer 

Present social order, R, I interests of those who ae ee ate 

We are a composite er aces etal different levels 
Selves as human beings who 
a fails to give us what we need $0 desperately Survive materially and Psychologically; second is the realisation that there’s a lot of folks who are in the Same boat to great or lesser degree - Placing Our Own experiences in a social context; third is the understanding of the alternatives — growing from the Present reality to that we have a Potential to create; and fourth is the discovery of the means to mvoe toward and build these alternatives, But even some Segments of the left through their practice demonstrate that they also believe that certain white revolutionaries are an abnormality and they ignore our existence as i° we have no Tight to fight back in the way Wwe have chosen. Yet according to this racist thinking, it’s okay if Third World people take a similar route because of the Tationale that they're so much more Oppressed and thus are jsutified in resisting their chains by any means ne -ssary. This assumes that whites who demon- sti ste a similar resistance are not justified and are over-reacting, ignorant, adventurist or doing it for someone else besides themselves — that they should stand back and let thase who 

are the most oppressed take the risks on the 
front lines. Of course much of this is not Stated outright; otherwise common sense 
would expose its absurdity. But the attitudes 
are prevalent nonetheless in the inconsistent 
and opportunist way that some Struggles and 
individuals are tokenistically supported while 
others are totally ignored or denounced whe: 
in fact the parallels between those which are 
Supported and those which are denounced are 
far greater than their differences. The 
contradiction is most clear among those who 
offer verbal support to Third World political 
prisons on trial or imprisoned for political 
acts against the state while withholding support 
completely from white political prisoners 
like Russ and Joe, Marilyn Buck, Karl 

Armstrong, Susan Saxe, Cam Bishop, Ed 
Mead and the two of us, 

The battle of who's more oppressed than 
who — which race, class, sex, group or 

i thereof — is 
as far as I'm concerned. Our objective is to 
understand all the roots and current manifesta- 
tions of all forms of oppression; then we use 
this to catalyse a response to this oppression 
based on a balance between self-interest and 
collective interest. The threat we pose to the 
status quo will bring some of us under attack. 
And if we do not offer consistent support/ 
defence to out most progressive elements when 
they come under attack, then our numbers 
will be forever depleted and we will be giving 
the forces of fascism a free rein to pick our 
people off one at a time with little or no risk 
of opposition. 

Emily Harris,   

POETRY 
What to do with your cock in Prison 

well 
if you're smart 
you'll check it in at the front gate when you come here 
Pick it up 

if you leave 

but if you're gonna be here for a long time man you'd just better Keep it 
may wanna stick it down some punk’s throat 
UP Up somebody's ass 
OF you can fuck your mattress filled with raw liver OF you can fuck your hand 
or the pillow 
but don't stick it between the bars 
“cause it'll get stuck 
and you may never get back out 

Sound sick 
maybe but i hear folks without food 
eat their own kids 

besides 
you'll need Something to piss blood with 
and you'll piss plenty of blood 

(excerpt) Daniel L. Klauck. 

PIMPERNEL 
HOWARD 
AND THE 
ANARCHIST 
“Pimpernel Smith,” wh’ch is even today 
occasionally seen on television, was hardly one 
of the best fi'ms made by the late Leslie 
Howard, partly because the scrintwriters 
could offer only such masterpieces of dialogue, 
English in their understatement rather than 
German, as ‘Were the eggs fresh for breakfast?" 
uttered by a (I am not inventing this) S.S. 

Commandant to the inmetes of a concentration 
camp, in order to impress an overseas visitor, 
A supernumenary actor, not a professional as it 
happened, was instructed to answer “Yes, Herr 

Kommandant!’ with so went the instructions, 
all courtesy but @ sardonic gleam in his eye, 

At the same time, Mr. Howard, who was 
director and principal actor, almost engaged 

with that supernumerary in an even more 

melodramatic plot to end the war suddenly 
by the assassination of the German Chancellor. 

In 1940 the Germans were apparently 
winning the war and the real life plot into 

which Mr. Howard accidentally strayed was 

somewhat more melodramatic than the scenario 
of the film he was making. There was no 

audience, no applause, and the wrong player 
took the curtain call. 

Leslie Howard was identified in the public 
eye with what is perhaps best described as the 

Romantic Theory of Opposites; a kinepolitical 
theory that whatever is utterly opposed to a 
country’s social and economic tradition must 
be romantic. This enables a nostalgic quality   
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of sweet defeat in all historical struggles, 

despite the difficulty of supplying an 
unanachronistic Happy Ending, except possibly 

jose characters most diately 

concerned, with whom alone the audience is 

supposed to be interested. 5 
Thus a film dealing with the English Civil 

War would naturally glamourise the Cavaliers, 

¢ might imagine to be the underdogs 

omantic novelist, indeed 

      
   

f the day; for t 
Rupert II, ac 
ling England, and this wo 

for American writers though drawing 
r own revolut 

  

   
        

    

ryism where t 
d. Nevertheless, that 

pantic film ut 

incoln must be 

    

  

    

    

  

    

he civil war. “Gone With The 

trod pattern, which 

tl ing schoo 
Romantic Theory of Opposites 

of country as he explored in the 
of Baroness Orczy’s “Scarlet Pimpernel 

Few people outside the French insane 
asylums or the French Royalist Party could 

wish to see the Bourbons back in France (an 

circle wanted back in 
    

    even narrowe: 
Sp 
defeated in France, audiences will accept the 

  
But as it is plain they are utterly 

    

    

  

fact of the noble martyrs going to the tumbrils 

and one wonders how the good Baroness 
managed to spend almost her whole life in 
Paris a bare life-span after the events she 
purported to describe 

The theory collapsed under the weight of 

  

   

  

t least so far, though 

    

have come nea! 

no doubt, this will be 
wanted to make a film oppo: 
it wasn’t defeated. It was difficult enough, 

¢ British film industry of the time was 

riously right-wing, and even those who 
had come from Germany had no intention of 

opposing Nazism where it was not actively 

opposing them, indeed, they had left 
for that reason. Howard didn't get his way 
until the war broke out, and in a way 

    

  

     
   

  

Pimpernel Smith” was his excuse for the 
“Scarlet Pimpernel” much as Mr. Riah was 
Dicken’s apology for Fagin. The Scarlet 
Pimpernel snatched noblemen fr 
tumbrils of the avenging revolutionaries 
Mr. Pimpernel Smith snatched pol 
prisoners from the Nazis (b 

  

the 

  

   

  
it might as well 

  

have been from the avenging nobleme 
Wat 

  

  loo, or the Versaillese years of 

the Commune). 

  

The only problem was who were the 
revolutionaries imprisoned by the Nazis 
supposed to be? It did not ring true to say 

were Democracts, because while the 
Democrats might be, and sometimes were, 

mers, none of them had don 

way of opposing Nazism: and 
as the film had been held up until the war, 
far as the Communi 

were by then allied 

Nazi-Comintern Pact. The original script 
had made them Liberals, as a desperate 
attempt even Zionists, Catholics, and Socialists 

finally in the revised Script they became 
Anarchists. It was this purely accidental 
Eitroduction of Anarchists into the script 

      

    
   

      

that led to Mr. Howard's first glimpse of 

revolutionary politics ; 

For some reason — itis impossible at this 

distance of time to say why, except for the 

perversity of film directors who insist on a 

real clephant being taken to India or real 

Pyramids being taken to Egypt because the 

: hotogenic (this happened existing ones weren't p! 
Mr. Howard insisted under Gabriel Pascal) 

on havinga real Anarchist to play the super 

numerary part of the Anarchist political 
prisoner. He was not satisfied, unlike Bet 

paper editors, with the ham actor's idea of 

an anarchist. And who else, he may have felt, 

could be sarcastic enough when asked in a 

entration camp if the eggs were fresh for 

        

con 
breakfast 

A ——, as I suppose I had better call him 
because he is still living and won't thank me 

for mentioning him, was not an actor, at the 

moment of which I am writing he was a shop 
steward for NATKE which is as near to the 

dramatic heights as one was likely to get for 
st day 

    

les during wartime. On    
    

extt 
he and Hi d had a Jong conversation in 

the canteen about Spanish Anarchism, and the 

    

latter's interest in the life of Francisco Ferrer 

asa silm subject. The imagination boggles as 
to what might have been the result; even a 

wholly sympathetic television play, years 
later, on Spanish Anarchism confused him 
with bandleader Jose Ferrer and st sted he 

had been shot by “the Fascists.” 
This was not to be; but from the conversa- 

tion came the first revelation to Howard that 

there had been two or three anarchist attempts 
to assassinate Hitler already, and one was 

          

almost on the point of success when war 
broke out. 

It is a bit too soon to tell the full d 

of the plot; for one thing, I cannot be at all 

sure that 
A , from 

ed in what was c 

on the head of a friend]: 

became u: 

modelled on B: 

    

   

   

  

However, it was well 

  

's assassination of Lincoln, 

  

deliberately so, as nobody would expect an 
al plan to be contemplated, particularly 

since the Nazi police were less likely to suspect 
f between Abraham Lincoln 

Hitler was to be shot 

    

    

  

    

, I think it was in the 
Lohengrin at which point he could 

be assumed to be well in the grip of musical 
emotions 

  

The opera company, almost all of whom 
were in the plot, spent two years attracting 
the patronage of leading Nazis waiting the 
moment. Their political affinities were various, 
though it may well be taken there were no 
Supporters of the Third Reich among them; 
but at least three were Anarchists from way 
back and one the daughter of one of the 
workers’ council delegates executed after the 
defeat of the Munich C ommune. 

She was to fire the fatal shot, and to 
disappear through a concealed trap door, used 
for transformation scenes, and dash out toa 
waiting car. In case that failed, there was a stick of dynamite in a bouquet which she was 
to throw at the Fuehrer, All that remained 
Was the time, the place and the unloved one 
to coincide, when Herr Hitler took preference 

  

     to the “Merry Widow,” not to be construed 

as distaste to his usually beloved Wagner, Possibly because of the scene in Which the sirls thrust their behinds at the audience 
provocatively. 

“It would make a better plot than this Pimpernel thing,” sighed Howard, 
“It was all so carefully planned...» 

I was to go along in the car to take her to 
France...” 

“It could still be done,” said Howard. 
could get the help of the British Secret 
Service.” 

The other looked at him Pityingly. The 
matter dropped so far as he was concerned, 
but Howard did contact the Secret Service, 

In regard to another plot on Hitler's life, 
with which Anarchists were concerned, the 
Secret Service had come in on it; it proved 
disastrous. People like Howard simply could 
not conceive that there was an international 
police loyalty which overrode national 
considerations; A —— had experience of it, A 
few weeks later he got a letter from Howard 
saying that he had contacted “the People 

“You 

get something going” when he came back from 
a trip. A ~— whether he should see Howard 

or not; he had not revealed any names and he 

was by no means assured he should. The 
problem was resolved for him, because the trip 
that Leslie Howard took was to Lisbon, and 
his plane was shot down. 

The official Government story was that 
German agents had mistaken Leslie Howard 
for Winston Churchill, could hardly convince 
even a casting director let alone a script 
writer. 

So far as I know, there were four attempts 

on Hitler's life in which German Anarchists 

were concerned; this was the one that might 
have been successful, though it lost all the 
chances (there was another in which Spanish 
Anarchists were concerned which aimed at 
removing Hitler and Franco in one go at their 
train meeting). 

It has merely contributed to the unfayour- 

able image given to the Anarchsts in Germany 

as people who would commit the most 

unspeakable atrocities, which are understood 
to be ones concentrating on the Head of State. 

Towards the end of the war, when 
Germany was obviously losing and Hitler was 

the one barrier against surrendering, some 

German generals and aristocrats — notorious 

for their armed attacks on the workers — had 
a little bomb plot of their own in which 

supporters of the Third Reich were involved. 
This has been the subject of innumerable books 
and films, and the German State today 
glamourises their action as an example of “anti- 

Nazism". The Anarchists on the other hand 

have for the most part preferred to say 

nothing at all about these actions of their 

which (many claim) give the movement a 

“bad image.” 
Didn't somebody say in some connection 

that life was a comedy to those who think, a 
tragedy to those who feel? 

AM.     
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eee 

sighed A ——. “But for the war breaking out 

about whom I was speaking” and that he “could 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
  

BEGINNINGS 
How It All Began : the personal account of a 
West German Urban Guerrilla, Bommi 
Baumann, Pulp Press, Vancouver, 121 pp, 

pb £2.35. 

On November 24th, 1975 a special task force 
of 40 policemen armed with sub-machine guns 

raided the premises of Munich publishers, 
Trikont Verlag. Their aim was to seize the 

entire stock of Wie Alles Anfing (How It All 
Began), ant the raid was followed by similar 

confiscations from other left bookshops, 
throughout West Germany. The prosecutions 
which stemmed from these seizures are still 

continuing today, and the book itself has 
probably received a much wider readership 

than the original publishers could have hoped 
for. 

New editions were published in Germany, 
sponsored by some 380 people and groups, 

and translations into other languages were 
rapidly prepared. This English nguage 

edition was preceeded by translations in 

French, Danish, Greek, Swedish, Dutch 

and Italian. 
After such a build-up, the book falls a 

Little flat in several ways, because it doesn't 

(perhaps couldn't) match the preconceptions, 

or begin to provide answers to the many 
questions that surround the concept of urban 

guerrilla warfare. Still, Michael (Bommi) 

Baumann’s intention wasn't to provide any 
kind of manual for the would-be guerrilla, 

but simply to tell his story, which he hopes 

will be “understood as one among many, 35 my 
contribution, how I see the thing now, from 
the experiences I've had and the way I've 
digested them,” so that others can “under 

stand why people take the road of armed 
struggle..." 

Briefly, Michael's story is one of a working 
class youth who grew into adulthood and 

political conscioumess through the counter- 
culture, the sexual revolution, dope, rock ‘n’ 
roll and via the anti-Vietnam war demonstra- 

tions of the later 1960s. He was a founding 
member of the 2nd June Movement, one of 
the two largest urban guerrilla groups in West 
Germany, and although he left that organisa- 
tion in 1972 he is still on the run. 

There is considerable confusion among 
many people as to the nature of the 2nd 
June Movement. This has been caused partly 
by the fact that some 2nd June members 
later joined the Red Army Fraction, which has 
always operated separately from 2nd June, 
even though there has been a degree of sym- 
pathy between the two. The Red Army Fract- 
ton (RAF) has always been marxist in its orient- 
ation, and it grew out of a particular analysis of West German society, whereas the 2nd June 
Movement evolved in response to « series of 
events, and reflected a kind of instinctive 
gut-level anarchism. Bommi's book should 
help to make the difference clearer. 
Armed struggle is a difficult nettle to gasp, 

because most people are only able to discuss it in the abstract. Asa result we are all forced 
to rely almost solely on the mass media for 
information, and the guerrilla can become over- 

   

  

  

romanticised, and obtain a ee 
thing the establishment ts q 

Ee it limits the number willing to foster because 
t be prepared to act. of people who might be de Into 

ely, the guerrilla can be made int ee of the left: an excuse for doing 

nothing b beceuse ft brines down sebroe 
Many of the real issues that surround e : 

dilemma of armed actions remain un-discussed, 
tly because people are too busy defending 

Late wue that the time is principled positions, or arg E 
not yet “right”. Other people criticise many 
of the obvious drawbacks associated with 

guerrilla activity, yet pose no alternatives of 
any kind. Most frequent of these is the argu- 

ment that armed actions and clandestine groups 

“substitute” themselves for the mass actions 
of the working class, yet those people who 
put forward this idea are often those who 
advocate the need for a revolutionary organisat- 
ion to “lead” the working class 

This point is one of several considered in How 
ital began. Bommi relates this argument to 
his own experience, but concludes that it is 

important for individuals fo do what is right 

for them “That's how a thing gets followers; 
if there's someone who stands completely 

behind his thing, he’s the one who'll attract 

people, gather them together.” 

One of the basic reasons for the disagreements 

that exist around the issue of guerrilla warfare 

are that people fail to understand the different 

types of armed struggle, confusing terrorism 
with guerrilla warfare, and armed struggle with 
insurrection. Guerrilla warfare is a strategy 
for revolution, but it is one that relies upon 
force of arms, and subjugates other revolution- 

ary endeavours to a military strategy. Armed 

struggle provides an alternative to guerrilla war- 
fare, in which armed actions complement the 
Social struggle. The first relies to an extent on 

trained cadres, and must out of necessity 

eventually generate structures which are author- 

Marian to some degree, The latter differs in 
that individuals and groups use force as a tactic 
to extend his or her activities, 

The 2nd June Movement attempted a transit- 
ion from armed struggle to guerrilla warfare, 
patterning its activities on the Black Panthers, 
but making the crucial mistake of not realising 
that the Panthers had a large black community 
within which to operate, but 2nd June hadn't 

anything comparable. With the transition 
came illegality, and with illegality came a 
Separation from the milieu that Spawned them 
Originally. They began to lose touch with the 
very people that they relied upon for support, 
something that was even more marked with the 
RAF, whose links with the “al 
were much more tenuous. 
How {t all began makes a number of criticisms directed towards both the 2nd June Movement and the RAF. Specifically noting the Save 

which their actions became less telated to the 
movement” and its Struggles as time went by. In particular he believes the RAF fell into the 

trap of measuring its success by the Teactions of the press, so much so that “their only justif- Ieation comes through the media. They estab- lish themselves only by those means.” A weak- 

ternative society”   ness that could prove to be fatal.     

BOOK REVIR}s 
Bommi’s book has its lighter side as 

recalling for example, how bombs were 
ported through police road blocks in a brigh painted car that had written in big letters on 
the back “Careful, Dynamite Transporter|}» with the result that the vehicle was just waved by. 
The easy-to-read, conversational st; 

ing is deceptive, because it isn’t an ace 
book by any means ~ it raises tog many quest. 
ions to be simply a good read. Yet, if You are 
serious in your revolutionary aspirations, you 
will need to read this book, Partly because jt 
destroys the myths that have STOWN Up around 
the figure of the urban guerrilla, but also because we can all learn a little from Whe Alles Anfing. I had expected much more from this book, 
because I was (I admit) expecting Something 
with greater clarity, less muddled in its 
approach, but on reflection, I’m glad that 
Bommi's book is exactly as it is, right down to 
the sexist slang he often uses, because through 
the flippancy, among the explanations and 
analysis, and the recollections, shines the hy 
ity of the urban guerrilla, and that, after all, is 
what it’s about. 

Paul Wilson 

Cambodia Year Zero, Francois Ponchaud, 
Penguin, 1978, 240 pp, 9Sp. 
The Cambodian Concentration Camp. 

“Everything we have built, we have done with 
our own hands. With our hands we can do 
anything!” 

Khiell Samphan, leader of Angkar (Khmer 
Rouge organisation, single party) speech to 
commemorate the 2nd anniversay of the birth 
of “Democratic Kampuchea” (formerly 
Cambodia). 

“Come rain or come wind, whether you 

are in good health or bad, in daytime as in 
night, without fail and without complaint, 
you must do what Angkar orders.” 

Two Years of Barbarism in the name of 
Socialism. 
After the fall of Phnomh Penh on 17 April 

1975, marking the victory of the Khmer 
nationalists over the Lon Nol regime installed 

by the Americans five years earlier, a heavy 
silence descended upon what was going on 
inside Cambodia: embassies were shut down, 
foreign observers and journalists were tumed- 
away .... Only some rare items of information 

from refugees escaping to Thailand or Vietnam 

began to chip away at this silence by revealing 
the barbarism to which the “conquerors of ; 

American imperialism” had resorted. Francois 
Ponchaud’s book entitled Cambodia — The 

Year Zero which was issued at the beginning 
of this year (Julliard 1977) brings the first 
comprehensive picture of this barbarism or 

“national reconstruction” — a particularly 
bloody one at the hands of the Khmer Rouge. 
The fact that the author of the book isa 
priest and French to boot, in no way lays the 
documents produced and their translations 
open to question, even if, at times, his overall 
critique does not go beyond the liberals’ or 
bourgeois humanists’; thus, he identifies the 
action of Khmer Rouge as a revolutionary 
undertaking “the most radical ever   
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300K REVIEWS 
so short a space of time,” and mor as 

Roh salletion of state capitalism for he 
a ces in essence, the anti-democratic 
ee Angkar’s ideology and methods 

mitpout appreciating it as the product of the 
ei of the capitalist system as a whole, 
ar spent ten years in Cambodia asa 

Feesaber of the Foreign Missions Society of 
paris, and during the last years of war, he 

headed a panel for translations into the Khmer 
bnguage. The book is organised around four 

celements: 
See own first hand testimony about 

the first three weeks of “Liberation’ » since 

after that he was expelled from Democratic 

Kampuchea along with all other foreigners. 
ten testimony “carefully analysed and 
of a hundred refugees, collected in 

J, Vietnam and France. 

re cutee of sian fa ete 
Phnotim Penh, the official voice of the new 

regime, whose statements were checked against 

    

the refugees’ statements, 
the analysis of the historical and social back- 

ound against which the Khmer nationalist 

Jeveloped. 
< end of his fourth chapter “the 

cabary of a people” (p.97) the author gives an 

of two years of “national reconstruc- 

Endless labour, inadequate food, 

deplorable sanitary conditions terror and 

y executions give an idea of the 
uman cost of the Khmer revolution! 

>odia’s population was generally 
estimated at 8,000,000 inhabitants, 400,000 
of those Vietnamese and a little larger number 
of Chinese who had been living there fora 

namber of years. In 1975, Prince Sihanouk, 

whose figures tallied with American estimates 

gave the number of those killed in the war 
25600,000 with an equal number of wounded, 
On the first anniversary of liberation, on April 
17, 1976 the authorities of Democratic 

Kampuchea gave the figure of 800,000 dead 

and 240,000 war-invalids. 

   

  

    

    

     

      

When it comes to deaths in the “peace” 

one can give an exact figure, but what is 

certain is that it exceeds one million! At the 
tad of 1975, official diplomatic sources came 
up with the figure of 800,000 dead, the 
American embassy gave the figure as 1,200,000 
and American charity services based in Bangkok 
sam: up with 1400,000! No one will ever 
know the exact number of victims, but, 

ig to the refugees recounting deaths in 
their respective families, there can be little 
doubt that it is considerable. 

      

   

      

Thusa large part of the deported population ‘eems to have been sacrificed. So its historic aalling in Democratic Kampuchea will have 
been to build with its own flesh and blood, the economic infrastructure of the country. Thus is a nation of the pure to be born. The 
Khmer Rouge are coldly putting into practice their formidab} witticism: “One or two. 
million young People are enough to make the 
new Kampuchea.”* 

  

If Cambodia does indeed export 250,000 Yonnes of rice this year as the Minister for Foreign Affairs, eng Sary recently asserted bee Le Monde, 17/18 April 1977) it will be Ihe outcome of militarising the labour of Home five to six milli & lon men and women in ness for “the har, d tasks of the battle for   

Production” as the regime's ide 
: 

‘logy has it,” Each tonne of rice has been produced or €xported at the cost of the intensiv, exploitation and death Of these workerstn the countryside, Let US look at the various facets of this barbarism. 
Deportations 

On the same day they made their entrance into Phnomh Penh (17 April 1975) and on the 
can reprisal bombing was 

wn were forced to head north, those in the Southern part had no choice but to move southwards, and those living in the west Moved westwards: with a single objective — to Bet out of the town into the countryside by the shortest route” (Chapter One: “The Glorious April 17th, page 20). The following day Phnom Penh Was practically empty and the victors were looting shops, tossing all consumer items like fridges, televisions and tinned foods, into the Streets... in the days that followed hundreds who had taken refuge in the F rench embassy had to leave it under pressure from the Khmer Rouge and join the rest of the population in the countryside. No means of “cleaning out” every part of the city in a systematic manner was overlooked: water was cut off, 
to prevent survival, and electricity also, There weren't many to take Part, inside the former 

(!) decreed on 24th April to celebrate “the 
glorious victory of 17th April and th. extra- ordinary revolution of Kamouchea."!!! Soon. 
the only ones left in Phnom Penh were the 
Anmer Kouge and their tamilies — 20,000 
people. 

The deportations, which also affected all 
other towns, villages, and even isolated farm- 
steads, culminated in the first great slaughter 
of the civilian population: for the most part, 
the sick, the old and the children could not 
withstand the trials of the enforced migration 
especially the intense heat in that season of 

the year. Though they came up with various 
arguments (such as the existence of an 
imperialist plot, the need to mop up all 

resistance from the old regime's Supporters, 
their inability to assure supplies to the towns) 
to account for these deportations, the Khmer 

Rouge were in fact launching the construction 
of an agrarian national society, with an 

ideological veneer of a retum to a bucolic 

“golden age” predating Angkor Vat. The 

prospect of this “green paradise” to come 

compensates for the immense sacrifices 

imposed day in, day out. Behind the peculiarly 
Khmer verbiage, the reality of this construc- 
tion is nothing new: historically, falling back 
on the resources of one country alone, antarchy 

and the methods that follow on from it, have 

already been put into practice by fascist 

regimes (Germany, Italy) and by State 

capitalist ones (Russia, China). One again 

this economic tendency is evidence of the 

decadence of the capitalist system, which 

assumes more and more barbarous forms in 

which to continue man’s exploitation of 
his fellow man, the ultimate solution being 
to concentrate all power in the hands of the 

State. 

      

  

a 

capital, in the three days of “popular rejoicing” 

ea me September and December 1975, plementation of labour Planning required new deportations of the Population, which Were even more murderous than their 
Predecessors, 

Massacres 
In an interview in the Thai newspaper Prachachat of June 10th 1976, a Khmer Rouge official was critical of the Vietnamese method of “re-education”, Saying that it was “very slow" taking “lots of time to weed out the countet-revolutionaries from the good.” The reporter with the newspaper wound up the interview as follows: 

“The Khmer method does not require a large personnel, there's no burden to bear because they have all been shoved out of 
the towns. If we may use the comparison, the Khmers have adopted the method that Consists of upsetting the basket and all the apples it contains then they pick out only those which they are completely satisfied 
with, and put them back into the basket. But the Vietnamese did not Upset the basket. And they picked out only the rotten apples. Their method is expensive in terms of time, much 
More so than the method touowea UY tue Khmers.” (See Chapter 3: “The Apple Cart Upset” p.63). 

The physical elimination of the cadres of 
the Lon Nol regime proceeded along with 
the elimination of their wives and children. 
On radio, in meetings, slogans such as “‘it is 
not enough to prune a bad plant, it must be 
uprooted,” or “their line must be wiped out 
down to the very least of them,” keep recurring as the theme, as an incitement to “vacuum 
cleaning.” Prince Sihanouk, who joined forces 
with the Khmer Rouge after his overthrow 
by Lon Nolin 1970 and who was the diplo- 
matic representative of FUNK and GRUNK in Peking, has been “swept aside,” along with 
his supporters; there has been no news of 
Sihanouk since April 1976 and he has been 
eliminated from the history of Cambodia as 

rewritten by the Khmer Rouge. Oddly 
enough, he had foretold his fate, confiding: 
“They will spit me out like a cherry-stone.”” 

Aside from this sort of repression there 
has been countless summary executions of 
workers. To track down those discontent 
with the work in progress, as much as from 
outside, the Khmer Rouge have been schooling 
children for spying and informing. The reasons 
behind the executions are not always clear, 

but they are justified come what may. “Better 
to kill an innocent than leave one enemy 
alive.” In the final analysis, all who are not 

‘won over to the Angkar Organisation's 
ideology without nostalgia for the old regime 
can be annihilated in accordance with the 
formula, “There is nothing to be gained in 

letting them live and nothing to be lost in 
eliminating them”! 
Forced Labour 

“The Revolution has won: we must work 
and go on working to rebuild the country.” 

Forest uprooted to increase the arable 
Surface, new crops planted (maize, manioc, 
yams, potatoes), great road and river workings, 
intensive labour in the paddy fields... The 

deportee population is worked to the point 

of physical exhaustion and death, for to forced 

labour are added chronic under-nourishment   and the lack of even basic sanitary facilities. 
  CIENFURGO; AVARCHIST RE eo PAGE 137 
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The author quotes the statement of a 

former studen* on the work done by the young 
people of his group between July and Septem- 
ber 1975. “On account of rain, we could not 

¢ ground using hoes, so we had to break 
nd with nloughs. As we had no 

ormed a yoke of eight men to draw 

  

   

the plough. Several ot my comraaes, exhausted 
by this toil, began to cough up blood and died. 
(p.78) 

Then he points out the length of time they 

were working: “Up at 5 to the sound of a 

gong: breakfast of rice soup before setting 
out for work, sometimes quite far away, at 6 
short break or march back to the village about 

11 for rice husks and something to eat. Back 

    

   

     

from 2 p.m. until $ p.m., or depending 
where we were, up to 5.30 or 6 p.m. Very 

frequently, in Koh Thom (south of Phnomh 
Penh) and west of Krakor, in Kauk Thlok 

u, in Varin 
plac ght 

going on until 8 p.m. or 
; while the moon was full, work was 

the light of the moon, and where 

f enormous 

      

      
    

      

      

   

  

failed to fill the 

. their already 

  

production 
od was cut even further. After that 

if they could not make up the difference, they 
are tried and condemned: execution on these 
grounds swelled the numbers alrea 
to, in connection with the widespr 

        

repression 
m the beginning of 1976 onw 

Khmer Rouge di tegories 
tives and State farms 

are the basting bases of production; the 

    

    
       the s” (Karathan) where the bulk 
of the deportee population is conscripted into 
“great works.” According to F. Ponchaud the 

  

radio made an extensive report on the latter 
on 11 March 1976: “Democratic Kampuchea 
is one huge workshop; wherever onc is, a 
beehive of activity. The Peop'e, young and 
old, men and women, from a! 
are enthusiastically constructing dykes for 
the paddy fields. In Chikreng, Siemreap 
province, close to 20,000 p 

  

  

= co-operatives 
    

    

ople are part of 
, ‘0 build dykes 

ry dynamism.” (see 
my At Work” p.122) 

Work has been militarised. The author quotes 
from a man describing the organisation of the 

otkshop to which he had been mobilised 
“At district level (damban) a cadres committee 
was formed, which assumed responsibility 

for the workshop as a whole: In each ward 
(srok) a cadre committee was established, 

then, in the workshop, another cadre 
committee for the “teams,” “groups, 

.” “battalions” and 

right up to “division.” There are 
also the group and team presidents who watch 
over the morale of the workers In the 

Angkor Borey workshop, Takeo province, 
the workforce was “allocated scientifically” 
80% building dams, 10% building canals and 
dykes, 10% making tools, preparing 
dispensing medical aid.” (see p.124), 

     
   

  

  

  

     

    

    

food and 

  

“Khmer Revolution’ : State Capitalism 
Installed. 

The primitive accumulation of the Khmer 
nation’s capital is carried on, as we have just   

seem, amid deportations, summary executions 

and forced labour, The quest for “economic 

independence” in the imperialist age ae 

but assume the form of State capitalism w . 

in the name of socialism, intensifies the ee 

exploitation of the workers. This quest leads 

toa reshuffle of the system, not toa real 

development in productive forces, which 

renders any notion of independence illusory. 

In the preamble to the Constitution of 

Democratic Kampuchea (the Constitution 

promulgated on Sth January 1976) we find 

the State capitalist objectives spelled out 

clearly alongside on egalitarian phraseology 
“In conformity with the fundamental aspirations 
of the people, workers, peasants, the army 
and the cadres the object of the revolution 

is to implement, within our territorial 

integrity, and in a society where happiness, 

     

equality, jsutice, a true democracy without 

rich or poor, without an exploiter class or 

exploited class prevail, a society in which the 
whole people live in harmony and grand 
national union and share as one being in the 

work of production, and build up and defend 
the country all together.” (see pages 98/99). 

The tell-tale signs that State capitalism is 

  

several.     being introduced 
The cult of the Single Party (Angkar) whose 

promotion and extension is the task of the 
Radio, using the tones of religion: “thanks 
    

   
   
   

   > Angkar, the rice is good”; 
ar which has been 

«© good to us and delivered us from slavery 

which: has breathed life once again into the 

soul of the nation.” There are also 12 
tionary” ents to be 

ned off and put into practice. All this 

to displace the old religions of Cambodia 
(Buddhism, Islan, Christianity) 

Military conscription into a “people’s army” 
le the militarisation of labour and 

ensures maximum control of all activity in 

the cou! my links arms with the 

he country into a 
paddy fields to help the 
hand, the soldier holds a 

weapon, in the other, a spade ... ora 

    

    
     

    

   

  

patchwork blanket o 

   

  

sick 

Ideological conditioning in which an 
extremely extensive bombardment of minds 

works on the consciousness by means of a 

newly formed vocabulary thoroughly suited 
to the objectives of the “Khmer Revolution.” 

Thus economic achievements are presented 

as SO many victories with avalanches of f 

statistics and technical data: “victory over 

      

    
flooding;” “Victory over the elements;” 

Over nature new victory for the 
building up of the country.” 

And so also, ".. a whole new vocabulary 
based on “vouth.” meaning “the war” has 
Come into use:"male combatants,” “female 
combatants,” “comrade-fighter, oung-man- 
fighter,” “fighter-solidarity,” “combat-activity” 
“strategic cultures” Listening to the 
radiom and even going by the refugee’s state- 
ments one would think that only fighting- 
men work, or that all workers are fighting- 
men.” (p.139). 

The level of consciousness is shown by dropping one’s name (everybody keeps only 
the last syllable of their forename with the 

    
    

      prefix “met meaning comrade), in the   

manipulation of children from their earliest 
years, (children between 6 and 12 Years form 
“children’s groups” with the 3-sided leadership 
copied from their elders), by the ban on the use 
of all foreign languages, by the conversion 
of culture into a weapon at the excusive 
disposal of national production... | 

In this country which after years of 
imperialist war has become one vast concen. 
tration camp, the society which is 
created is strangely reminiscent of the one 
George Orwell portrayed in his superb Political 
fiction 1984." Cambodian state Capitalism 
has no reason to feel envious of its Predecessors: 
it isa further stage in the deepening of the 
barbarism to which capitalism as a whole 
subjects humanity: the socialism which only 
the working class of the world can establish wil) 
be made through the destruction of capitalism 
in its “private,” as well as its “state” forms! 

National Liberation: Counter Revolutionary 
Struggles. 

“The young micro-bourgeoisies who now aspire 

to an independent existence, do not just quiver 

with impatience only out of their lusting after 
an unfettered, uncontrolled class hegemony, 

for they also promise themselves the rapture 

which for so long has been denied them; to 

strangle, with their own hands, the mortal 

enemy, the revolutionary proletariat — a 

function that, up to the present, they have 

been forced to leave to the rigid 
machine of a foreign dominator “Rosa 

Luxemburg” Fragment on Way, the national 

question and Revolution. 
Yet again, with the Cambodian case, we 

can assess the consequences, the anti-proletarian 

consequences of natural Liberation struggles, 
From 1967-1968, the many shades of 

“leftists” (Trotskyists, Maoists, etc) have 

organised large-scale backing for these 

struggles, in the name of their “anti-imperialist” 

nature. Throughout countless marches they 

wished victory of FUNK and GRUNK just as 

ardently as to the Vietnamese NLF! In 
leaflets handed out at these demonstrations 
the revolutionaries already were emphasising 

the fact that “the proletariat has nothing to 

gain and everything to lose through these 

national liberation struggles.” In fact, in this 

cra of capitalist decadence, not only is th: 

establishment of a new State no longer a 
guarantee of real economic development, but 

the struggle to set it up cannot but fit into 
the scheme of rivalries between the large 
imperialist camps. In this way, the “anti- 

imperialist” struggle of “the peoples of Indo 

China’’ were dependent on Russian and Chinese 

imperialism! As for the nationalist organisa- 

tions, which the leftists dub “progressive,” 
or even “revolutionary,” are the backbone 

today of the new class rule: the Single Party’s 
bureaucracy blossoms with the installation 

of State capitalism. As Rosa Luxemburg put 

itin the quotation above and as is illustrated Z, 
by the evolution of “Democratic Kampuchea,’ 

these young State bourgeoisics take their 

pleasure (and their profits!) in ferocious over 
exploitation of the agricultural and industrial 
workers. So the leftists bear their share of 
responsibility for the displacement of class 
struggle onto the terrain of “National 
Liberation”” and the massacres of the proletariat 
that ensue, during and after the so-called 
“Liberation.” As suck they must be denounced 
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as active agents of counter-revolution, 

Ifwe are going to grasp the counter- ‘ 

revolutionary character of national liberation 
struggles since the turn of the century, we need 

to have a clear understanding of the capitalist 
system and its tendency towards State 

capitalism. 

‘Translated by Paul Sharkey) 

Revolution in the Third World; Myths and 
Prospects, Gerard Chaliand, Harvester Press, 

£6.95. 

furopean civilisation has yet to come to terms 
with the import of its savage onslaught against 

the rest of the world during the period that 
an Indian historian calls “the Vasco de Gama 
era” of world history. At one time, the 

iberal imperialist faith could be expressed in 
such words as these: 

“It is clearly seen that to our beloved land 

Great Britain has been assigned the high 
on of manufacturing for her sister nations. 

Our kin beyond the seas shall send to usin 

our ships their cotton from the Mississippi 

valley. India shall contribute its jute, Russia 
itshemp and flax, and ironstone for our 

factories and workshops, our skilled mechanics 

and artificers the necessary machinery to 

weave these materials into fine cloth for 
the nations; all shall be fashioned by us and 
made fit for men. Our ships, which reach us 
laden with raw materials, shall return toall 

parts of the earth laden. This exchange of 

nw materials for finished products under 
the decrees of nature makes each nation the 
servant of the other and proclaims the 

brotherhood of man. Peace and good will 
shall reign upon the earth, one nation after 
another must follow our example and free 

exchange of commodities shall everywhere 
prevail. Their ports shall open wide as ours 
are open for their raw materials.” 

Similar ideas resonate through the modern 

intellectual history of the West. A century 

lbter the anonymous commentator cited above, 
Lord Frederick Lugard, one of the architects 
of Britain's African empire, wrote than “the 

Partition of Africa was, as we all recognise, 

due primarily to the economic necessity of 

increasing the supplies of raw materials and 
foods to meet the needs of the industrialised 
tations of Europe.” In the mid-twentieth 
century, it is “the menace of Communism” 
that must be overcome so that the industrial 
societies can fulfill their “high mission.” A 
Prestigious study group of the American 

National Planning Association and Woodrow 
Wilson Foundation explains that the primary 
threat of communism is the economic 

  

   

      

tansformation of the Communist Powers 
“la ways which reduce their willingness and 
ility to complement the industrial econo- muts of the West.” Communism thus violates the decrees of nature,” 

i The “West” is the “free world,” the 
“fst World” from which the “second world” "4s ietevocably Separated, and which now Stupeles to ensure that the “third world” does not pursue the same intolerable course. The “Wes; includes Japan, which for unique historical Teasons was able to escape the tentacles of empire and develop as an industrial Society. Itis Organised by the United States and the international corporations that are Primarily based in the United States and that 

    

     

rely ultimately on ¢ 
American state to 

nature,” imperial apologists still proclaim “the man,” and speak shame, of the “defence of mage democracy,.”” 
The rhetoric chan, 

producing states atta! 
invest in the indust; 
natural order, are ¢! 

ists of course, when oil 
in the Capability to 

rial socicties which, in the 
he masters of global Society, Then it is suddenly discovered that it is intolerable for the nation's patrimony to be sold to foreigners. Just as the British lost their enthusiasm for Uberal economic doctrine when their industry could no longer dominate world markets, so American intellectuals discover that the nation’s Tesources and vital institutions must be protected from foreign intrusion, though its scale is miniscule as compared with the much-lauded i economic intervention elsewhere, They are re-learning what their Predecessors knew, as they fashioned the Protectionist doctrines that contributed to the growth of an industrial society in the United States, But the lesson cannot be generalised, The United States must maintain its independence and global authority. Revolutionary nationalism, which threatens to extricate some third world Society from the US<tominated global ecoomy, is an intolerable affront to civilised values and 

must be crushed, for the benefit of mankind. Asin the past, liberal doctrine is to be extolled insofar as it contributed to the hegemony of 
the natural rulers, Under other conditions, it 

fist is raised, and if needed brought down 
with crushing force, where autonomous 
development threatens, 

The “decrees of nature”, as proclaimed by 
the ideologists of modern state capitalism and 
enforced by the military power of the 
industrial societies, condemn the great 
majority to privation and servitude. It 
is inevitable that such a social and economic 
order will be chal ink and 
often unpredictable ways. The United States 
emerged from the Second World War with 

Prospects to be the sole authority and 

“stabiliser” of international society. It has 

been compelled to accept a “bipolar world” 

organised by two superpowers in the Spirit 

of “detente.” But only one of these Super- 

Powers is to be “really super.” As Henry 

Kissinger has explained, there must be “ 

penalty for intransigence” if the party in 

detente forgets the rules, though there will 

be no interference as it exercises its brutal rule 
Over its imperial domains. Within the far 

more extensive American-dominated system, 

other powers may pursue their local interests. 

“Regional groupings supported by the United 

States will have to take over major responsi- 

bility for their immediate areas, with the 
United States being concerned more with the 
over-all framework of order than with the 

management of every regional enterprise” in 
the “stable and creative world order” that 
Kissinger envisages. Others are scarcely less 
plain-spoken about the matter. But one can 
hardly expect such a system to endure for   long, and severe conflict may erupt among 

eee 

is to be rejected with contempt. And the mailed 

  

the industrial Societies of the 
@s the price of American hege: 
unacceptable. 

The immediate challenge, however, is Posed by movements of tevolutionary nationalism in the third world, movements that strugele for a measure of independence, for development based on internal needs, for modernisation and social welfare. Internal documents Teveal the fear of top American policy planners that such movements, once independence is gained, may Carry out success ful programmes of modernisation and develop- ment. Their “ideological successes" may Sluse “the rot to spread," as Passive and Suppressed populations elsewhere try to emulate the model they present, Such fears motivated the American aggression ‘against South Vietnam, Spilling ove- to the rest of Indochina. There is no doubt that they persist and will remain a driving force in the years that lic ahead, 
The struggle to Prevent economic trans- formation that will reduce the Willingness or ability of underdeveloped societies “to 

Fcomplement the industrial economics of the West” is sure to remain a major theme of 
world history in the coming period, as it has 
been in the recent Past. What is the nature of 
these third world movements? Why have 
many failed, and a few succeeded? What are their aims, their class basis, the cultural and 
historical features that shape their programmes 
and determine their destiny? What kind of 
Social order may emerge, and what lessons do 
their successes and failures offer to the 
industrial societies themselves, in particular, to those who are committed to the sncial 
and economic transformation of the industrial Societics? These are some of the questions 
addressed in Gerard Chaliand’s fascinating 
Study. For many years, he has investigated and reported on the revolutionary mov=ments 
of Africa, Southeast Asia, Latin America and 
the Middle East. His achievement is remark- 
able and unique. Combining sympathetic 

cal detachment, he has been 
able to attain an intimate familiarity with 

the that he has i i , often 
at first-hand, and a sensitive appreciation of 
the social and cultural conditions in which 
they have developed. His direct accounts 
have been invaluable, and his commentary and 
analysis have been perceptive and enlightening. 
Asa student of comparative revolutionary 
movements, he has no peer, to my knowledge. 
The present work summarises and extends 
these studies and places them in their general 
historical context. It is an important contri- 
bution to the understanding of contemporary 
history. 

“free world” 
MONY proves 

  
  

Noam Chomsky. 

(The above piece was the introduction to 

the French edition of Chaliand’s book). 

  

Mutinies: 1917-1920, Dave Lamb, Illustrated, 

pictorial wrappers, 36pp, 12 x 8%. Solidarity 
(Oxford & London) S0p. 

Dave Lamb here beams a searchlight into 

neglected corners to reveal secrets largely 

unknown and certainly worth gathering and 

amplifying into one thesis. Exploiting locally 
issued recent as well as earlier memoirs, 
histories and contemporary reports he presents 
in some detail astounding tales of major     CIENFURGOS PRESS ANARCH PARCHIST REVIEW 
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revolts in the British armed services as the 
Kaiser war neared its end. 

Two factors sparked off mutinies in 

locations quite distant in time and place. The 

first was inefficient demob delay, combined, 

in some cases, with news of lonz postponement 
as Generals plinned the policine of occupied 
territories. Later, the war of intervention 

against Red Russia fomented wide unrest and 

more mutiny from troops forced to trke part 

in further war against former allies for whom 
they felt sympathy not hatred. The latter 
could be said to be political to some extent ‘ 

but the others were spontaneous rebellions of 

revulsion to continuing senseless killing, ghastly 

trenches and unspeakable conditions in transit 
base camps for war-weary resting, wounded 
and raw recruit alike. 

To the ordinary man in uniform the war 

was over once the November 1918 Armistice 
had been signed and he could accept no 
reason to keep him from going home. The 

War Office had other ideas. A million men 

were wanted as occupying armies and to make 
battle against the partly established Russian 
revolutionaries and hit them mainly from 

the Artic and Black Sea. Lloyd George and 
others in the Government were less keen on 
keeping the armies up to strength since the 
votes of the people were important but the 
militarists intrigued with Winston Churchill 

even though his mad Dardanelles fiasco had 
prolonged and almost lost the war. 

In the end the people won, for the pawns 
in uniform came to life and refused to move 

as their officers demanded even at the risk and 

indeed at the cost in some cases of their 

lives. By firing squad or the hand guns of 
officers many so~called deserters had died 
throughout the war but following these 
final large scale mutinies even though courts 
martial levied many death sentences these 
were mostly commuted afterwards. The moo? 

of the men was too dangerous for such drastic 
penalty to be executed unless, as seems to 
have happered sometimes, it could be 
carried out in secret. In the end the free- 
feeling Canadians and Anzacs and even the 
normally obedient flag waving English and 
other home troops en masse were able to 
force conciliatory reaction from the 

authorities. Conditions were ameliorated, 

demob speeded up, ships and troops with- 
drawn from Russian terrain. 

The RAF at Biggin Hill near London 
Staged their own mutiny in 1919 over camp 

conditions and won concessions. Lamb deals 
with the Royal Navy and Russian campaign 
too briefly considering the historical import- 
ance of the latter and the wide unrest in HM. 

ships about beastly conditions and tremendous 
differences between food and accommodation 
for officers and the lower deck as well as the 
rigid discipline and federalistic protocol 
existing. Certainly complaints could be made 
— singly. The standard question resulted 
“Have you discussed this with anyone else?” 
On the reply “yes” the complainant was 
charged with mutiny! If “no” he was branded 
a8 a troublemaker since no one else had backed 
him up. If any did make similar complaint 
that was tantamount to having had discussions 
and so too meant mutiny! As Hitler-war 
seamen have testified these rules and 

| conditions were still in force until recent times,   Lamb ends by appealing for further 

haps 
i . Ido hope some reply. Per! 

capeale friends will seck out to younger relatives or fi 

eati he memories of their elders before its 

too late. The Imperial War Services plese 

{and no doubt others such as the Greenwicl 

Maritime Museum) have already gathered 

diaries and personal accounts of war experiences 

whilst official material may be consulted in 

the Public Record Office. It does seem that 

what the latter gets depends upon the whims 

of destroying-angel officers — but that is 

another question! This preliminary report is 

well worth its SOp but I hope the author 

continues his delving and eventually produces 

a full book on his subject. 
Barry Duncan. 

Outlaws, Kenneth Ulyatt, Pelican Books, 7Sp. 

An oft-repeated cliche is the western film. Goody 
inevitably shoots baddy after baddy temporarily 

gets the upper hand. And such it was in the real 

west, except that goody wasn't so good and 

baddy wasn't much different. Everyone knows 

the names, so the outlaws who appear in this 
book are like old friends — Jesse James, Sam 
Bass, Billy the Kid, and the rest rise again from 
the grave and live once more their famed 
exploi's. Ulyatt approaches the outlaws in 
‘a matter-of-fact manner, scarcely noting their 

actions as anything more than actions, unlike 

the hysteria which their present<day emulators 
receive from a rabid press. 

The aftermath of a bloody civil war which 

ravaged the land forced some into outkwry. 
Guerrilla fighters, who had fought on the 
losing side, were hunted down after the war. 
Some guerrilla bands even fought each other 
for territory and spoils. The Missouri guerrillas 

were refused amnesty at the end of the war 

(shades of Vietnam?) and were thus auto- 

matically outlaws rather than merely ex- 

soldiers of a defeated army. Some stayed in 

the wilderness, living the best way they could 
by theft and extortion. Others who retumed 

did so only to find that their families, homes 
and livelihoods had been annihilated by the 

war 
At the end of the war, Jesse James and five 

others of the guerrilla fighters with whom he 

had spent the war rode into Lexington under 

a white flag. They were met by a hail of 

bullets, and James was severely wounded. The 

Marshal of Lexington believed James to be 

mortally injured, and let him go home to die. 
Such are the quirks of fate. James recovered, 
and lived to be one of the greatest of all the 

outlaws of the west. When the James-Younger 

fang was finally captured, Jesse James was 
shot in the head. The rest, 27 of them, died 
or were imprisoned for lengthy periods, seven 
being killed by gunfire, three being assassinated 

by their own companions, three being lynched 
and two committing suicide. Nine served long 

Sentences in prison. Only Frank James 

escaped, having surrendered soon after Jesse's 
death and pleaded for sympathy to the 

southerners on the Jury at his trial. He was 
freed, only to become, in his declininz years, 
almost an exhibit in a travelling wild west 
show, travelling a land which had outgrown 
the outlaws. 

The outlaws are a romantic part of a 

tragic and violent period of the history of 
the United States. During the period 1861- 

    

  1890 occurred a civil was and numerous other 

wars waged against the native inhabitants 
by the victorious federal government, The 
frontier provided a haven of Tefuge from t 
areas which had already attained Statehood and this had the full panoply of law and order 
enforcement agencies. The outlaws were 
able to continue their guerrilla war against 
the state, but for themselves and not foran 
opposing state. 

Surprisingly there is never a trace of 
political motivation in the exploits of the 
outlaws. Unlike their parallel, the Ku Klux 
Klan, the outlaws were an ad hoc ETouping of 
individuals whose sole aim was Survival in 
environment hostile both Physically and 
politically. When the time came to Suppress 
the outlaws, it was done with swiftness and 
efficiency. Those who survived were even 
able, like Frank James, to write memoirs aad travel in a peep-show as an heroic reljc ofa 
bygone cra. Had they been political, the 
gallows would invariably have been their 
destination, and, like later anarchist martyrs, 
their cause and name would not be so widely 
celebrated in myth and film. As symbols of 
resistance, their charisma lingers to this day, 
Scarcely a week passes without some tale or 
other of the west’s outlaws being trotted out 
in the form of an old Hollywood movie on TV. 
Anarchists, despite their sometimes parallel 
lives and deaths, are not the stuff of which 
Hollywood makes myths and monty. 

Nigel Pennick. 

Juan Gomez Casas: Historia del anarco- 
sindicalismo (XYZ, Madrid, 1968, 284pp). 
At this make-or-break juncture in thy: CNT’s 
work of reconstruction it is useful to recom- 
mend the reading of Gomez Casas’s book (he 
is at present national secretary of the CNT), 
first published in 1968, for a better understand- 

ing of the history of Spanish x varcho-syndica- 

lism and what its potential could be for the 

immediate future. 
As Jose Luis Rubio says in the prologue: 

“For many young people, workers as well as 

students, it will come as a stimulating 
revelation... The Confederal labour move- 
ment in Spain could count upon the broadest 
support and highest revolutionary potential 

But it failed. Asa result, there is a need to 
scrutinise the steps taken by the movement, 
from the early days as recounted by Anselmo 

Lorenzo, up to the May events in 1937, to 
search out the roots of that failure and learn 
from them. ... Many are of the opinion 

that the revolutionary radicalism of the Inter- 
nationalists first of all, and the Confederation- 

alists later on, ruled out a democratic Republican 
formula as a possibility in Spain, thereby 
helping to perpetuate the backward looking 
oligarchy. But, on the other hand, others 

are of the opinion that to have gone along 

with compromises would haye led toa 
bourgeois republic with tame Jabour unions 
integrated into the capitalist system. The 
debate is not over yet.” 

Indeed, the debate is not over yet. But 
we believe that a reading of this book furnishes 

positive key factors in an answer to this 
important debate, at least at the personal 
level. And furthermore that it has a fresh 
and fundamental relevance for the future 
of the Spanish people.   Octavio Alberola.   an ard 
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WHATS 
LEFT ? 

Left in Britain 1956-1968, Edited by 
avid Widgery, Penguin, £4.00. 
This Penguin book, disguised as a Peregrine 
book to excuse the price, is a $50-page 

sneotated anthology or documentary history 
of the left in this country during the twelve 
years from the dual crisis of Hungary and 
‘gez to the confused echoes of the French 
“events”; but it is not what most readers may 
expect, being not so much about the usual 
idea of “the left” as about the extreme left 
or Marxist left of various kinds of “New Left,” 

David Widgery is one of the bright young 
men who joined the newest New Left during 
the 1960s, working both for Trotskyist papers 
sech as Socialist Worker and for underground 
papers such as Oz, His view of the left excludes 
anything politically or culturally orthodox, 

anything connected with the Labour Party 

oc ths Communist Party, with cither rational 
reform or serious scholarship, an¢ barely 

includes such groups as the Independent 
Labour Party, the Socialist Party of Great 

Britain, or the Workers’ Revolutionary Party 
(ne the Socialist Labour League). His version 

of civilised Marxism does allow some kind of 

opening towards the libertarian left — accept- 

ing Solidarity on almost equal terms, acknow- 

kedging the claims of syndicalism, and 
admitting the existence of anarchism. He is 
himself the incarnation of an unlikely object — 

anice Trotskyist. 

But his book shows strong bias right from 

start: literally — from the cover, where 

the Communist Hammer and Sickle consuming 
a Union Jack is itself being consumed by a 

Trotskyist Fourth International brand of 
Hammer and Sickle; or from the dedication, 

to the memory of Victor Serge, who is 

described as “Syndicalist, Bolshevik, Trotskyist” 

conveniently omitting the first stage of his 

Political career as a leading member of the 
indvidualist wing of the French anarchist 

movement, fur which he spent five years in 

jail. There is also a curious bias in the choice 
of period — froma date which was marked by 

Simultaneous crises in Conservative Imperialism 
ind Communist Imperialism, rather than by 
any event in what Widgery or we would think 

of as the left, to a date which was marked by 
‘peak in, rather than the end of, a process, 
ued which Widgery actually ignores when he 
Bets there. But there isa lot more to The Left 
in Britain than bias, and it is worth considerin;, 
atsome length. 

Widpery begins the book with a very 
Pentonal foreword, which gives an unconvincing 
‘count of its origins and adds an unfortunate 
*2ount of confusion about its subject. The 
Phrases “the Left” and “th far Left”, “the 
revolutionary Left,” “the working-class 
movement,” “the post-war working class,” 

“the modern revolutionary workers” movement” 
2nd “the modern socialist movement” are all 
Ss | couple of pages with no attempt to 
pan how they are related to each other ot 
bs mie individuals and organisations 

test of the book. 
follows a list of Acknowledgements, 

  

  

which is more interesting tl han us eae statements which Widgery has le: “EP. Thompson wis State that his political positien ae ey that of the May Day Manifesto (1968), and that he is in radical disagreement with the. ‘Tpretation of the recent 

“Laurie Flynn, Colin Barker, and Bot, ae thorn have asked to register tha ae ie developed their Positions from those extracts republished here,” Nothing from John Saville, Brian Behan, Bob Potter, Peter Fryer, Lawrence Daly, “Martin Grainger,” Peggy Duff, Michael Kidron, Paul Foot, Alasdair MacIntyre, Tom Hillier, Sheila Rowbotham, and the other contributors Who have alo changed their views — indeed the whole book is based on People changing their views, a point which is illustrated again and again but which reems to have missed the editor, 
Then there is a long Introduction by 

Sedgwick which was first published in ee 
abridged version in the New Statesman on 13 September 1974, Sedgwick comes from an 
older generation than Widgery, but he is 
similarly a supple (rather than subtle) intellec- 
tual in the International Socialist movement. He is always highly stimulating, but he also is 
highly sectarian, and his essay is So unbalanced 
that it upsets the book before it has properly 
begun. When it first appeared the New 
Statesman published a letter by Brian P. 
Boreham: “Peter Sedgwick has performed no 
mean feat in managing to avoid .. . all montion 
of the vital contributions made by either the 
Committee of 100 or the Anarchist movement. 
His weary catalogue of failings vindicates 
only too clearly the Anarchist argument 
against the well-intentioned authoritarians not 
only of the Labour Party but the whole range 
of sectarian power-seckers and thwarted 
Lenins who seem to have leamed nothing. As 
long as these utopians persist in looking to 
any Sect, group, party or elite for their 

salvation, and refuse to recognise the contra- 
dictions inherent in their basic philosophy 
of freedom through power, the longer we can 
expect to be reading superficial post mortem: 
like Peter Sedgwick’s.” (20 September 1974), 

Sedgwick’s essay is now twice as long as it 

was then, but it is no different in character. 
When he begins to approach either non-CND 
unilateralism or non-Marxist revolutionism he 
always draws back rather than endanger his 
Leninist position. His main preoccupation is 
to emphasize the IS contribution and to 
reinfozce the IS position, and everything else 

is subordinated to that. 
The same is true, though to a lesser degree, 

of Widgery’s own work. He states in his Fore- 

word that the “political ideas which underlie 

the socialist sub-scholarship are owed largely 
to Tony Cliff, Mike Kidron and Nigel Harris 
and their theoretical and editorial work in the 

IS journal, though I ought to add this book 
in no way represents official International 
Socialism policies.” He adds that “I have 

made the best effort Iam capable of to be 
non-sectarian,” he makes friendly gestures to 

many tendencies both inside the Marxist 
tradition and outside it on the left, he is well 
known for his contccts with the “under- 
ground” and with several Libertarian tendencies, 

ual, if only 

  
  

and he includes several items from Nevertheless he remains Canirattad iste = tenes bproach in general and to the IS Ine (or lines) in teste EE and these pervade 

pean ook consists of eight 
followed by a series of : Rae eee ontributions by other writers, mostly reprinted f-om the left-wing Press. “The Double Exposure: Suez and ea covers two episodes which between 

'm began the process covered by the whole ae includes items by Edward Thompson, le, Brian Behan; Bob Potter, Peter Fryer, Lawrence Daly and Tony Cliff. The favour is entirely €x-Communist and mainly Trotskyist, and quite Unrepresentative of 
the left at that time. 

“Don’t You Hear The H-Bombs Thunder?” Covers the nuclear disarmament movement, and includes Alex Comfort's Speech at the 
CND inaugural meeting in 1958, the descrip- tion by “Martin Grainger” of the first 
Aldermaston March in 1958, the Solidarity- Committee of 100 statement, Against All 
Bombs which was distributed in Moscow in 
1962 (and is wrongly attributed to Ken 
Weller), Edward Thompson and John Saville 
on the movement at its beginning, Peggy Duff on the mvoement at its end, and Michael 
Kidron giving the IS line in the middle 

“The Two-New Lefts” consists entirely 
of an essay by Peter Sedgwick, first published 
in Internatio7al Socialism in 1964; giving a 
sectarian account of the “Old New Left”” 
wheih produced Universities and Left Review 
and the New Reasoner from 1956 to 1959 and 
then New Left from 1960 to 1962, and of the 
very different group which produced NLR from 
1962 oneards. The subject is quite interesting, 
but either too unimportant to spend a whole 
chapter on or else too important to give a 
twelve-year-old treatment. 

“That Was The Affluence That Was” covers 
the industrial struggle from 1956 to the fall 

of the Conservative Government in 1964, and 
includes some Trotsiist material on strikes 
and also one good Solidarity item (Ken Weller 
on Fords). “Let’s Go With Labour” covers 
the Labour Government from 1964 to 1970, 

an\\ includes some more Tortskyist material 
on Labour “ebtrayals” and another good 

Solidarity item (on the King Hill homeless 
hostel struggle). “Freeze, Squeeze, Then Prod” 
covers the industrial struggle under the Labour 
Government, and includes some good material 
from militants involved in strikes and yet more 
Trotskyist material. 

“Make One, Two, Three Balls-Ups” covers 
the student movement, and includes much 
Marxist and some libertarian material. “1968” 

covers the culmination of the process covered 
by the whole book, and includes an extra- 

ordinary jumble of materials which is justified 
by the muddle of the subject. Widgery says: 

“1968 was a particularly unruly year to write 
about. It defies all attempts to be tidied 
away. I have instead tried to give a sense 

of its messiness by using memories, reminis- 
cences, diaries, bits from capitalist and socialist 

papers, accounts of events and leaflets.” The 
resulting confusion includes a few interesting 
minor items and also a few major documents 
— from the Solidarity pamphlet Paris: May 
1968 (varion‘ly attributed to both “Martin     
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Grainger” and “Maurice Brinton” though it 

was in fact unsigned and Chiistopher Pallis 
: name for years), Geoff 

hict on the Vietnam Solidarity 

a Tactic (1969), la 

ck Duerf 

    

    

    
    

al obituary o! 

squat (1970). (The d 
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which is a gratutiously irre 
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$8. The selection 
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such as the descrip 
wslerfer in the late 1950s 

working class journalism      

    

ut 
The introduction to the nuclea: r 

ularly bad and deserves 
     

  

   t was born not     

      

whimper,” and he follows with a 

hing which 

  

onising dis-nissal of ev 

fore then: “Pe 
        ent may have been     

      

    

    

   
as the n 

today), but 

  

t limp pacifist tradi 
1 is just un’ He que 

dee wrongly, which is u    

    

unnecessary, and is typical of his whole treat- 

    

Widgery improves when he gets on to the 
actual unilaterialist movement, but he still 
doesn’t knaw much about it. Ie mentions the interesting point that many of the audience at the CND inaugural meeting in 1958 demon- strated in Downing Strect, but not the more significant point that they staged the first 

  

recored spontancous sit-down in ao a 

He says thit “within weeks of i's sone a 5 

CND had found the perfect vehicle” in t oO - 

Aldermaston March; but the first Aldermasto 

March was organised not by C ND but by an 

independent ad hoc direct action Sorento 

and only after it proved successful did C Ne 

it over and turn it back to front from 19S 

onwards. He says that “the Direct Acti om 

Committee had soon parted company with 

ND;” but DAC was fe for CND, was 

never part of it, and eventually merged with 
the Committee of 100. Widgery is general 

  

  

  

    

so much int 
nuckear disar 

           

  

boxing the m 
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The crucial 
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entra! London.”   
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d wn immediately, but went as f       

  

    

lice, be was already a lay 
d and inside the sh    speech may have been fine, but 

lke most contributions to unilateralist debate 
from Marxist intellectuals it was ignorant and 

     

  

issue of Freedom, 

Ty accounts 
le eye-witnesses he should 

have kept his mouth shut 

  

But Widgery is right in his view of the 
function of the Com. 

  

ec of 100 in the 
nuclear disarmament ment and of the militan:s in the Committee of 100, as pioneers in the theory and practice of confrontation, if only he had attempted to develop or illustrate it. Instead he dismisses the decline of the late 1960s with a series of epigrams, spoilt by yet More errors and omissions. He includes 

   

    

  Anarchy among those who “uad ethical objections” to the Vie! cS 

  

nonstrations in 

1968, which is jsut stupid, since Anarchy hag 
no editorial line about demonstrations, He 
says that “the Committee's independent 
initiatives... . were over by 1964," whic, is 
just nonsense, since they continued until the 
end of 1967. He leaves out such freelance 
actions outside the Committee control but 
still inside Committee tradition as the Red 
Square demonstration in 1962, Greek Week 
in 1963, the Brighton Church demonstration 
in 1966, and the Greck Embassy demonstration 
in 1967, and he fails to understand the painful 
transition from the Committee to the 
student movement in 1967 and 1968, 

The last 100 pages of the book are taken 
up by a useful. Chronology of events (compiled 
by Dave Philips, and best on industrial 
troubles) a Glossary of organisations and 
publications, a rich Bibliography, and a Poor 
Index. 

The glossary is uneven in coverage, like 
the whole book, but rather more reliable 

in treatment (it has been checked by more 
outsiders). There are still several mistakes and misunderstandings, including the following 
in entries of libertarian interest. In the entry 
on Anarchy, it is called “tho anarchist pocket 
review brilliantly edited by Colin Ward from 

1961 to 1970 which pioneered many ideas 

on education, architecture and art which 
were to become Leftist commonplaces by 
the late 1960s;" apart from the curious put- 
down of calling a standard octavo magazine a 

eview", limiting its scope to only 
of its dozens of topics, and Suggestiny: 

that its arguments have become accepted — 

was so good, why not include some of 
it in the body of the book? 

In the entry on the Angry Brigade, the 

name is said to have been adopted “in late 

sixties” though it was invented at the end 

of 1970. In the entry on Black Flag, Albert 

Melzer is described as “veteran anarchist, 
boxer and auto-destructive artist;” the last of 
the three points looks like the result of 

confusion with Gustav Metzger, who was 
with Ralph Schoenman the main founder 

of the Committee of 100in 1960. In the 
same entry Widgery mentions that members 

of the Anarchist Black Cross “have been 
singled out particularly for police attention,” 
and describes the fates of Pinelli in Italy and 

Rauch in Germany — but what about the 

inclusion of Stuart Christic in the Angry 
Brigade Affair? 

   ck    
threi 

      

The entry on Cuddon's Cosmopolitan 

Review is absurd'y incomplete. In the entry 

on Freedom there is a reference to the 
Socialist Worker's Federation” which is 

obviously meant to be the Syndicalist Workers 

Federation — hence the cross reference from 
the SWE to Fi edom. The entry on Heatware 

mentions only Chris Gray and not Charles 
Radcliffe. There is an entry on 
rather than Situationism, and indeed Widgery 
seems to be very unsure about both the termin- 
ology and the ideology of the movement. 

The entry on Solidarity calls its basic 
Statement What We Stand For rather than As 
We Sce It (1967), and doesn't mention the 
interesting supplement to it, As We Don't See 
dt (1972) 

The bibliography is very detailed and worth 
careful study — something which was evidently 

  

  miss:ng from its preparation, at least in the 
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ituationalism”   

‘ uclear disarmament movement 
a a et anarchism. In the former 
and the ye, Frank Parkin’s thesis Middle Class 
fot ea (1968), which is a sociological 
Aediieof CND, is described as follows: 
wy Parkin’s retrospective study of 

ee jtuency Labour Parties isa 
moonstruction of the battles t 
fowed in Labour wards” — whi 
relation to the content of the book. LJ. 
McFarlane’s Political Quarterly article : 
epjsobedience and the Bomb (1966) is 
calledan “interesting academic survey” — 
which misses its ignorance and inaccruacy. 

Peegy Duff's autobiography Left, Left, Left 
“197 ) is described as “lively reading, although 
portraying herself as more revolutionary in 

intention that she was in reality” — which 

misses the deadness and dish: nnesty of the 

book, For some reason Widgery still uses it as 

a reliable source — as he also does with such 
fan'asies as Brian Behan’s With Breast Expanded 
(1964) and Jeff Nuttall’s Bomb Culture (1968), 

  

   

Bertrand Russell's memorandum of Ralph 
Schoeman is credited only to Black Dwarf, 
where it was indeed first published in 1970, 
nather than the Mew Stafesman, where it 

reached far more readers, or Ronald Clark's 
sk The Life of Bertrand Russell (1975), 

where it is most easily read now. The 
special report in Anarchy 29 called “The 
Spies for Peace Story” was published separately 

usa pamphlet called Resistance Shall Grow 
(1963) and did not include “an insider's 

account of the Spies of Peace Action;” that 
appeared three years later as a pamphlet called 

The Spies For Peace: Their Story Told At 
Lest (1966). My NLR article “Damned Fools 

in Utopia” (1962) did not represent “the 

Committee of 100 at its most melodramatic” 
Widgery should read Peace News from 1960 

to 1962. There is a ludicrous claim that “the 

mood of Aldermaston is best conveyed in 

David Mercer's TV trilogy The Generations .. . 

und Mike Horovitz's pioneering poetry 
mapzine New Departure’s” — Widgery should 
wad Pesce News and Sanity for Easter 1959- 
1967. 

As for literature on anarchism, Widgery 

includes among “accounts by participants 
in the post-war anarchist movement” George 

Woodcock's study of Herbert Read, which 
isfair enough — except that he calls it The 

Source e Stream rather than Herbert 
Reed: The Stream and the Source (1972), He 
then includes in the same category Ethel 
Mannin’s novel Comrade O Comrade (1947), 
which he calls “a fict’synal account of the 
1545 split in the AFB” — when it is in fact a 
Stincal account of the British left nearly 
‘en years earlier, at the beginning of the 
Spanish Civil War. And he even includes in 

the same category Marie Louise Berneri’s 
Journey Through Utopia (1950) — when it 
has nothing to do with the anarchist move- Reat but is a survey of literary utopias up to 
Aldous Huxley's Brave New World (1932)! 
.__ Jetemy Westall’s article “What's Wrong 
With Freedom?” (new Anarchy 12) is 
described as “a cheerful personal reminis- 
nce of eminent anarch’sts” — when it is me of the most miserable articles ever printed 
She anarchist press. Marsha Rowe's article Workin’ for the (Underground) Man” is 

    

  

   

      

  

credited to Open Secret 2(197¢ °°) when i actually appeared in Inside Story2 (1972), re are plenty of other Peculiarities in the bibliography. The Survey of the litera- 

a refe two issues of Anarchy (23 and 33 Dt eh 97 or 102), so the Several items on the Struggle of tenants, homeless People and Squatters during the 19605 which are Scattered through the book arc Hever put into 4 proper context; quite part from coverage in Anarchy and Freedom, there has been significant materia} in Solidarity and other libertarian papers, and the libertarian 
contribution is essential to any understanding 
of thy phenomenon. So, in one way and 
another, The Left In Britain is a mess, But the good things about the book are that it exists at all and that there is so much of it. In the absence of any other Teasonably compre- hensive account of modern leftism in this Country, Widgery’s huge collection of first- hand material must be welcome, even if it 
@rouses argument as much as agreement. It is easy to say the job should have been done 

better; the important thing to say is that it has been done at all — and that it managed to 
escape the severe cuts in Penguin's publishing 
Programme, though only at the cost ofa 
long delay which made the book out of date 
even before it appeared and of a high price 
which puts it out of reach of most normal 
readers. 

Thus Widgery’s commentaries may be 
eccentric and unreliable, but they are also 
interesting and entertaining. The items 
Teprinted in the various sections may be oddly 
chosen and badly presented, but they are 
often worth re-reading and hard to get hold 
of. For example, it is good to have Alex 

Comfort’s speech at the CND inaugural 
meeting (cven if it is dated three years early), 
Christopher Pallis’s account of the First 
Aldermaston March (even if he is still disguised 

under an old pseudonym), the Committee of, 

100 leaflet distributed inside Russia (even if 

there is nothing about what happened), the 

description of the King Hill demonstratian 
during the Erith by-election (even if the King 
Hill struggle is no: explained), Tony Mahoney's 

account of the Arbour Square squat (even if 
the beginnings of the squatting movement are 
not described), and s> on, The final judgment 
must be that the book should be read if you 
can get hold of it, bu* that it should b: shaken 
well before use. 

(Freedom) Nicolas Walter 

ANTICS 
Telesforo Tajuclo: El M.I.L., Puig Antich y 
los G.A.R.L. (Ruedo Iborico, Paris 1977, 141 pp) 

What we have here is no essay in band- 

wagon-jumping. Far fremit. This is a serious 

study (compiled as a university thesis and 

dult approved as such) written in a readable 

Style and with a clear-cut ideological outlook. 
Disheartened and disenchanted by the time 

spent in militancy in either trotskyist-maoist 

type groups, or in a trade union group under 
the thumb of the C.P., an assortment of   

militants came together ona common platform of workers’ autonomy, 
¥ came from three sources: a Ou} abroad, another w fis 

vorkers’ group, and finally &@ theoretical group. After having promoted the important G.0.A, (Grupos Obreros ene ~ Autonomous Workers’ Groups) ad ris ae the comrades of what i ani the M.LL. were among those Fated in the famous Harry Watker affair. 
4 Between 17 December 1970 and 15 February 1971, the 470 employees of the Solex multinational mounted a strike — which they lost. The strike was exemplary: there 

Was @ united committee Answerable to free workers’ assemblies, 4 rejection of political manipulation, an-? a Public denunciation of the chicanery of the C.P. and of a trotskyist group. 
‘ The members of the future M.LL. were impressed by such a mature approach. “With wishful thinking (they) believed that the Spanish prob-tariat had matured enough to Move on to the next stage, and organise 
itself in genuine workers" Councils..." 

(p.26) At the same time, working on the basis of an analysis by a Marxist of the 
Bordigist school, they imagined the world 
crisis to be on the verge of breaking out, (p.45), 

The M.LL. (sometimes as the Movimiento Therico de Liberacion — Iberian Liberation 
Movement, and ottirrs as the Movimiento Internacional Libertario — Interna tional 
Libertarian Movement) made itself known in two ways, Expropriation of fun‘s or 
robberies (the author sees overtones of 
Leninist tactics in this (pp.42-43), but in 
our opinion they are rather more in the 
tradition of Durruti and his comrades, or 
Sabate and Facerias). Simultaneously it 
bunched the underground publishers “May 
1937”, taking as its symbol the events in 
May 1937 when the workers fro-n the collec- 
tives, the rank and file of anarcho-svndica"'sm, 
fought back victoriously against the bourpen‘s- 
Stalinist reaction, Under their imprint appeared 
material like Ciliga’s Lenin y la revolucion rusa 

(Lenin and the Russian Revolution), Berneri’s 
Entre la revolucion y las trincheras (Twixt 
the Revolution and the Trenches), Balasz’s 

What Will Follow Capitalism? and Pannekoek’s 
Workers’ Councils in Germany. 

Ina prologue to Berne-i’s book, the M.LL. 
states that “if the revolution is to be guaranteed 
it is not enough for the workers to be armed, 
and the bourgeoisie expropriated. It is 

necessary for th: capitalist State to be 

destroyed, root and branch, and for (the 
masses) to organise a system of their own. 

They must be able to combat the ideas put 

forward by Stalinist and reformist leaders 
every whit as steadfastly as they assail capitalist 
personages and the leaders of the bourgeois 
parties.” (p.47). Responsibility for hold-ups 

was claimed in leaflets calling for libertarian 
communism and workers’ councils. 

What's more, in its first and only congress 

held in August 1973, the M.ILL. decided to 
dissolve itse!, to renounce all ideology and 
devote itself to the practice of revolution. 
This, as is shown in an appendix on it, was 

also tix. course followed by the First of May 
Group. 
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‘ In reality, the existence of a little liberty First, scholarly interest, not only in anarchism 
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beside S Lewis Rudolph Schnaubelt was an agent Provocateur edom is not pure anarchy. We are in this country (England) means nothing . . . but also in socialism and in the marxist 

d And is it really true that Voltairine Dec leyre not free if dropped in the middle of The individual has not rights: ‘Habeas Corpus’ _ | mvoement, dates back to the end of the 

! was Dyer D. Lum’s neice? 
| the Sahara Desert, despite the absence of walls is dead mutton. At present it is convenient nineteenth century, and the reason is readily 

All of this is no: to say that the book and bars on the non-existent windows, , and practicable for our bureaucratic rulers understandable: it fs the duty of the 

t 

doesn't have some merits, Reichert bata In such a place you would oe a — to allow Us to retain certain of the liberties university to supply the State with the 
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His maintain, they will not hesitate to make the theories, In Italy, Lombroso discovered that 

I : in sharp sense of discrimination, thour ay The author tens to equate re He : English state in all its aspects as ruthless as all anarchists have a Congenital, wicked 
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ms to be trying to find traces ofan nomic control by ignoring the ‘pol 2 : the German,” (Epilogue, p.119). “I do tendency towards crime; in France, Victor 

anit z in practically everyone — which covld tee politics. He says al pb apisce not tate that such a social revolution is Basch saw them as religious Persons without 

: narchism in th rgument if developed properly but the state, in anything like pen Ee paiminent. But I do contend that there is a 4 god. Lenin takes more or less the same 

| y 

| vill play no part in his perfect society, but general trend in social affairs towards a line when he ~ and with him, all authori- 

: Ree ee écem't suggest how they will be changed revolutionary situation, in the matuting of tarian marxists — makes a distinction between 

2 a spproach. Reichert appears to be tryin politically. He seems to think that if people which this war is but an incident, The the lumpen, scum anarchists and the wise, 

lay claim to too many famous fixes as canbe made to realise the faults of the oppositions of the class strugele are becoming intelligent anarchists, who are unconscioug 

a to fallen pa Ie sytem then they will be changed. daily more clear, and there is a growing marxists 
to rather gushingly describe too many of these However, that last note apart, this is a realisation among men of all kinds that the Second, to reduce the new libertarianism 

people as “one of the greatest of all the zy convincing and important book to social choice before them is not one to the student or intellectual world is stupid, 

Reichert \merican anarchists.” That very phrase, it anarchists, and should be in alll our libraries, between two forms of authoritarian society, Hungary in 1956, Czechoslovakia in 1968, ; 

t t al seems to me, cropped up about ten or 
The threat that Science poses to freedom must Such as democracy and fascism, but between France that same year, and China in April 

larly about th Himes. One last criticism: his style too often be recognised and the gauntlet picked up by authority in any form and the completely 1976 (see the paper Minus 7) are clear 

leaves one feeling that he is a little too All those who desire freedom. free society of anarchy.” ( pilogue, p.121), indications that all workers — whether their 

J tentative and uncertain in his judgments. There 
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Omission of Sources work be physical, manual or intellectual — 

| 
pacifist are at least a dozen times when he evaluates Itis to remove the control of science and It is time now, for us to point out that the feel fed up with hierarchy, and the permanence 

E 
ae someone with wat I'll can an “if. . then” nology form those who alone can finance quotations in favour of anarchism, come of the same rulers. If anarchism were only 

2)t conclusion (e.g. “If Goodman filled a special ity development and to vest its control in from Anarchy or Chaos (Freedom Press, a fad, a moral posture fo: intellectuals, why 

, niche in the hall of fame of the Resistance that the people,” 
1944, 124pp) by . . . George Woodcock, at millions of people pursuing its goals? To take 

nanst Sprang up in America during the Vietnam Paul R. Buckland that time an anarchist. Woodcock’s evolving a clear-cut example — I am not familiar with 

ene War, it was for the kind of clear libertarian 
along the lines of a growing adaptation to a the situation in India, tl anal = s Io. 

: thought . . . ") 
: society which he once believed was corrupt anarchism where Mosdock See L 

If this review seems excessively critical, it pre Gents Woodcock, Penguin, certainly goes a lone way to explain his SRS Cane os ie ee aie 

3 is probably because I expected so much pp, £1.25 
aggressive attitude to anarchism, ane enn cigaeoeat 

aa from another review I had read and then a 8 in possession of the first United States Declaring in favour of unconditional ae rie ates DEabatian toes 

t = 7 elance at the table of contents, I read on of this book, from 1962, we can Pacifism, Woodcock dubs the anarchist and decision-making from above, that is rising — 

alisia and anarchi through the whole Bookiwithtineltteiar saily see just how faithful the author has terrorists “criminals,” which shows up the in Eastern Europe and China, and on a lesser oe yo 

that something was missin; having to plod been to his original text, notes, bibliography absence of a serious approach in his investiza- scale in Western Europe, are proving that i 

through because there was no thread holding wt index, adding only a post script of 11% tion generally; though what he owes to Max the Woodcock of 1944 was right. 5 

it all together, keeping it moving. And after Ress in 1973. We shall go on to comment Nettlau (the anarchist historian) may be pan ead 

I finished, I felt left dewn and a little on this great innovation shortly. But first greater than his words indicate on account 
} 

angry that this opportunity has been muffed tus have a look at the oh-so-formidable of the systematic omission of sources. 
Hi 

by someone who had obviously cone most ‘ext that has required no amendment This blinkered pacifism leads Woodcock 
i 

of the necessary research and had a publisher tince 1962, 
to ignore the Italian theoretician Galleani, the 

4 

behind him. The $25.00 price is one last One possible explanation for the author's Argentine movement as a whole, the social 
reason I can’t really recommend this book, belectual stagnation may be ante struggles in the United States (the struggles at t's not good history, and it lacks even Woodcock’s political transformation from the turn of the century are utterly ignored) 

iw, 

entertainment or readability as redeeming Ue anarchist of the 40s to today’s mandarin and the roles of Emma Goldman and Alex, 
features munis. Now, change is one thing, ander Berkman appear inconsequential. Nor       
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: them out, but also to create them.” (p,143), 
for the less P 

FefUses to see sociatis + Which Problem, because since 1936 at wast, Carri : 

Disquieting 
book was written in Hungary f their leader , 

Min the Eastern bloc one (wis 3 ast, Carrillo 3 

mmunist State before This book ws Bary for publica- oe erhis is not brought out by Vereeken who notes that Eurocommunism _ although cri nee Pom in 1916) has been a p litical 

A VER 
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Th Oe ho ahtsal oC ever Questions the ela ta atl leader appointed, paid, fed, ) Dused, Washed 
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ED until a together with Kain communists’ | was prosecuted Snciteme ersion Lean a penotrafton Herm ae and exploitation, And ¢ laudin's histone Say tO Plus yeardas a mandarin of tr. 

LE the /I Manifesto group and | Haraszti answered: “My aim aa to produce a ene togeth:r with the Nazis in 1940, instance is persuasive: there Was nota sPanish C.P. the reader has a Tight to expect 

"i hension of the /1 M h onstructive critique. I described the . g together witl . ; ota murmur g00d kno; ; , 

OAD 
3 ia mentary left, one can foresee the poe Ah uy, with ut making eaeebote rot ba poinstaking account ofthe dscadente of criticism, in the Stalinist Period, when v Heed Kaowledge of politics and of analysis 

the re 
the shop faithfully, witho 8 generalisatic ut itis a F { the Trotskyist Kruschey se; he = 

s before 

; ind the Trotskyis' hev sent in the army to the 

same old sectarianism as bef from it to the intlustry or the country asa wh, of State Communism a rebellion by the aaa th Banalities 

¢ isa disquieting 
x sce wOrtt 

vent in particular 
ie NOY the Hungarian Workersin 1956, If the first Part, “The State vers, in 

The Italian Road to Socialism i 
Jements if Italian Certainly I criticised piece-work, but it is not a movemen bitter ironic last thought The first sign of criti ‘ oe puite versus Socicty, 

Garcinia 

eme 
ou li titution. 1 

aust have been a 
oro Stiticism came in 196} from is brief and sh rand contains no surprise 

b y 
iz fundamental socialist institution. Itis not a ltr % truck down by the the Italian CP. vith 7 

nS NO Surprises, 

an peo a 
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(Trotsky that he was struc y v4 criticism that was to take on the second is very interesting: it js « le 

ia i 
aa yond | socialist institution at all: it is a capitalist 

f Trot i, Trotsky only thought in oayore explicit form in 1964 with 7 liatti’ “The ideo! iene 

a £1 
asa gun 

tion.” (p.16 2). That was in 1973 
y he created. Tro , 

bs 1 Togliatti’s * Kicological apparatuses of the State,” 

Pr 
aoe 

aa nnardr af institution.” (p.161,162). a it 
onspiracy for all his political testament o oly cent: 

h 
er | in 1937), ms that the author was some months in jail | ae seats lass a0 rsed t ia a pao centeism as What will Carrillo this top militant with his 

: b inting a 
a Barcelona in 1 seems t} 

tterances about working c Spposed to leadership from Moscow alone Mo 

EE s 
aaa an peas and had to pay a big fine. Now, at the end of public utterances abou is hatte © What is mesa iP 2m Moscow alone, Thane OSOW and the underground 

ia 
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ne hand 
and! being expelled from his homels ie 

n: like the cuckoo that lays egg mat is more, not in France in 1968, nor le have to say? 

t dition i 
7 which amounted 1977, he is being expelled eland by nests, he could only envisage in Italy in 1969, nor today have t There follows a series of topics a 

apart 
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follows a Mf topics, generalities, 

rehist political prisor the authorities. 

- s sources; that he and French a A ee 5 i 
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Frank Mintz a 7 ae f this book in the Eastes | remained ‘Trotsky’s supporters On the other hand, one Notes how the three work, hierarchy | from below, relations 

7 ave ad 
vA A bout a legal edition o| ook in the Eastern f 
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x : 7 A Worker in a Workers" State loc y i a ry and many other places"? mr 
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way display a childlike faith in the good offices 
of the establishment. When Hitler rose to 

power, there was no Monarchy, the land- 
‘owners had lost their power and the army was 
small and looking for a patron to enlarge it. 

Today in Britain, the establishment is in the 

driving seat, with a strong army whose loyalty 

is unquestioned. To believe that should the 

NF become a threat to the establishment in 

time of civil disorder the government of the 
day would not immediately suppress it is 
naive. With the experience of eight years of 
civil war in Northern Ireland behind it, the 

army would doubtless be used against anyone, 
left or right, black or white, who was deemed 

by the government of the day to be a threat. 
In the context of so~alled Liberal 

Democracy, Walker's analysis of the NF is 

tolerable. From an anarchist viewpoint, it 

isa naive document of the belief that life 

is ruled by the ballot box once in a while, and 

the ‘electoral respectability’of the NF 
merely proves that they have the money to 

propagandise and put up candidates, who 
promptly lose their deposits. To end ona 

quote from the introduction: “I fear that the 

NF is reasonably well equipped to take 
advantage of whatever political opportunities 

that future may yet offer them.” True, but I 

fear Rhodes Boyson, Margaret Thatcher, 
James Callaghan and Wedgewood Benn all the 

more because they have a better chance of 

becoming the authoritarian rulers of a police 

state than either John Tyndall or Mr Kingsley- 

Read. 

  

Nigel Penick. 

Hitler's War, David Irving, Hodder & 
Stoughton, £9.95. 

At present there is a growing interest in Hitler. 

For many he is a figure in history as remote 

as Bismarck, Lloyd George or Napoleon, and 
as vaguely understood. For some he is the 
epitome of all that is evil in politics, being 
justifiably associated with anti-semitism, 

tyranny and the one party state. His political 

police force, the Gestapo and the abbreviated 
title of his party, Nazi, are both political 
swear words. Nazi does jar the ear of an 
English speaker, which is coincidental as in 
German it means nothing more sinister than   “tittle Ignaz,” or the equivalent of our Jimmy, 
Which we would find it difficult to imagine 
inspiring the venom that the word Nazi did 
and does. What always seems to be lacking in 
an assessment of Hitler is the human aspect. 
After all, even if we are considering the worst 
and most evil human of all time, and I at least 
am reluctant to make such judgments, he was 
also a human being and thus subject to many 
of humanity's common failings. This is not 
to argue that Hitler was not evil: rather to 
establish that he was not simply an unadult- 
erated kernel of high powered 22 carat evil. 
He was also, at least, a man with a bad 
stomach and a fondness for cream cakes,a 
lfclong vegetarian, a non-smoker and total 
abstainer, except for a short Period when 
he hoped to cure his insomnia by secretly drinking two bottles of bee- before going to bed. He stopped doing this because he was 
more afraid of putting on weight than he was of not sleeping. This was but one of his health Problems and during the war his health got 
Progressively worse. Indeed by 1941 he cut   

a pitiful figure. He was 52 years old ap = 

living in a shed in a swamp and suffering fro yl 
dysentery and stomach pains. Later he move 
out of the swamp to a new bunker, this time 
a concrete pre-fabricated one. He slept, when 
his insomnia allowed, on a camp bed. He 
suffered a brain inflammation which led to 
severe headaches and a tremor in his left arm 
and leg of such severity that when he spoke fo 
anybody he would brace his leg against a rigid 
object. His medical needs = by oy 

\dowy, unscrupulous figt 

of Seance campers who would only 
prescribe for Hitler those medicines and drugs 

which were manufactured by the firm in which 
he developed a controlling interest. These 
prescriptions included some tablets to case 
Hitler's stomach pains which were so success- 
ful that he would take them indiscriminately, 
unaware that they were strychnine based and 
that uncontrolled consumption could endanger 
his life. But he survived, and his repeated 
survivals became the basis of his conviction 
that Providence would ensure that he would 
fulfill his mission for Germany. This wilful 

self<deception is another interesting and 

essentially human characteristic, and it was 
so strong that it endured to the last. Even 

as the allied armies approsched Berlin Hitler 

continued to insist that preparations fora 
counter-offensive be made and that German 

Scientists were just about to perfect a dramatic 

new weapon which would win the war for 
Germany. Other odd touches that point up 
Hitler's idiosyncratic nature are his regular 

breakfast of a glass of milk and a crushed 

apple, and his refusal after Romme!’s death 
to sizn the obituary. This was because it had 

been discovered that Rommel, the German 

military hero, had been approached by the 

July 20th plotters and had agreed to serve 

under them if their attempt to kill Hitler and 

establish a new regime were to prove success- 

ful. Hitler considered this to be akin to 
treason on Rommel’s part and he was so 
concerned with honesty that he would not 

put his name to a eulogistic obituary. One 

can surely say that this reluctance was odd in 

a man willing to countenance and order the 

amount of destruction and the number of 
deaths that Hitler did. There is also much 
to ponder in Hitler's life regarding the use of 
political power and the extent to which he 
conformed to established pattems, He carly 
established the Nazi party as his personal 
fief and developed the cult of his leadership. 

In the carly days the growth in support for the 
Nazi party was based largely on Hitler as a 
Political leader. He responded toa feeling in 
the German people and was able through a 
combination of good political organisation 
and a brilliant oratorical gift to establich his 
national credibility as a political figure and 
the credibility of the Nazi party as the basis 
of a government of Germany. This came about 
both because of Hitler's skills in politics and 
in rabble rousing and because, to a large 
extent, he was saying what people wanted 
to hear. This enabled him to establish himself 
asa national figure at a time when liberal 
democratic leaders and measures were proving 

themselves inadequate to the needs of the 
time, This achievement seems to me to bea 
considerable one, though it is often neglected,   Probably because it is difficult for liberal or 

marxist ideologists to explain, Cicarly the 
alib answer that Hitler came to power without 
ever gaining a majority vote of the electorate 
is principally a way of avoiding an xamination 
of how he did come to power, 

As well as these political skill Perhaps the 
most important other factor in Hitler’s rise 
to power was the SA led by Ernst Rohm. The 
Nazi party had built up this organisation as 
a gang of political thugs who could intimidate 
any opposition and gain control of the Streets 
of the major cities of Germany for the Nazis 
Because this organisation gave the Nazi Party 
control of the streets and enabled it to crush 
working class opposition it was the factor 
which drew in a good deal of Hitler's large 
scale financial support. But the SA was 
notoriously homosexual, not only in the sense 
that the boy scouts and rugby clubs are homo- sexual, but also in that Rohm and many of its 
top brass used its recruiting agencies and 
hierarchy to procure sexual partners. Further 
Rohm saw the SA as the repositary of true 
national socialism and he was bitterly critica! 
of Hitler for neglecting many of his old 
comrades when he had achieved power, At 
this time Hitler was consolidating his politica) 
base and it was clear that his quest for 
political respectability could only be hampered 
by Rohm and the SA. Their homosexuality 
antagonised the church and much conservative 
opinion and their putative function antagonised 
the police and the army. So to socure the 

Support of these sections Hitler destroyed 
Rohm and the SA in the famous night of the 
long knives in 1934, giving an unusually early 
confirmation of one of the “iron laws of 
history” that revolutions devour their own. 

A further point that one can ponder on 
the nature and extent of political power can 
be seen in two minor incidents during the 

war. Hitler had been dictator of Germany 

for over 10 years and had exercised an 
extensive personal power, insisting on making 
a large propertion of even the less important 

decisions himself. He ordered that the develop- 

ment work on the planned Heinkel 707 plane 
be directed to making it into a fighter-bomber, 

ora plane built as a fighter with a bomb 

carrying capacity, but with manoeuvrability 
and speed as its main assets. Whe-: the proto- 
type was ready for a test flight Hitler went to 

see it and founf that it had been built as a high 

altitude bomber with a low maximum speed — 
a neat example of an order being turned into 

its opposite by the faceless bureaucracy 
needed to run a state anda military machine. 

Towards the end of the war, as the Allied 
armies advanced through the low countries 
towards Germany Hitler decided to launch 
the Ardennes counter-offensive. The intention 
was to break through the Allied line and cut 
it off in an encircling movement. This was 
essentially a simple military operation requiring 
relatively little preparation and not involving 
inordinate numbers of personnel. But the 
military had become so bureaucratised by 
this time that the planned date of la:inching 
the attack had to be postponed twice because 

the preparations had not been completed. 
But of course these examples of the 

relative powerlessness of a supreme dictator 
and his adherence to established patterns of 
Political power do not represent a denial that   
  

Hitler's regime did much that was evil and 2) 
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s0OKREVIEWS 
in Germany in the 1930s and inter- 

up to 1945. In his book David 
Irving does not seek to justify Hitler's 

us regime, The book has been attacked 
ered British press on many counts. 
by an Ol attacked for alleging that Hitler 
a abi of the extermination of 

we and should not therefore be blamed 
ae what he saysis that as the Russian 
Be yogressed across eastern Europe Hitler 
ee Himmler to halt the extermination 

2 ogame and evacuate the camps. He also 

Feed that such steps as possible be taken 
tp conceal the purpose for which the camps 
idea used, which one must conclude was 
‘ain hope. This does not seem to me to 

bean attempt to persuade us that Hitler 
as guiltless regarding the programme to 

axterminate the Jews. A parallel consideration 
‘ut ving presents is that during the war 
Hider concerned himself almost exclusively 
vith matters relating to the war. Domestic 

sdninistration of Germany and her occupied 
‘yeas was left in the hands of his old party 
colborators, especially Goebbels and Himmler, 
Hiter’s lack of direct interest in the progress 

of the Final Solution due to pre-occupations 
ebewhere cannot be fairly presented as an 

attempt to absolve him of blame. It seems 

tome that one of the reasons for the hostility 
to Ining's book is the prevalence of Churchull 

wecthip in this country, and its epidemic 

frre] among journalists. For in his discussion 
of the war in the alr Irving gives the compara- 
te tonnages of bombs dropped by the RAF 

on Germany and by the Luftwaffe on Britain, 
‘icomparison which does nothing to boost 

Qurchill’s humanitarian image. Also in 

tit connection is the decision of the British 
atinet under Churchill's leadership to 

wtandon the bombing attack on Germany’s 
bfustrial base and to adopt a strategy of area 
knee bombing of the civilian population, 
‘Wiech was pursued from March 1942 
cowards, 

barbaric 
rationally 

At the height of the war on the eastern 
font Stalin pressed for an early invasion of 
¥stern Europe to establish Germany's long 
Stared two front conflict, and the: »by take 
‘one of the strain away from the Russian 
‘uny. Irving maintains that Churchill, though 
this time unable to start the invasion, 
fered to step up the bombing of German 

Stes in the hope that German air Strength 
woild be withdrawn from Rusda in order 
‘ountertake retaliatory bombing of Britain. 

The deliberate Provocation of the bombing 
ot Bntish cities bya British Prime Minister 
“ces em a rather cynical move even if the Pine Minister in question is Churchill, and Taybe the suggestion that he could do such 
‘ftp upset his more sycophantic admirers. Gurctil himself seemed more embarrassed 

|i*ving Stalin as an ally, as well he may have ‘ea in view of his long standing and fanatical hostility to Communism. He justified the 
Somewhat plaintively with the Sheration “if Hitler invaded Hell 1 would iat ‘east a favourable reference to the & the House of Commons.” 
intet war period was one which seemed 

  

democratic System had pro in Germany Up to 1933 and it annerae vat Hitler's Tegime was the only one ane for Germany at that time, During the 193) : Hitler prepared Germany for War, locked : and tortured many thousands of Oppone: uh and started the “Final Solution” of th = Jewis Problem, and Stalin Supervised 4 destruction of thy Bolshevik old Py 

‘Of Opponents 
‘olonial wars. But 

other. The view that a stud of i and of Hitler's role in it rriteet eee that he was the sole Tepository of all that was evil in the politics of the 1930s. 
Of course his was both an evil and vicious regime. But so were the regimes of Mussolini, Churchill, Statin, Roosevelt, Chamberlain, etc, etc. I take the view not that Hitler was less evil than he is generally believed to have been, but that the others Were more so, 

Beyond Freedom and Dignity, B.F, Skinner, 
Pelican, 80p. 

Psychology is one of those subjects in which Pseudointellectuals wallow, There are half a dozen or mere ‘schools’ of psychological 
thought, all of which have different reasons of 
explaining why they don't know anything 
about people. 

Much of psychology is the science of 
making up new words for old concepts. 
However, giving things names helps in discus- 
sion of the subject and Psychologists can go 
some way to finding out how people are 
similar and different, by categorising and 
generalising. 

As said above, the concepts may be old, 
and Skinner's book may not tell some people 
anything they couldn't have worked out for 
themselves, but wouldn't because they haven't 
observed people enough in the right way. 

Anyway, what Skinner is saying is that 

assuming a person’s personality is a product 
of nothing other than his genetic make upand 

his social background, then changing that 

Person’s environment will change his way 

of thinking. 

Peter Miller, Pi 

bY Violence, I 

One person 

conditioning. 
People delibe; 
whenever he 

right side of the 

happening. Try 

limit themerives 

knowing, all th 

If the 

we reed look no 

read it. 

control.”” 

and effective than norma! 
if You tell People there is gold 

Control such as threa non-aversive controls such certain behaviour, (cine easily fought, but the Soe Most o; 
to respect for authorit: by high standard of living. ease 
Akey word, i 

For example: Ifa group of Tately ignore a certain person iSat say the left sj and make him ieetee Side of the room, 
he isat the right side of ti time that person will spend 

the right side ke ig reinforce 
me conditioned to Stay there. It works, And not onl; , \y that, the being conditioned doesn’ te 

Unfortunately Politicians and such, don’t 
trivialities and we are conditioned without 
least by the media, 

But conditioning an Work both ways, 1 the police manage to break up a demonstra- tion by violence or the thrat of it, their Success is teinforcing and they will tend to use the same tactics again, 

Skinner ensstan‘ly refers to the ‘Hterature of freedom’ (which you can decide for 
yourselves as to what he means by that) saying that it made mistakes in various ways and has not succeeded in freeing the people, and showing why, Assuming he's right then 

the reasons why Tepression exists and revolutions 

Slight alterations could make this book 
either an instruction booklet for fascism or 
anarchism. In one case you know how to 
Tepress, in the other you know how to avoid 
repression and to combat it. 

Perhaps if this book were called the 

Science of repression more people would 

“The misuse of a technology of behaviour 
isa serious matter, but we can guard apainst 

it best by looking not at punitive controllers 
but at the contingencies under which they 

‘an control others by aversive it of Punishment, or by 
fewards for 

The former is obvious and latter is Quite the f the population are baibed 

in Skinner's View, is 

of conversation when 
the room, in a short 

all the time at the room. Each time he Boes to 
ed to go there, and 

i t realise what is 

to such control over such 

time, in various ways, not 

further than this book for 

Paul R. Buckland, 
    

If a man isa product of his 
and we must change the environment in order 
to change mans’ actions, then man is nothing 

more than a mindless extention of the 
environment and nature and ti))= can never 
be free of natures constraints, Our environ- 

ment is controlled! 
“Behaviour can be changed by changing 

the conditions of which it is a function.”   Psychological control is much more subtle     
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Pyramids of sacrifice: political ethics and social 
change, Peter L. Berger, Pelican, 1977, 272pp, 
90p. 
Penguin appear to be fond of publishing books 
which give the appearance of having something 

fant to say, but on closer examination 

(0 be superficial. “The Radical Soap 

cal example, and this is another, 
cannot really be hidden by either 
at objectivity or the sociological 

that spatter the pages, 
hor seeks to outline his argument in 

Q t of the text 

flow from this 

   

  

   

      

  The a 

  

weses” at the 

these (and the other 
7 hat “the world is divided into two 

ideological camps. The adherents of each tell 
us with great assurance where we're at and 

what we should do about it. We should not 
eve any of them.” Fair enough, but he 

goes on “Underlying the major ideological 
jocial change (including Third 

   

  

      

  

models 
orld Developments) are two powerful myths — 

the myth of growth and the myth of revolution 
myths must be debunked.” 
an extent, I'm prepared to go along with 

those assert all, the results of 
ed pursuit for growth are immediately 

rent to all of us, and I'm in favour of 

king all mytlis about revolution, if only 
to clear the decks so we can get on with the 

1 L. Berger doesn’t 

ing about. His view 
on, is as something taken up by 

    

   
    ns: after         

      

    

    

   

  

       

   

  

     

  

   

  

uals”; socialism is something that is 
the individual; the notion 

edom is something peculiar 

  

adition, as is th 
live off the 

      
fat of 

Berger makes some very good points, 
© So mixed up witha load o 

  

that they get completely devalued. His 

  

olution is a good example — h 
f sevcing solely in term 

on, and the changi 
ue that he does 

mment doe: 

‘ative nature of sel: 

it to anarchists would be the litmus test of 

  

    

  

include the wide- 

organisation 

  

"tanything better to read, you 
thing out of this, but you'd do 

> grab hold of a back issue of 

    
   

e oi mene, 
——$—$—$—<—<—_ 

Vorsicht: Anarchist Ein Leben fur die 
Freiheit (Danger: Anarchist a life for freedom) 
Hermann Luchterhand GmbH & Co KG, 
1977 p/b, DM 16-80. 

In summer 1977 Augustin Souchy the famous 
German anarchist published his memoirs called 
Vorsicht: Anarchist Ein Leben fur die Freiheit. 
Souchy was born in 1892, the son ofa Social- 
democrat in Ratobor (today part of Poland) and was very nearly confronted with Socialist 
ideas. In his youth hé worked with the 
Socialist Bund and made the acquaintance of 
Gustay Landauer, who was murdered at the 
end of the Munich council-republic. 

He refused to serve in the German army 
during the First World War and fled to Scandina- via where he was imprisoned, often being 
deported from one country to the other. 

In 1920 Souchy, as Secretary of the FAUD 

    

(Free Workers Union of Germany), was ; 

delegated to attend the Second Congress of the 

Communist International. He received a 

private audience with Lenin who tried to cure 
him from his infantile disease of “Anarchism. 

During his stay in Russia he also had the 

chance to meet many Russian anarchists like 

Kropotkin and others who were killed in 
later years. He travelled through the Ukraine 
and from his experiences in Russia, wrote a 

book called “Wie lebt der Russische Bauern 

und Arbeiter Heute” (How the Russian 

Peasant and Worker Live Today). Upon 
returning to Germany he built up the 
International Workers’ Association whose 

secretary he became together with Schapiro 
and Rocker. With Hitler’s seizure of power 

he fled to France. 

In 1936, two weeks before the Spanish 
Civil War broke out, he went to Spain to 

explore the prerevolutionary situation. He 
became a member of the CNT, was appointed 
head of the forvign information committee 

and travelled to foreign countries to report on 

the achievements of the Spanish Revolutio 

Souchy supported the power-sharing of the 

anarchists with the communists in the Madrid 
government; a view that he still holds today 

r which he is strongly criticised. 
Shortly before the defeat of the Spanish 

Republic, Souchy fled to France and was 

imprisoned by the French authorities. He 

escaped the Nazi occupation and emmigrated to 
Mexico where he stayed for nearly 20 years. 

He toured South America and many other 

countries like Israel, Madagascar and Ethiopia 
as representative of the International Labour 

Office (ILO) and published many books like 

“Entre campesinos y generales” (Between 
Peasants and Generals” in which he describes 

all his experiences, analyses them and draws his 
lessons. All his travels were directed by his 

concern for Liberty, justice and common 

welfare. He himself p irs the worst 

democracy to the most perfect dictatorship. 
Souchy’s book contains many names, 

facts and events from the past that are 

informative, but as a basis to act on, his 

experiences are not relevant to the anarchist 

myoement today, It seems that he reports 

many events as a bystander and sometimes 
the anarchist point of view is missing. 

One fault of his memoirs is that ¢ hey do not 
deal with the present anarchist movement. 
For anarchy is something to strive for, 
but since the forties he’s obviously been more 
engaged in state than in anarchist Organisations. 

Notwithstanding all these fa ults, his book 
is of great value and worth reading; it will be 

is active for many anarchists because it 
reveals much unknown history. 

all his experiences Souchy draws the 
following conclusions: 1, Individual violence 
is no means for the achievement of a free Society. Collective violence is unavoidable 
in revolutions but restricted in its effects, 
2. A victorious social revolution may distribute 
Justly all existing riches in a grandiose gesture 
amongst all, but does not necessarily guarantee 
common welath for all times. 3, Dictatorships crected in the name of communism abolished 
the political liberties achieved in the last 

century, but the prior propagated equality 
failed to appear, 

  

  and 

      

  
   

  

   

    

  In his outlook he pleads for peaceful 

confrontation ~ the nonviolent arrangement 
of conflicts between generations and different 
social, economic and ethnic groups are 

spiritually fructifying, creatively developing 

and brings mankind forward. In this sense 
his striving for freedom from domination is 
aimed at the erection of a nonviolent order 
instead of one organised around violence, 

Paul Zimmerman 

Ni Dieu Ni Maitre, Anthologie historique du 

mouvement anarchiste, 1965. 
L’Anarchisme, De la doctrine a l’action, 
Collection “Ides,” No.89. Daniel Guerin, 
(1965). 

After the two disappointing anthologies of 

anarchist writings from the United States — 
The Anarchists (1964) edited by Irving 
Louis Horowitz, and Pattern of Anarchy 
(1966) edited by Leonard Kninerman and 
Lewis Perry, it is pleasant to come to Ni 

Dieu Ni Maitre, a “historical anthology of 

the anarchist movement.” We are told that 
it was produced “by the staff of Editions de 
Delphes with the help of Daniel Guerin;” the 
staff are the Nataf brothers who are 
connected with the excellent anarchist monthly 
Noir et Rouge, and Guerin is a veteran socialist 
who became an anarchist.” Quite simply, they 
show how the job should be done: the book 

is very large (nearly 700 pages), very well 

produced, very expensive and very valuable. 

Ni Die Ni Maitre was publsihed to 

commemorate the centenary of Proudhon's 
death in 1865, and it covers the century from 

the appearance of What Is Property? (in which 

Proudhon became the first person to call 

himself an anarchist) in 1840 to the defeat of 

militant i: rchism in Spain in 1939. After a 

short preface and a note on the Proudhon 

centenary by Guerin, there are more than 150 
passages divided into ten sections: Proudhon 

and the 1848 Revolution; Bakunin and the First 

International; Max Stirner; the Jura Federation 
and the anarchist congresses; Kropotkin, 

Malatesta; the French movement from the 1871 
Commune to the rise of syndicalism; Makhno 
and the Ukrainian movement during the 
Russian Revolution and Civil War; the Kron- 
stadt rising; and the Spanish movement from 

the end of the First World War to the end of 
the Civil War. The passages included, says 

Guerin, are “either unpublished, or unobtain- 

able, or kept in the dark by a conspiracy of 

silence,” They are also unmistakably anarchist 

there is no confusion with liberalism on one 
side or with nihilism on the other. The result 
is a faithful picture from the inside of what 

the anarchist movement has meant to most 
anarchists for most of its existence and, for 
anyone who can read French, by far the best 
single book on anarchism ever published. 

It is however, possible to quarrel with 
the selection of passages and with the general 
approach to the movement. Proudhon may 
have been the first writer who accepted the 

name of anarchist, but he was hardly the 
first who was one. If Godwin is to be excluded 
because he was only a philosophical anarchist 
and was not involved in any kind of movement, 
there should still surely be room for some of 
those con‘ mm -aries and predecessors of 
Proudhon who were concerned with the   practical as well as theoretical applications of 
    CIENFUEGOS PRESS 
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chism — Bellegarrigue and Coeurderoy 

a ne short passage from Dejacque) or 
(there a Roux in France, for example, and 
ee d Winstanley or even John Ball fiedpkin an und, It is good to be reminded of 
i Earny importance, but it Would be 
ee i impresedeal eat Re mnen a apity to get the : Iso i 
jnarchism; he and Bakunin - also important 
ut surely not all hat important — together 
take up nearly half ue book, which really 

joo much, i a the only Individuals Punarent 
ows! Max Stier, but he was hardly the 
only one, and he too was very mucha 

philosophical anarchist — if indeed he was 

strictly speaking an anarchist at all. He is 
decribed as a “solitary rebel”, but there 

jave been plenty of other individualsists who 

wrote things still worth reading — Godwin, 
Stelley and Wilde in Britain, Warren, Andrews, 

Spooner and Tucker in the United States, 

Libertad and Armand in France, Chorny in 
Resta, Martucci in Italy — and it would have 
teen interesting to have something from some 
ofthem. Even “Saint Max” gets only 15 pages, 

which at kets than 3 per cent seems a rather 

nage ration fora Small but still vigorous 

variety of anarchist thought. 
There is plenty of Kropotkin, as one would 

expect, but it is rather oddly chosen. There 
ae two essays and three extracts from his 
first collection, Paroles d'un Revolte, and two 

ktters and two descriptions of him during his 
bt years; but there are only three short 

extacts from the lecture, Anarchy: Its Philo- 
spy end Ideal (which incidentally did not 

ippeat in Paroles d'un Revolte as is stated, but 

was given in 1896, cleven years after the 
collection was published), to represent the 

ie period between his imprisonment in 

mance in 1883 and his return to Russia in 

1917. It was after all during this time (while 
fe was biving in this country) that he produced 

the bulk of his most characteristic and original 
we later collections — The Conquest of 

| Berd; Fields, Factories and Workshops; 
Marwe! Aid ~ many important pamphlets — 
The Philosophy of Anarchism; Anarchism in 
Sock Evolution; The State: Its Historic 
Role; Orgenised Vengeance Called Justice — 

ind a constant stream of articles in English, 
French and Russian. It is true that these are 

better known and more easily available 
tlan some of the items included, but the 
mult is that his message is distorte vhile 
the passages included are certainly worth 
‘ading, they give little indication why 
Kropotkin should be by far the most widely 
mad of all anarchist writers, It really is time 
hat there was a Proper edition of Kropotkin's 
mbtical works so that we didn't have to rely 
mold pamphlets, expensive second-hand 
tools of reprints and occasional anthologies 

ind out what he said, 

  

    

   

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

    

No one could object to the Tepresentation Malttesta, but itis a pity to have no other thlan passages, unless one counts Caficro’s Seis lecture Anarch ) and Communism (which Se dated 1889 instead of 1880). le eon way no one could object to the Pipe on the Russian and Spanish revolutions . Wars, and the Passages chosen give Scelest pictures in both cases, but it would fee table to have something on the episodes in Germany and Italy just after 

the First World War, or on 

Japan, or even Britai; It could be object there is aoe 

British or American anarchj A more general objection is that { Selection of Passages shows a Sai, bi towards activism, and the more intellecty, i. theoretical and Philoso phica} @pprosch e : anarchism is almost completely ignored, Thi is the result partly of excluding Enstine. vo Speaking anarchists, who hove been especially Prone to argue at some distance from real : life, but mainly of deciding 

forgotten thot there is a wide middle ground between the extremes of Philosophical 
inactivism and revolutionary activism, But all these objections are overriden by the general authority of this book — “the voluminous record of a Tehabilitation hearing,” as Guerin puts it, “bound in black cloth like a bible.” Itisa unique collection in which “individual texts from the hands of the 
pioneers of anarchy alternate with collective documents,” and in which one finds at last a 
genuinely serious and knowledgeable record of what the anarchist movement is about, 

Every reader who is an anarchist must be impressed by the work which Guerin and the Nataf brothers have done for the cause of 
anarchism, and must also be fascinated by 
the material they have rescued from oblivion 
— masses of documents relating to Proudhon’s 
Part in the 1848 Revolution and to Bakunin’s 
part in the First International and the 1870 
Lyon rising, extracts from Max Stirner’s 
writings on education (1842), the Manifesto 
of the Sixteen Workers of the Seine and 
Proudhon’s letter about it (1864), some of 
the remarkable studies produced in the 
anarchist international during the 1870s and 
1880s by Guillaume, de Pape, Schwitzguebel, 
and Kropotkin (under the psucdonym of 
Levashov), the letter from the terrorist 
Henry to the governor of the Conciergerie 
prison (1894), Pelloutier’s call to the anar- 
chists to join the trade unions (1895), some 
of Pouget’s inimitable articles, extracts from 
the proceedings of the 1907 International 
Anarchist Congress, the International Anarchist 

Manifesto against the First World War (1915), 
Kropotkin’s letter from Russia to the workers 

  

  of Western Europe (1920), Emma Goldman's 

  

descrip) of Kropotkin's funeral (1921), and then Est days and his OFe Masses of 

And every read 
er Who is ny chi must surely be an oan anarchist ‘onished at the richness of at its best over a century 

Guerin’s 

to take a new Step forwards," Ni Diew Maitre is an extraor Ment, ane it is Particularly ncouraging to See it coming from Within the Anarchist Movement; it would be interesting to know what kind Of circulation it has had in [ France, despite its high price, and what kind of effect it has had on its readers, 
i 

  

LAnarchisme is very different in Scale, 
an 200 pages) and rath badly produced paperback Which was ae Published in France in 1965, cheap and is in fact very valuable, It isa Section eenuent movement “from nowhere and once more it shows 

Job should be done, 
L’Anarchisme is divides 

“The Basic Ideas of Anarc 
Remy Society," and “Anarchism in mary Practice — with a brief preface and conclusion. In the Preface, Guerin notes the recent revival of interest in anarchism, and mentions the current books and articles about it, but he thinks “it is Not certain that this literary effort will really be effective.” He points out that Anarchists have always been badat Publicity, and that the character- istic rejection of leaders and dogmas has led not only to wide variation among the ideas of anarchist writers but also to @ vague impression of what anarchist ideas are about atall. But he insists that, “despite its contradictions, despite its doctrinal disputes which are all too often about false problems, we are dealing with a collection of sufficiently homogenous conceptions.” He sees Max Stimer on one 

side and Proudhon and Bakunin on the other 
as being not alll that far apart, Kropotkin and 
Malatesta as deviating slightly from the true 
mainstream of anarchist thought, and the 
terrorists as differing from most anarchists 
only in their means and not in their main 
assumptions, 

He disclaims any intention of Writing a 
full history of bibliography of anarchism, 
Suggesting that most books on the subject 
have in fact sacrificed coherence to complete- 
ness. Nor has he paid much attention to the 
biographies of anarchist leaders, remarking 
that most of the best known were anyway 
anarchists only for certain parts of their 
carcers — Proudhon not at the beginning or 

end of his life. Bakunin not until the last 
ten years of his, Kropotkin not at the 
beginning or end of his either and often not 
in his scientific work even when he was an 

anarchist in politics. The pl.n of the first 
two parts of the book is therefore not the 
usual chronological narrative of individuals or 
organisations, but an analytical survey of 
the things which Guerin thinks essential to 

anarchist doctrine. The third part, which takes 

being 

But itis very 

'd into three parts 
ism,” “In Search   
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up about half the space, is a historical survey 
the anarchist movement from the end of 

First International to the end of the 

panish Civil War. The whole book is perhaps 
the best short introduction to anarch'sm in 

    

Nii 
Guerin begins with “questions of vocabu- 

lary” aduction to the Greek word 

raditional use (or misuse), its 

tion by Proudho 

    

  

's (federalism, mutua’ 

and its relationship with such 
rianisr 

  

¢ charac’ 

f utopianism, the insistence on 
-management (the French 

is really better   

mpetition, plana       

   

plete socialisation of p 
1, the commune, free c 

socialisation . 

free adminis- 

deralism, inte-nation- 

      bias of Ni Dieu 

    

  

   

   

ropean labour movemen 
illuminatin     

      

to think c 
preoccupations, but it woul 

‘er choice int 

  

     
       

  

This gives 

  

ency which a: 
st histories of anarchism. Thus 

    viations to ds ad’ 

ide and 

rds utopianism and scientism on the other 
ause they violated the pure truth of 

anarchist theory but because they alienated 

  

rrorism on one 

  

practical importance of 
, and gave the Social 

the Communists a walk-over. 

A $ the anarchists wh, 

the syndicalist movement, despit 
they risked for the an: 
because they were trying to put libertarian 

ideas into practice in the harsh environment 
of the day-to-day struggle of ordinary people 

There is 2 predictable emphasis on the 
Russian and Spanish revolutions and civil 
wars, and the pictures in both cases are as 
excellent as in Ni Dieu Ni Maitre. In between 
there is a brief chapter on the Italian workers’ 
councils, just after the First World War, with 
an emphasis on Gramsci which might be 
expected in a Marxist account but is refreshing 

  

       

    

  

  in an anarchist one. 

on Guerin goes beyond the 
of the Spanish Civil War, 
s of recent Yugoslav and 

18° control of 

In his conclusi 

time Limit of the end 

and gives the example: 

Algerian experiments in work i 

industry to support his argument for 

or rather, increasing — relevance 

They make sense in terms of 

‘ ctory work 
y in terms 

continuing 
of anarchism 
the detailed organisation of fa 

which is his main concer, but hardl 

of the wider life of the community, itis 

surely a Marxist fallacy that the mode ey 

production determines the nature of society 

a Although Guerin is well aware of 

  

as a whole 
the auth an features of the Communist 

regime in Yugoslavia an‘ the “Socialist” 
me in Algeria (and of the regimes in ussia 

t ions), his concen- 

    

  

      Cuba, which he also me’ 
tration on such examples atthe expense of al 

‘ould have chosen tends to 

n his i ant point that anarchism 
tly related to the problems of mdoem 

*hen the feeling that in 

    

  

the others he 

    

po! 

  

    

society, and to st 
many ways his position is still a form of 
libertarian Marxism rather than of syndicalist 

anarchism. 
Guerin rightly attacks such reev 

chism as Jean Maitron, George Wooder 

Joll for saying that the anarchist 

t historians 
sock 

    

and Jame 

movement, however excellent it mi 

    
   

been in the past, is 

only to the past. F Il have none of this, 
of Ni Dieu Ni Maitre 

  

and repeats the messag 
"Constructive anarchism, which found its 
most accomplished expression in the writings 

n organisation, self-discip- 

  

f Bakunin, relies 

line, integration, a centralisation which is not 

coercive but federal. It depends on large-scale 

          

modern indu 
the modem pi 
a world sca! On this challenging note, 

this challenging book ends. It is a remarkable 
message to find in a cheap paperback pro- 
duced for a mass market; again, it would be 
interesting to know what kind of circulation 
it got in France, with its low price and what 
kind of effect it has had on its readers. 

To sum up, these two books are the expres- 

   
    

  sion of an original and exciting view of 

anarchism, and they are also exactly the sort 

of book we should have in English. We 
certainly have ne lessons to learn from the    

  

French about paganda as well as about 

insurréction 

Mi Diew Ni Meitre was first published as a     
hardtack in 1965 by Editions de 

Delphes (Paris), which was reprinted in 1969 

by Editions ls Cite (Lausanne). In 1970 it 

was republished as a four-volume paperback 
in the “Petite Collection Maspero” by Maspero 
(Paris); this edition was revised to make it, in 

#4 logical than 
rical and anecdotal, and provided with 

tial, commentaries and notes 

, more didactic.” This certainly 

book more accessih'e to general 
readers, but in t! cess of revision much 

of the original material has been discarded, 
considerably lowering its value for interested 

readers. It is difficult to imagine the British 
(or American) anarchist movement producing, 
or a British (or American) commercial 

publisher translating, such a formidable 
undertaking; but anyone who can read French 
will get a great deal out of Ni Dieu Ni Maitre. 

  

     

   

      

  L‘enarchisme was fi-st published as a small   

paperback in 1965 in the “Collection Idees” 

by NRF Gallimard (Paris). In 1970 an English 

translation by Mary Klopper, with an intro- 

duction by Noam Chomsky, was published as a 
hardback by the Monthly Review Press (New 

York and London); a paperback edition 
appeared later. During 1970 Chomsky’s 
introduction was reprinted in the New York 

Review of Books, Anarchy, and the Spokesman, 
and it became known as his main statement 
of sympathy with anarchism, 

The English-language editions are out- 

rageously expensive, and even then not 

satisfactory. The translation is awkward and 

sometimes inept: to cal’ Ri vachol’s marmite 
a “stewpot” for example, makes little sense, 
Chomsky’s introduction is as interesting as 
one would expect, but curiously unreal: to 
give the Marxist campaign for workers’ control 

under trade union aus;vices as the only exemple 

of an anarchist revival in Britain makes no 

sense at all. The production is excellent, but 

the editing is perfunctory: Guerin’s occasional 

mistakes — such as the belief that Bakunin 
translated Das Kapital (he typically never 

finished it) — have not been corrected, and 

the revised bibliography is unnecess:rily 

eccentric. 
Guerin’s new Postscript, on the “events” 

of 1968, discusses the resurgence of anarchism 
which he did so much to bring about. The 

chief reservation about the book is that in the 
end it is not really about anarchism as most 
anarchists understand it, but about “council 
communism.” Chomsky indeed suggests that 

“some form of council communism is the 
natural form of revolutionary socialis 

Guerin emphasises that in 1968 anarchists and 

Marxists fought side by side. This may be the 

only way forward for doth of them, but 

anarchists can never forget that deep differences 

still divide them — not just in doctrine, but 

also in the bitter experience of a century 

during which the state has grown stronger than 

ever, especially in the hands of Marxists. 
There is still toom for an even better book 
than Guerin’s to show that anarchism is no* 
only alive but also alone in its insistence on 

liberation from both property and authority 
at once, 
Ni Dieu Ni Maitre (Vols. 1 11 11 TV), D, Guerin, 

Francois Maspero, £1.75p each. 

  

(Expanded from Anarchy) Nicolas Walter 

1 Guerin was born in 1904, and during the 

1930s was a leader of the “Revolutionary 
Left” in the Socialist Party and, when it was 

expelled, of the “Workers and Peasants 

Socialist Party”, a Trotskyoid group which 

collapsed after the fall of France. He was an 

importan* Marxist writer of a more or less 
Trotskyist varizty — on the French Revolution, 
Fascism, colonialism and racialism — but for 

a time he attempted a synthesis between 

Marxism and anarchism, and he finally turyed 
to a syndicalist form of anarchism. He is 
also a well-known poet and dramatist, and 
was one of the “121” who signed the famous 

manifesto against the Algerian war in 1960. 
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Cults of Unreason — a penetrating look at 
today’s more bizarre beliefs, Dr. Christopher 
Bans, Panther, 75p. 

The subtitle of this interesting book might 
kad the unwary to imagine that it deals with 
the church, the monarchy or government. 
However, a quick glance at the garish pop-art 

cover shows what appear to be Assyrian 

Frests worshipping a levitated flying saucer. 

Doo't let this put you off — it isn’t all about 

the Aetherius society in contact with Jesus 
ce Venus, though they get a brief section. 

fuically, Christopher Evans deals with four 
wults of unreason’ ~ Scientology, UFO freaks, 
Buck boxes and oriental magi or conmen, 
&peading on your point of view. 

To the antiauthoritarian, the section on 
Scentology, or ‘the Science Fiction Religion” 
ithe most rewarding. It outlines the rise to 
(Gzancial) power and prominenee of a cult 
tom out of the mind of a once-celebrated 

| whor of Sc-Fi, Lafayette Ron Hubbard. 
Athough Evans does not mention it, 
fsbturd’s connection with what is broadly 
temed the Occult began with a wierd 
‘aden! where he and a friend Supposedly 
tiempted to recreate the incarnation of Aubulon, an occult figure of great Power, in ibaby by means of a Process developed by ‘ne other than the late great Aleister 
Gowtey. To Crowley's credit, he dismissed 
Hubbard and his friend Parsons as utterly mad. | Unfortunately, a snub by the great occult nw did not deflate the aspirations of it He was an extremely successful | Shee, dealing mainly in the 1940s brand of ‘sttological Wizardry sci-fi, but also in the "reo the Western, where he wrote under riot Of... wait for it! ‘eae So Colt! His genesis as eee in the Pages of Astounding ni ‘ction (later to be renamed Analog). cz ate Jt. the editor started it all in Bowing oa ee of Astounding. The 

y ment heralded the we ofa cult which was later to be 

   

  

  

  

rechristened ‘church’, « 2 16000 word artic Deedee a uction to a new Scien y LR ce, by L abot atlas You, in fares one of i articles ever Published e tae Senin 
py Ttis not mysticism... | aes 1 action, and used the techni chniques * 

The Mav issue, about which "is tees as a Complete Sell-out, aie ae Ron Hubbard t 
dea dramati through in Psychotherapy, So aca = his methods, he claimed, . » that individ ae ae 4 few hours of “auditing” (ha r treatment) be rig of ill orthodox medicine could not toasts is Bes the article was rapidly written up into a ok entitled: Dianetics: the modern scien of mental health, (Shades Of Mary Baker Eddy and Christian Science, So-called), Thousands” 

. isive business, but the » Was enticing: 9 State of People who reached this condition, med, could recall a, : 

  

teeth etc. etc, Needless to sa: a iss who were exhibited, although aun these extraordinary feats, were of Such Spiritual development that they didn't need to show others how it could be done, A harmless cult, preying on the fantasies of the gullible, one might say? See what you think after this extract from the pen of the master: “One sees with some Sadness that more than three quarters of the world’s Population will become Subject to the remaining quarter as a natural consequence about wich we can do nothing.” Shades of Crowley's dictum “The Slaves Shall Serye!”* The above statement of authoritarian principles comes from a bizarre book History of Man, where Hubbard's sci-fi fantasies run riot to masquerade as the history of the world. It commences “This is a cold-blooded and factual account of your last sixty trillion years” 
‘huff said, 

After a stupid business failure in which Hubbard signed away the name Dianetics for 

  

Evans has a frightening account of the power which Hubbard's henchmen exercised in the Organisation. After various brushes with the 
authorities in Australia and the USA, Hubbard 
conceived the plan of Setting up his own flect of ships (with himself as Commodore, naturally) to sail the oceans without let or hindrance of 
national laws and customs. 

In Scientological jargon, there are three 
Possible sources of success or failure — ethics, 
admin and tech. Of these three, ethics are 
held to be the most important. Now, just 
as the Church has its dogma, the 39 articles, 
the creed etc., and as Maoism or Nazism have 
their own dogmas which must be obeyed and 
believed by ‘true followers,’ so ethics is to 

Scientology. Ethics Officers were established 
by Hubbard to be a sort of secret police 
within the org. (organisation — note the Sci-fi 
abbreviations, more suited to Dan Dare than 
a ‘religion.") The Ethics Officers, dressed in 
fascist-style uniform of high boots and peaked 

caps strike fear into so-called ‘suppressives’ — 

  
  

have observeq 

moncy, he started up its successor — Scientology, 

those who do not o, T can: maze of rules and observance orm 10 the bservances Which make 
Mhilst the non-Scie Tt at such patent absurdity, they ee ue 

BYES special pa, Y bon: 
8S halr-dos for ths won ont 7 silts, such Women ae Po Soap for the meee neienaiee 

Hee uaa of Normal 

and are ‘permitted? to nae se TAY bathe, wear decent clothes Mane Now comes the interesting, and tiresomely Predictable Part — those who are not j N : Operation or above — 
eta Scientology. 

Immediately bel Emmergency, Here, 
deprived of their lunch hour and are forced to o Overtime without Pay. Below Emmergency B Danger These people are prohibited from athing, Wearing make-up or having lunch-hours. They are also made to work at night. Below 

reminiscent of Orwell's 

OW normal is 
the unfortunates are 

Y May not change, in addition to the Prohibitions imposed on the Previous grade, 
Astonishingly, there are even lower grades, 4 mediaeval hierarch: 

Liability forces the miscreant to eat Rea bread and drink Water, Doubt (even, lower) persons are compelled to wear a Pair of handcuffs on the left wrist, and they can be locked up on the Promises, or cast overboard from the Org. ships, Scientological literature claims they are fished Out again. Below this are Enemy and Treason. 
The last Category means that the Person is ‘fair game’ and “may be tricked, sued or ied to or 
destroyed,” 

Such regulations, claim the Scientologists, 
were relaxed in 1970, but who can tell? Even 
if they were, they still demonstrate the authorita- 
ian fanaticism which Powers this strange religion 
of science fiction. 

UFOs have been media fodder since 1947, 
when the first one was described as such. In 
the 1950s, powered by fear of the USSR and 
China, and taking into account the bizarre acrial 
inventions which number among Hitler's secret 
‘weapons (rockets, jets, helicopters, etc), the USA 
government sponsored research into UFOs lest 
they be Russian aircraft carrying atomic weapons, 

Onto this bandwagon climbed Adarnski, who 
meta Venusian, and Andy Sinatra, the Mystical 
Barber of Brooklyn, who communicated with 

    Venus through a headdress attached to his barber's 

chair. In Britain, supposedly a country less given 

to such things (but in reality loving every bit of 

them), a strange society emerged during that 
Period. 

Called the Aetherius Society, it was founded 
by the stillextant George King in March 1954 
when washing up the dishes in his bedsitter in     Maida Vale in London. Suddenly a voice boomed 
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out from nowhere “Prepare yourself, You are 
to become the voice of Interplanctary Parliament.” 

He dropped a plate. 
ac later claimed, in the light of 

er heard the voice, 

  

  

  

Dug 
its sibility, that he nm 

he set up the Actherius Socicty to act asa 

channel for these messages from Venus (as 
usuil!) after a man in spotless white robes (as 
usual!) walked through the door of his room to 

    

  

   

    

give him instructions cight days later. Froma 
small start in the Caxton Hall which about 30 
attended, King has built up the Society to a 

v nbership of perhaps thousands. 
His position is as clairvoyant medium, who carries 

m Master Aetherius or Mars 

    
    ridwide me 

the message fre 

  

jon 6. 
In 1955, he claimed that the Master Jesus 

e and living on Venus. At 800 deg 

  

      
    

    

in an atmosphere of s.alphi 
! Jesus later manifested himself weekly 

at Caxton Hall. 

Black Boxes are another ‘cul of unreason” 

which once had vogue. Their exponents chim all 
mann wonder healing effects, whi 

  

    

  

may take place via psychosomatic 

mon with the 

  

believers. What they have in co: 

¢ which 

  

masters’ is their ex 

  

evious *h 

bles their exponents to travel the world with- 
out having to work for their Living, whilst adulated 

    

by wealthy occult groupies an.’ the mass media. 
Whilst they remain in the spehre o} 

d not fear these some- 
     

  

enterpris*, anarchists ni 
times harmless capers. If they should ever 

become the tool of gover i    nts, as did various 

  

     Scient «yet a person in Liability in the c 

ernment, then the became a method of 
hwitz would be just 

  

cesses of Aut 
heric corner 

      
ind th    

Cranmer’s Godly Order: The Destruction of 
Catholicism through Liturgical Change, Michael 

  ¢ Publishing C 

    
   

   

    

   

    

Davies, August 

Britons Publis! 

  

ing Co.), 1976 

topics will be ¢ 
¢ separate books. 

    the first of th 
Protestant R: 

deal with th 

  

  s introduction). 
belief that recent 

n the Roman Catholic 
f England has been 

  

     

   
   

   

bought at t 

   and supp 
ds essential doctrines 

In this first volume of a st 
the Catholic Church ai 

Protestantism, Michael Davics cla 

sion o! 

      

nces which originally 

  

    

no doubt that Davies is 
Sctupulously fair and detached in his account 
of the Protestant reforms or, as he puts it, 
Tevolution. He makes the essential variances 

    

the Catholic doctrine of Transubstantiation   
  

in the Mass and the sacrificia) nature of t 

offering of the bread and wine by the priest, 

plainly repudiated by Luther, Zwingli, Calvin 

and Cranmer as architect of the Book of 

Common Prayer, — crystal clear. Despite its 

Catholic origins and intentions, it Is worthy 

of recommendation, ironically cnough, as an 
exposition of Protestant teaching on the 

Eucharist. 
The fundamental question is this: are 

the sacraments of the Church symbolic of 

nship to man and of the grace He 
| means 

  

God's rela 
gives to mankind, or are they spec 
’ can be conveyed and which 

race to those who 
  whereby that gra 

only: means 

{ the opportunity to avail themselves 

is the Church the 

    

an 
have had 
of the means. And from this 

conscious community of Christians or is ita 

Noah’s Ark without which, with its priests 
and ceremonials, salvation is impossible 
least to those who have had the opportunity 
to climb aboard. In each case, the predomi- 
nance of Ga lic teaching favours the latter 

of the two possibilities, with all that means in 
elevating the stauts and power of the Church 

ion and the moral coercion which 

  

at 

   
    

  

   as an instit 
bishops and priest can exert. 

There are, of course, many on the liberal 

wing of the Catholic Church whose emphasis 

is on the Word of God as experienced in life 
rather than within the peculiar observances of 
ecclesiastical ceremony. *An example would 
be Mai by F. Gregory Baum). But 
Davies presents the essential di noes since 
the Reformation very clearly 

Geoff Charlton. 

  

   

  

  

Catholic Terror Today, Avro Manhattan, 
Paravision Publications, London, 1969, o/p. 

“This book has been criticised, condemned, 
banned, mutilated, destroyed and even burned 
as frequently as it has been quoted, repro- 

duced and praised in many parts of the 
world...” 

   

  

> begins the Foreword to this extra- 

ordinary work which lifts the lid off the role 

of the Vatican and the Catholic Church in 

some of the most terrifying and diabolical 

political events of the twe: 

me of the themses and arenas are familiar 

an, Malta and the Cold War; others, such 

rise of Fascist Catholicism in the in 

  

     

      
war period, readers may have not even heard 
of. Yet, taking documented evidence “. . . kept 
in the archives of the Yugoslav Gov 
of the Orthodox Church, of the United 

Nations and of the official institutions 

   

  

(p.iii) as well as his o'r, -“estioning of   witnesses, Manhattan portrays a Fascist State 
involved in mass crimes which horrified even 
the German Nazis, crimes which had the full 
backing and participation of the institutiona- 
lised Catholic Church at every level. Croat 

fascists were often led and organised by priests 
of the Chu: 

  

    

    

  
led by the Church 

speeded the formation of a fanatically 
Catholic and Nationalist Croatia. This regime 
Persecuted non-Catholic elements — Jews 
and Serbs and the C »dox Church — to 
the point of mass “conversion” through the 
gun, or mass murder, slowly in unspeakable 
concentration camps or quickly in mass graves 
dug with their own Labour. 

Key figures in the rise of the C Toatian State were Ante Pavelic, supported in turn by 

    

  

Mussolini and by Hitler, and Archbishop 
Stepniac, head of the hierarchy of Catholic 
Croatia. With the help of terrorist elements, 

the Ustashi, they built and administered a 

State which forcibly “converted” or eliminated 
all non-Catholic and non-Croat elements in 

the population. A leader of the “Crusaders” 
wrote 

“God, who directs the destiny of nations 
and controls the hearts of Rings, has given us 
Ante Pavelic and moved the leader ofa 

friendly and allied people, Adolf Hitler, to use 

his victorious troops to disperse our oppressors 

and enable us to create an Independent State 
of Croatia. Glory be to Go !, ow gratitude 

to Adolf Hitler, and infinite loyalty to chicf 
Ante Pavelic. .."(p.21). 

Payelic, condemned to death in France 

because of his involvement in the assassination 
of King Alexander of Yugoslavia by Ustashi 
terrorists, was now head of the Croatian 

Fascist unknown duke now appointed to be 

King of Croatia, the Duke of Spoleto, Ante 

Pavelic was himself received by the Pope for 

a long and private audience, Thus the Pope 

avoided welcoming the King of a new Fascist 

State by one day — ata time when millions 

of Catholics were involved in fighting Fascism 
— 18 May, 1941. 

During the war Nazi troops were posted in 

Croatia for some time and they were horrified 

at the Ustashi atrocities. They set up special 

commissions to investigate them and the 
Orthodox Serbian Church appealed to the 

German General Dunkelman to intervene and 
put an end to what was going on. After the 

Nazis withdrew, however, the Ustashi 
redoubled the persecutions and massacres, 

unhindered by the Government. Victims 
were hammered to death, burned and even 
crucified. Throughout their campaigns, 
Catholic Religious Orders supported the 
Ustashi, hiding terrorists, printing presses and 

weaponry. Dr. Saric, Archbishop of Sarajevo, 
encouraged clergy to join the Ustashi and: 

“... employ revolutionary methods to 
the service of truth... ""as it was“. . .unwor- 
thy of the disciples of Christ to think that the 

struggle could be conducted with gloves 
on...” (p.55). 

Finally, Dr. Milosh Sckulich brought details 

of what was going on to London. The trip 

incladed many ports of call and was financed 
by the Yugoslav Government in exile in 
London. It was almost abortive, in thata 
Catholic Croat Minister, in charge of finances, 

withdrew expenses when Sekulich was in Lagos. 

Only the generosity of the Czechoslovak 

manager of Bata in Lagos allowed him to carry 
on. 

  

The documents originally submitted to 
the Nazi forces in Serbia, to General Schreeder 
and his successor General Dunkelman, came 
with Dr. Sekulich to London. They began as 
follows 

the persecution of the Orthodox 

Serbs started from the very beginning of the 

existence of the Independent State of Croatia . - 

Following the departure of the German and 
Malian occupying troops (in 1944) persecution, 

plunder, torture of the Serbs, which until they 
had been checked, turned into a veritable 

pogrom, directed at a complete extermination 
of the Orthodox Serbian people.... Asa 
result of such policy, thousands of Serbs   were taken to ci camps, Orthodox     
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priests and their families were arrested, the 
birth, marriage and death registers of the 

Orthodox Church were handed over to the 
Catholic diocesan authorities, Orthodox 
Churches were destroyed, monasteries 
plundered, and the Serbian people forced to 
standon Orthodox religion and adopt 
Catholicism. We are sorry to have to relate 
that in all these misdeeds, the Catholic clerpy 

ako participated ... We estimate that, so far, 
(August 8, 1941), the number of people killed 
surpasses 180,000." 

There was a concerted effort among 
Gatholic commentators for years afterwards 
to deny totally, or at least to play down, the 

accounts of the atrocities. The Yugoslav 
Government in exile itself was attempting to 

unite Serbs, Croats and Slovenes against 
Hitler's Germany and its fascist imperialism 
and so they kept the news quiet. But on 3 
January, 1942, the News Chronicle published 
anaccount under the heading: 186,000 Die in 
Serb Terror, giving examples of the detailed 
accounts of individual murders and massacres. 

There were protests on both sides of the 

Atlantic, but the story that Dr. Sekulich was a 
Gestapo agent was continua®l - spread (despite 

the fact that Leopold Amery, Minister of 
State for India and a right-hand man of 
Winston Churchill's, received him immediately 
spon his arrival in London). Not least 
influential among the detractors was the 
American Slovene and Catholic Left-Winger, 
Louis Adamic, but even he had to admit 

that the massacres had occured, but insisted: 

“... the massacres were not perpetrated 
ty the Croatian people, but by the Ustashi” 
(p76). He could not bring himself to accept 
the full horror of what had happened, And, 

throughout, the Catholic press in Croatia 
supported the Ustashi, carrying Ante Pavelic’s 
portrait and describing the work of the Ustashi 

‘x the retribution of God. 

Why then, did the Vatican not intervene 
inany way with what was occuring? Why, 
hh fact, did Fascist Croatia receive its whole- 
hearted support? Here we enter the realm 
of the whole overall strategy of the foreign 
polty of the Vatican during the time of 
Pope Plus XII. Pope Pius XII was a politically 
‘otivated man whose ambition was the 
struction of Communism and the conversion 
ofthe USSR to Catholicism. After World War 
Lhe Supported Italian, Spanish and German 
Fascism and after World War II he Supported 
he “hawks” in American foreign affairs. He Nasbitterly disappointed that Hitler did not destroy Russia and hoped that nuclear 
aka ~ even, perhaps, a Third sod War ~ would eventually wipe out “onmunism as a world force. A man ready to ences worked special miracles for We ea Ie had been granted a repetition 

a ie ot of the sun cpisode associated 
stage pean of the Virgin Mary to RRS iMdren in 1917, the cult of Our a Won and that Jesus Christ himself 
ase a a during an illness — 
mere a with full Papal authority 

ies es a oe Press — did not 
Nak of noe ty the whole world to the 
Rosie “ar war for the sake of his own cially gents™- The Cult of Fatima — 

missed as delusion by the   

by Rome — invoh 
da prophee Y Of the 

  

crowd by radio: « he warned, « 
Never Step back. see soos isa (0.107). In 1947 the Cold War bene 

  

Moscow, “to Wait for th of Soviet Russa.” (p. 107), Before he died, Pope Py 

war. It was due to be Tead o} n 1939, but he died on the 10th, Cardina} Pacelli, about to become Pius X11, saw to it 

Armed Forces of the USA and cl 
with the Catholic lobby in aioe the Pentagon was one of the first to fall from favour. Even after this, with John Foster Dulles as US Secretary of State and Alan Dulles, his brother, as head of the CIA, the Vatican/CIA “cold war” attitude was inain- tained forsome time, viz the U2 Spy Plane episode that wrecked President Eisenhower's Summit Meeting with the Russians in 1960, a deliberate spanner thrown into the works of Peace, 

Beside genocide and nuclear Watmongering the involvement of the Vatican in such matters as the clections in Malta, the censor- Ship of books, birth control and abortion 
issues and irresponsible Statements by 
individual Catholic Politicians, not to mention Catholic influence in the mass media, may 
seem of small account, although the Practice of instructing Catholics how to vote, often of 
peril of excommunication, must b: mentioned 
in connection with many European countries 
and, in particular, with the Maltese elections 
of 1962. The Vatican involvement in Catholic 
Persecution of non Catholics and non-Christians 
in South Vietnam under the corrupt govern- 
ment of President Diem, himself a fanatical 
Catholic, must also be mentioned, Manhattan's 
book documents tham all. What emerges isa 
terrifying record of what institutionalised 
authoritarianism can achieve when men of 
Suitably fanatical character reach the top of 
the pyramid. The Nazification of the Catholic 
Church under Pius XII is only an extreme 
example of a danger that is with us forever, 
in every religious or political organisation that 
glorifies power. Geoff Chariton. 

To Represerst Our Saviour as “that Great Cock” 
(Kirkup - Gay News) Is Not Blasphemy but 
Eternal and Christian Orthodoxy (Furnished 

with Irrefutable Illustrative Proofs). Radical- 
Traditionalist Papers No. 4, £1.00. 

Blasphemy is primarily an offence against   stuuese clergy but taken up and affirmed TRFUEGOS PRESS —— Ege? REV Ey 

  

orthodoxy. It is the statement of views which 

Oppose the authoritarianism oO 
é 

f established Nicrarchies of religi Act of disobedience, 
Now disobedience is Of crimes, Pope Leo x, 

the entrenched 

lon. It isan 

held to be the greatest Il is reported to have 

f peck Michell, an author well known for his fences of ancient orthodoxies and divers 

» the emblem 

neck and shoulders of a man.” On the pew of a Strange chimera is the Greek nription which tr: . orike Waa fanslated reads “The Saviour 

__ Michell demonstrates how the Christian hierarchy has transformed the generative, Sexual imagery associated with Christ, into the ‘gentle Jesus’ cults of the modern churches, “To conceal this fact (i.e. the Great Cock), to é Promote the big lic in the matter of religion, Christianity has deployed every force at its command, its book-burers, heresy hunters, missionaries, witch-finders, inguisitionists, right-minded pig-heads, policemen and judges, all for the Purpose of selling an image of Our Saviour which is the exact Opposite of the 
vision of the first Christians.”” 

The plates, of which there are twelve, are 
the ‘irrefutable proof of Michell’s thesis. A 
number of them show the cross bearing the 
male organ being ‘adored’ by a woman, repro- ductions of drawings by the nineteenth 
century ‘blasphemous’ artist Felicien Rops 
and Martin van Maele. These, along witha 
number of other little-seen pictures demon- 
Strate the universal application of Phallicism. 
It is the suppression of this fundamental part 
of human nature which is the basis for the 
Christian ethic — the Ruilt generated by 
unnatural abstinence is channelled back to 
reinforce the worship of authority. 

Asa defence of Kirkup’s meck poem, 
Michell’s paper is not a success, Indeed, the 
connection between Gay News and the 
illustrations reproduced here is non-existent. 

ichell, indeed, himself denies the solely 
sexual imagery of the illustrations — he sees 
them as representations of the dual powers, 
proceeding from one source, that govern the 

Universe. As an alternative view of the 
origin of Christianity, the fountain of so many 
crimes against humanity, it is an amusing 
and valuable document. Nigel Pennick. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
    

COSMIC 
PROFITS 
Cosmic Trigger: Final Secret of the Illuminati, 
Robert Anton Wilson, And/Or Press, Berkeley, 
California, £3.50. 

Paranoia is an unfortunate state of mind, and 

those who subscribe to the multiple ramifica- 
tions of the 57 varieties of conspiracy theories 
tend to suffer more than most from that 

Robert Anton Wilson, co-author 

of the monumental /Iluminatus! trilogy has 

put together a factual (?) account of the 

eading to the illuminations revealed in 

natus! and this present volume 
The key to varying revelations is the use 

now-prohibited drug, LSD, which, 

during the early 1960s, until its prohibition 

in October 1966, was readily available to 
those foolhardy or courageous enough to 
experiment with its mind-expanding properties. 
Wilson, like thousands of others, was such a 
voyager in inner space, and, with the ancient 
wisdom of the occult, he pieced together and 

amazing web of intrigue, synchronicity and 

paranoia linking the assassmation of John 

Kennedy with miracles, the number 23, 

UFOs, ancient secret society members and 

eternal life. 

The early 60s were years which produced 
what amounts to a new consciousness — now 
reabsorbed into the mainstream of life and 

altering it ever so slightly. LSD produced the 

new awareness which ended with additional 

repression from the government after the 
anti-Vietnam riots of the end of the decade 

However, in the period which terminated with 
the banning of LSD and its consequent 
criminalisation of its exponents, many new 

insights emerged. Materialism in its orthodox 
authoritarian guise was openly questioned 

from a non-teligious viewpoint. “Crank" 

sciences, which had largely grown up after 
World War 2, were discussed. Other ways of 

examining reality were explored. 
Various threads seem to run through 

apparently disconnected events. The number 
23, first noted by the author William 

Burroughs in the carly 60s as connected with 

unfortunate incidents and people on the 
fringes of the Iuminati (if they exist), has 

been documented everywhere since, /Iluminatus 

bristles wi +h numerological coincidences. 
And even in 1978, the number continues its 

connections in the shape of a house number 

where the busted LSD manufacturers had a 

laboratory. And, like Wilson, they were 
connected with the much-prosecuted LSD 

psychologist Timothy Leary. The principle 
behind these coincidences, so Wilson postulates, 

is the fundamental interconnectedness of all 

events in space and time. 
Aleister Crowley is an enigmatic man. He 

probably cultivated this side of his personality 
in order to confuse people like me who write 
about him over thirty years after his demise. 

Cosmic Trigger, being that kind of work, links 
Crowley, magician extraordinary, with the 
star Sirius, from which various people in the 
ancient astronauts school of prehistory believe 

they came to instruct humanity with civilisa- 

tion. Needless to say, I reject this authoritarian 

  

    

  

    

  

  myth as atheist religion which believes that 

the human race is not fit to control its own 
affairs, needing a super-schoolmaster, once 

God, but naw a spaceman, to accomplish the 

master plan for the world. 

In the period in question, the dada-anarchist 

creed of Discordianism was formulated: 

Convictions cause convicts. Whatever you 
believe imprisons you. Kerry Thornlay, later 
to be connected with the inconclusive 

investigations into the shooting of President 

Kennedy, was editor of an anarchist journal, 

the New Libertarian, which put forth the 

pacifist-anarchist viewpoint. He had served 
in the Marines with Lee Harvey Oswald, and 
got into the investigation out of that connec 
tion. Thomley and Gregory Hill invented the 
religion of Discordianism, which Wilson used 
in the /Iluminatus books, in 1958, It is based 

‘on the worship of the Greek goddess of chaos 

and confusion, Eris, and has certain aspects in, 
common with Zen Buddhism, which was 
the ‘in’ thing with the beatniks of the late 

50s. Discordianism is in direct contradiction 

with the monotheist mono-theory of western 

thought, where a model truc in all cases is 

assumed to exist which describes everything. 
Wilson's interest in conspiracy theories led 

him to assist the invention of many such 
conspiracies which were disseminated via the 
underground press in the late 6f's. This 
involved the placing of almost every prominent 
character, Nixon, themselves, Crowley etc., as 
members of the Illuminati. This technique is the 
common one of confusing the authorities by 

using a name which is then taken up by others 
who are totally unconnected with the originals 
who used that name. Red Brigades, 2nd July 

Groups, Front for the Liberation of East Anglia, 
ctc., have been used by various probably disconneo- 
ted persons in their revolutionary actions. So 

with the Illuminati. Whether such people exist 

is probably irrelevant. That people believe them 
to exist and act upon events is all that is required. 

Paranoia of such kinds exists concerning the 

Freemasons. I have recently come across some 

straight ritual magic as practised by the Church 

of England, with invocation rituals — connected 

with the freemasons to boot. Wilson relates the 

seemingly absurd connections of magic and free- 
masonry with Kennedy and scientific endeavour. 

Cal Tech was founded at 33° of latitude, 

partially as the result of the work of the acrospace 
engineer and occultist Jack Parsons, a disciple of 

Aleister Crowley and former friend of L. Ron 

Hubbard, founder of Scientology. 

John F. Kennedy was assassinated at 33° of 
latitude and Cape Kennedy, where the moon 
rockets were launched, is at 33°. The first man 
‘on the moon, Neil Armstrong is a 33° freemason. 
Coincidence? Wilson thinks perhans, and that 
is the creed of discordianism speaking. 

After reading this book, paranoiils will find 
their whole experience reinforced with vibes 
from Sirius. Anarchists will see it as an individual- 
ist mind-expanding vision whose hones are high 
that all will be all righ: someday, despite the 
Presen*. Of course, one could dismiss it all asa 

conspiracy put out by the IMumineti to convince 
us all that they don't really exist. 

Nigel Pennick. fT 

Keeping Score on our Modern Prophets, by 
see, Atlan Formularies, Eureka, Calif. 

  

    Kurt Saxon is best know for his Survivalist 

publications, the epitome of United States 

rugged individualism and self-reliance tinged 
witha leavening of Vigilante homespun 

philosophy. In Modern Prophets he attacks 
the supposed psychics and seers who inhabit 

the pages and screens of the American mass- 

media. Their fame, he claims, rests upon 
nothing more than a sham recounting of the 

few successful and often not very clever 

prophecies which have come to pass. Four 
years of predictions of the most popular 

modern prophets are collated and analysed 

by Saxon who blasts them to pieces with 

of Jeane Dixon (Saxon’s main target), Joseph 

de Louise, ‘Akashan,” Maurice Woodruff, 

Edward Snedeker etc., etc. materialised, 
despite the fact that a large proportion of 

them were useless trivia such as the fate of 
Princess Anne, Jackie Kennedy, Liz Taylor, 
Peter Sellers, Richard Nixon, k Sinatra 

and other showbiz personalities, which are of 
littk importance anyway. 

There are several echelons of psychic scers, 
and it is those who claim divine guidance 

that come in for Saxon’s stick. To claim 

divine guidance is not a passport to perfection 

far from it. After all, Hitler claimed that 

he was ‘doing the Lord's Work, and doubtless 

inquisitionists and witch-hunters like Matthew 
Hopkins, the Witchfinder General also believed 

in the god-given infallibility of their cause, 
One such is Jeane Dixon. At the age of 

eight, she was told by a gipsy fortune teller 

that she was the proud possessor of the gift 

of prophecy. Her good fortune in later years 

in marrying a Chevvy dealer who went to 

Washington D.C. and meta lot of politicians 

(who also belicve they are divinely ordained) 

stood her in good stead to become one of the 
leading seers of the United States establishment. 

Year after year, she churned out predictions 

hot off the hotline from God, coming up 

with such world-shattering prognostications 

as : Johnny Cash to disappear mysteriously; 

or Dustin Hoffman to win more fame and 
Success; or the economy to improve . . . thanks, 
Jeez, for those important messages! 

Saxon writes “If the Creator actually 
wanted such messages delivered to us through 

a prophet, then that prophet would speak 

true 100% of the time. There would be no 

margin for error in the message and there 

would be no question of its source any more 

than one would question the source of a 

Western Union telegram.” 

Out of 1075 contestants allowed 5 

prophecies each in a National Enquirer pre- 

diction competition, there were only 11% 

right forecasts, about 1 correct for every 450 

prognostications. Of Saxon’s professionals, 

who were not in the contest, the success rate 
was about 1 in 10. At first sight this would 

tend to corroborate the seer’s claims, but an 
alternative, and most prosaic solution seems 

more likely, that of the prophets’ greater 

ability to make educated guesses with respect 

to the trends. 
In the past, seers like Nostradamus made 

prophecies which were incomprehensible to 

the people of the day, further garbling 

occurring because the Inquisition’s irons, 

boots and racks were never far away to tossa 

converted Jew into the flames along with his 
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the facts. In fact, very few of the key prophecies 
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enol isand always will be a matter of 

opinion. Materialists will believe that it is 
not possible to see that which has not occurred, 
whilst those with open minds will at least 

tenance the possibility of such a process. coun! 
In modern times, writers like Jules Verne, 
HG. Wells and others have foreseen the path 

of technical civilisation and explained it in 
educated terms to an educated audience, The 
rambling prophecies and insane outpourings 

of demented seers born of ignorance and trance 
are of a different order, They may misinter- 
pret the facts and deliver them as something 

quite different from the ‘messages’ which 
they believe they are receiving from the Cosmos, 
UFOs, God etc, Saxon places the Jackie 

Onassis type ‘prophecies’ in the latter 
category. He believes that psychic power is 
merely a normal talent possessed by many, 

and that when a seer like Jeane Dixon claims 
paranormal divine messages, this is a delusion 
which should be treated with scorn. 

Saxon himself recounts his own encounters 

with the psychic world, having been in the 
Rosicrucians and reconstructed his ‘past 
lives.’ When he got bored with the Rosicrucians, 
he entered the ‘Agasha Temple of Wisdom,” 
which rapidly proved to be phoney. After 
that, the flying saucer freaks, about which the 
usual gullible tales emerge. 

Anton La Vey is a Satanist, and to him 

next turned Saxon. Los Angeles Satanism, 

however, he found to be composed mainly 

of sexfreaks who weren't into real black magic, 

and so he moved on to the Scientologists. Else- 
where I have written a review of Cults of 

Unreason which deals with this science-fiction 
religion. Saxon mildly criticises this hyper- 
authoritarian creed whose members seem to 
ret less out of it than would a member of the 
Nazi Party or the Roman Catholic Church would 

out of their chosen professions. 

Although he has been through all these 
creeds, Saxon retains a healthy scepticism 
towards them. His expose of Bible Bandits 

ashe so quaintly terms them, is masterly. 
Bible Bandits are those people who quote 

the bible in order to obtain divine endorse- 
ment of their chosen views (perhaps there 
ue some quotations favourable to Anarchism 

~ they'd confound the Jehovah's Witnesses 

the next time they knock on your door!) 
Unfortunately, some who use the Bible do 

not even bother to quote it correctly, and are 

food aunt sallies for Saxon’s wide-ranging 
knowledge of this pernicious book. 

Ina like vein, he finally returns to Jeane 

Dixon, In the same way that folklore 

attributes deeds to those who had. nothing to 
do with them, so Dixon has predictions which 
the never made attributed to her. Like the 
adulated demagogue, her failures are glossed 
over whilst her successes are publicised. A. 
feal lunacy, which puts most of the Soothsayers” 
theories in a nutshell: Watergate. A water 
Gite isa gate by water. In 1970s parlance 
it means a political scandal in which a presi- 
nt of the Untied States got caught for a 
change. Dixon chimed that Watergate was 
Predicted in the Bible in the cighth chapter 
of Nehemiah, Unfortunately, in Nehemiah (if 
iypee should really care) there were also 

Fi erences to the sheep gate, the fish gate, the 
ung gate, the valley gate, the fountain gate, 

horse gate as well as the water gate. But 

  

  

such is the power of selfd 
Dixon ‘predicted Waterga: 
onus used the Bible, 

uft Saxon’s output 
Put-downs of fransescal Tere 
mystics. He is editor of a Surprisingly a 
monthly paper, The Survivor, which is a ws 
of post-apocalyptic Whole Earth Catalo, oe but with the emphasis on self-reliance. Tah month The Survivor gives Practical deta : with © diagrams, on selfeliance in self-defence 
pone: manufacture, windmills, firearms, 
anti me ay 
Details of i ie ae Ene ier your own alcohol 

Dy , OF Survival electronics vie with reprints of nineteenth century survival in the construction of an era of American rugged individualism — the 
colonisation of the West. Whilst politically 
individualist (especially the ‘how to Set up 
your own motorcycle gang’ Pieces), the 
sea Seed from numerous disparate 

in is of the highest importance, 
As companions to The Survivor, Atlan has 

also produced three Granddad books, on 
chemistry, medicines and explosives, Most 
revolutionary is Fireworks and Explosives 
Like Granddad Used To Make. Again, the 
format is new material plus reprints of earlier 
years. To quote from the introduction; 
“Dick's Encyclopedia of Practical Recipes 
and Processes was first published in 1872. It 
details methods for making everything from 
deadly poisons to high explosives, narcotics, 
shoe polish, all the most popular patent 
medicines of the day and ketchup. When that 
book was published, most of those who would 
misuse its information were in prison or 
nuthouses, The rational, lawabiding person 

was trusted with no end of potentially 

dangerous materials... As more people 

were born into our society who were mentally 
defective, or just naturally stupid or irrespon- 

sible, many wonderful things were made 

illegal..." 

This is the strength and weakness of Saxon’s 
credo. While he encourages the ‘responsible” 
to make firearms, explosives and medicines, 
he blames the authoritarianism of the govern- 
ment upon people’s increasing stupidity. 
Stupid perhaps to accept the authoritarian 
edicts of the gangsters called the govern- 

ment, but the theory of ‘minimal brain damage’ 

to which Kurt Saxon subscribes, i.c. the 

increasing fall in average intelligence, smacks 

of elitist philosophy. Such a viewpoint tends 

to justify actions of the authorities as a 
protective shield against natural stupidity, as 
one might shield a toddler from a fire. 

However, these criticisms aside, the actual 
information contained in Granddad's 
Wonderful Book of Chemistry, Fireworks 
and Explosives Like Granddad Used To 
Make and Medicines Like Granddad Used 
To Make is a useful tool to use against elitist 
restriction of information. Amazing quantities 

of useful information are packed between the 
covers of these volumes, though much of the 
medical information, being taken directly 
from the nineteenth century, is of the leeches 
and lancet nature. 

The Survivor is the spiritual successor, if 
not politically, then structurally, of the old 

lelusion that Jeane 
te’, and as an added 

  1960s underground press. The survival in the 

a 

   

  

forthcoming wilderness Aspect exactly echoes the intention of the Underground Press's manifesto of 1967 to Prepare the people for the wilderness. The tone of The Survivor is not whether, but when the collapse comes, an increasingly-held opinion found not only in ecological and anarchist Periodicals, but even now in the Nazi publications, of white Power, the Chicago-based Paper of the National i Socialist White People’s Party, Successors to George Lincoln Rockwell's American Nazi Party. If the collapse comes, anarchists would be better placed if they have read and under- Stood such survivalist Publications. As Eve who do not rely upon leaders, or the 
Fandom instructions of Fea aes others, they are better 

Nigel Pennick. 
Fireworks & Explosives Like Granddad Used To Make is now published as part of the new edition of The Poor Man's James Bond (£6.50 * 50p p+p) and bound editions of Voll & Vol. 2 of The Survivor (£5,00 each plus S0p 
P+p) can be obtained through Cienfuegos 
Press Bookservice 

State Secrets and masonry & the Vatican, 
Vicomte Leon de Poncin; Grand Orient 

Freemasonry Unmasked: as the secret power 
behind Communism, Monsignor George F, 
Dillon, D.D., Christian by Degrees, Walton 
Gam All published by Britons Publishing 

0, 

  
    

Authoritarian views of the world, indeed of 

the whole universe, are tempered by unde-- 

lying beliefs in a guiding Principle of order. 

Whether this order be classified as the Will of 

God, Destiny or Historical Necessity, it is seen 

aS a progressive ordering of events towards a 

final goal — world domination, the Kingdom 

of Heaven or whatever. Authoritarian creeds 
throughout history have viewed the world in 

their own terms and this has usually involved 

the bel:f that their opponents were part of 

a cosmic conspiracy against them. Christian 

fanatics believed that their opponents were 

agents of the Devil, carrying out his master 

plan to thwart the Will of God. An estimated 

nine million unfortunate women and men 
were done to death in the most hideous 
fashions over the centuries asa resalt of this 
myth. 

From these theories, in which the world 
is conceives as a struggle between two 
opposing principles of order, have been 
born the twin modern authoritarian creeds. 

Call tem what you will, ‘Marxist’ or ‘fascist,” 

left and right — no epithets truly express the 

nature %° t» systems — what they have in 

common is the ingrained belief in the'r 

correctness and an equally ingrained belief 

that a world conspiracy exists solely to 
destroy them. Their very faith in their own 

infaJ ibility renders impessil’c the admission 

that they are themselves to blame for the 

systems’ failures. They know that fascism or 

Marxism or Christianity are perfect in them- 

selves, and it folloy’s tha; any failures or 
setbacks must originate outside, 

Perhaps one of the most notorious hoaxes 
of all time (if one excludes the resurrection) 

was perpetrated, it is believed, by the Russian 
Czarist secret police — The Protocols of the 
Learwd Elders of Zion, This book may br: 
counted as the definitive exposition of the     
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that the Jews, having spurned 

us, and hence having rejected 
om of Heaven, decided to set up 

their own temporal kingdom over the peoples 
of the world. With this in mind, they worked 

    

  

Dillon writes “A Portuguese Jew, named 

Martinez Pasqualis, was the first to ontroduce 

Illuminism into the Lodge of Lyons, and his 

system was afterwards perfected in wickedness 
by Saint Martin, from whom French [uminism 

took its name. Illuminism meant the extreme 

extent of immorality, Atheism, anarchy, 
levelling and bloodshed, to which the principles 
of Masonry could be carried. It meanta 

universal conspiracy against the Church and 
r.”” Here, in a nutshell, is the 
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t comes to choosing scapegoats 
The Christians blame the 

Jews for having rejected the saviour, whilst the 
Nazis blame the Jews f which 

preaches their world domination. Both fear 

the Jews, and their supposed dupes, for 
threatening their ‘rightful’ domination of the 

globe. Certain aspects of Nazism, as exempli- 
fied by the writings of Rosenberg, transfer this 

to the church in the sa: 

and con: 
   

    

      

manner that the 

Jewish ‘plot’ is transferred to the Freemasons   by other writers. In Der Mythus des 20. 

| Jahrhunderts, Rosenberg writes that the Church 

secretly through the medium of the Freemasons. 

  

of Rome wants “one form, one compulsory 
belicf, one language and one rite for Nordic 

men, Levantines, Niggers, Chinese and 
Eskimoes.” Other writers of the right take 

a less forthright view of the Catholic Church 
and its relations with world conspiracies. 

Vicomte Leon de Poncis is yet another 
author in this vein published by Britons. 
Author of such seminal works as Judaism and 

the Vatican and The Secret Powers behind 

Revolution, de Poncin’s thesis is a more politi- 

cal one than the Christian approaches of the 

previous two authors mentioned. Poncin’s 

method is to use numerous quotations from 

varied sources throughout his works, thus 
lending them an air of authenticity. Unfortu- 
nately, and quite deliberately, we neither 
know the context of the quotations nor their 
primary sources, as many are bald statements 

which most likely are just opinion, for example 
“Freemasonry is the permanent personification 

of the Revolution; it constitutes a sort of 

society in reverse whose aim is to exercise an 
oce:'t overlordship upon society as we know 
it, and whos- sole raison d'etre consists in 

waging war against God and His Church” 

(Pope Leo XIII, 19/3/1902), or “The mas.:nic 

coat-of-arms still used by the Grand Lodge 

of England is undoubtedly of Jewish design” 

(Nesta Webster, Secret Societies and Subyer- 

  

   
sive Moveme 

In common with right-wing anti-masonic 
tradition, de Poncis believes that the Free- 

masons were responsible for the French 
Revolution and the ideas which led to the 

development of Communism, whilst he has the 

iess not to fall into the trap that 

Communism is a deliberate creation of 
masonry, as some authors have done. One 

  

= 

      

of his myriad quotes expresses admirably the 
wh 9s behind the conspiracy myth: 
“No one can read English or European history 
from the period of that memorandum onward   

(Henry VI) without realising that to that 
history there has been an innder side not 

cognised or treated of by academic 
historians but to that current one must 
look for the secret Masonic science, and to 
its projection ... modern speculative 
Masonry.” (W.Wilmshurst, Masonic 
Initiation). Poncin sees this occult world in 

3 the whole of Africa is 

the prize; Communism and Freemasonry are 

playing a satanic gamble for it . .. " (quoting 

a Monscigneur Perraudin, himself quoted in 
the Catholic review Verbe, July-August 1961). 
“Freemasons as a whole are not Communists; 
nevertheless, everywhere, Freemasonry has 
P d the ground for thi: coming and 
triumph of Communism .. . ” (Poncin himself, 

for a change). According to him,.and of 

interest to Anarchists, the Spanish Revolution 
was caused by the Freemasons. In another 
long quote, this time from Le Figaro of March 
2nd 1931, the Masonic theory enters an even 

more grotesque phase, After attacking thr: 

fascist Primo de Rivera for being too lax with 
the suppression of Freemasonry, we get the 
following gem: “In 1928, knowing that he 
(Rivera) was being secretly combated by the 

Sect, which on the other side of the Pyrenees 
has a particularly uncompromising revolution- 

ary spirit (we have bt to recall the Masonic 
Anarchist (sic. N.P.] Ferrer, who was truly 
typical of the Spanish Mason) he ordered 

  

action even now 
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investigations to be made at the headquarters 
ofthe Grand Orient of Madrid...” This, 
the writer went on to explain, led to the down- 

fall of that odious regime and the formation 

of the Republic whick was to be crushed by 

the heel of Franco, who, on his deathbed 
raved that the Freemasons and the Jews 

were to blame. 
That such a libel of Ferrer is published 

without comment, indeed, as corroboration 
of the ‘evidence’ presented by de Poncin is a 

gross indictment of the rest of the book. 
Towards the end of Freemasonry and the 
Vorican, de Poncin brings out the latest 
chims against the Masons, strangely enough, 
virtually the same claims which are livellod 

against Jewish interest in the last Britons book 

reviewed here. It is that the occult forces of 
Musonry are in action today, after the 

smph for Freemasonry” of the First 
War. “Freemasonry inspired and 

dominated most of the democratic Govern- 

ments of the new Europe ... .”, “Freemasonry 
was the reigning power in France from 1918 
to 1939" and finally “Freemasonry as a 

system is fandamentally hostile to the whole 
dvilisation, culture and way of life of 

| Western Europe, which was created and 

founded on Christianity. .. its methods 

of insidious penetration have enabled it to 

infiltrate the church, where it finds powerful 
support in progressive circles. ... The 

sive movements today consider that 

burrowing inwardly is more efficaceous than 
spen, bloody revolution.” 

De Poncin’s other book, State Secrets, 

to show that the Jews are to 
lame for wars in this century. Chapter I 

ommences “Is it possible, is it even con- 
le that the Jews, by sheer weight of 

their influence alone, could unleash a world 

war? It is probably unbelievable, and yet 
this is exactly what has happened three times 
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in the Course of the last half century..." Whilst most People think there have only been two world wars so far, in World 
Conspiracy circles the Boer War was a world war. While governments are usually infinitely corrupt and influenced from many diverse 
Sources, de Poncin would have us believe 
that all acts performed by them are at the direct instigation of ‘the Jews,’ and the out- Come of all events are therefore favourable 
to those Jews. Tell that to the inmates of 
Treblinka, Auschwitz ¢tc., who were mainly 
Jewish. 

Such books as these four from Britons, 
which incidentally used to be based at Arnold 
Leese House, Princedale Road, London, later 
the headquarters of Colin Jordan and John 
Tyndall's National Socialist Movement in the 
carly 1950s, are al’ formula books which are 
produced for a certain market in the same way 
that the works of Lenin or Mao- Tse-Tung are 
churned out by presses in Peking or Moscow. 
What they have in common isa party line and   an uncritical acceptance of alll information 

presented in them. The theory is Stated, and then evidence is found to support it. World 
Conspiracy is an attractive theory. Unfortu- 
nately it stems froma simplistic world picture, 
more in keeping with the mechanistic 
cosmologies of the ancients than those of the 
modern age. But whilst such ideas circulate 
and find in gullible of self-deluded minds 
fertile ground, then the effects which they 
may have cancel a millionfold the patent 
absurdities which otherwise could be taken 
almost as a joke in bad taste. 

Nigel Penick.   
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HEERTY 
& LETTERS 
Land & Liberty! Anarchist Influences in the 
Mexican Revolution: Ricardo Flores Magon, 
edited by Dave Poole, jacket illustration by 
Flavio Costantini, Cienfuegos Press, 1977, 
£2.35 p/b, £5.00 h/b (156pp). 

This book is the only study of the subject 
available in any language other than Spanish, 
and even in Spanish there are not a lot of 
books available outside Mexico. As Albert 

Meltzer points out in his introduction, almost 
nothing is known about the Mexican Revolut- 

ion which was every bit as important as the 
Soviet Revolution. How come? 

In my view, the Mexican Revolution is of 

fundamental importance in that it broke out 
and developed according to a pattern different 
from the European one — socialist, marxist 

and anarchist (what influence they did yield 

was only among tiny sectors of society) and, 
of course, it is a reflection of the reactions of 
the people itself. What a formidable paradox 
we find in the dictatorial regime against which 
the revolution was set: a government dominated 
by technocrats immersed in the progressive 

Order and progress” philosophy of Comte, 
industry flourishing, with cosmopolitan influ- 
ences from international capitalism, while the 
appearances of democracy are maintained. 
After the outbreak of the Paris Commune, the 

propertied classes tightened up their control 
$0 as to avert outbursts of that sort. And yet, 

in spite of all this, revolution raises its head in 

both the impoverished areas — in the north 
with the small farmers and a leader who was 

to become a famous name, Francisco “Pancho” 

Villa — as well as in those provinces most fav- 
oured by the government, such as Morelos 

with its large peasant Indian population anda 
leader in Emiliano Zapata, in the south. 

The Mexican anarchists were able to seize 

upon a breach in the bourgeois system — the 
struggle between Porfirio Diaz and Madero — 
to launch the “Land and Liberty” movement 

for direct revolution, defiance of the capitalist 
order and the launching of an appeal for pop- 
ular action, which were increasingly adopted 
by Ville and Zapata. And just as in the Soviet 

Union Trotsky made use of the Ukrainian 

anarchists only to decimate their numbers 
later by treachery and just as the soviets ended 

up as a mere name with no real content, in 
Mexico the bourgeoisie murdered Villa and 

Zapata even though their demands were incor- 

porated into the 1917 constitution: separation 
of Church and State, and agrarian reform with 

Property being held by the ejido, or Indian or 
peasant village or community. It was the first 

agrarian reform to give land to collectives of 

poor peasants (during the French Revolution 
land passed from the hands of the clergy and 

aristocracy to the hands of the bourgeoisie or 
Nich peasants, just as in the U.S.S.R. Lenin 

allowed the economic grandeur of the rich 

peasants — or kulaks — at the expense of the 

poorer ones), but in this instance also, the 
bourgeoisie continued its exploitation with the 

    

   

    

  law being forgotten many a long year until 

such time as it was carried into effect with 
Cardenas after 1936 as a gambit in the elections. 

Knowing this, one can understand the import- 

ance of this book and Dave Poole’s forthcoming 

studies of which the manifestoes given here 
from Flores Magon, and the sample given 
through his life of the activities of the Mexican 

anarchist movement, are a foretaste. Starting 

from clandestine activities (that is to my eros 

ist activity whilst at the same time operating 

under a phoney political label, while being 
‘open about his ideas) and leading folk with 

no political education and a Catholic education- 
al background, Flores Magon constantly linked 
his critique of the political situation with 

religious assertions such as: “happiness is on 
earth, not in heaven”, and “the land belongs 

to everyone” (p.44, from 1910), “revolution 

comes through struggle against the State, the 

Church and the cientificos™. (p.98, from 1911). 

(Cientificos: the various tendencies of the 
Mexican bourgeoisie (lil:e Madero’s, and then 

Huerta’s, Carranza’s and Obregon’s) opposed 

to the international bourgeoisie, all of them 
seeking to enlist the people as cannon fodder. 

There are a number of what seem to me very 

important points, and I should like Dave Poole 

to deal with them or comment upon them. The 

first is the claim that the people owing to their 

ignorance and thus their ack of capitalist educ- 
ation, but thanks to their respect for the tradit- 

ion of collective ownership, could assimilate 
the ideas of anarchism directly (p.25). One 

can find the same idea in Bakunin a propos of 
the Russian mir (in Statism & Anarchy — 

Etatisme et Anarchie — p.369, Editions Champ 
Libre) and even in Marx who had to concede 

the same notion nine years later on, in 1882, 
in the preface to the second Russian edition 
of the Communist Manifesto. Another point 
is the manipulation of the anarcho - syndicalist 

workers by the bourgeoisie to turn them into 
a military unit and send them against the 

armed peasants of Zapata. And then biter, 
when these same workers went on strike, the 

government repressed them. With this fact 

in mind, and the failure of French anarcho- 
syndicalism in 1914 to prevent the chauvinism 

of labour and participation in the war, and the 
contrast with the sincerity of the Spanish C.N.T., 
1 wonder if, in Mexico, like in France, the anar- 

cho-syndicalists did not guage their strength by 

the fact that they held some important posit- 

ions rather than real influence among the work- 
ers. 

One may note the influence here, as in the 
Spanish Revolution, of The Conquest of Bread 

by Kropotkin (pp. 8, 117, 127, 138), who 
remains the most relevant thinker, whatever 
the unfounded criticisms levelled against him 

by Malatesta and Berneri. 
Another thing — it does not appear in Poole's 

book — is the odd racist demand for “'a ban on 
Chinese immigration”... “The Chinese, 
generally prepared to work for the lowest of 
Wages, docile, with little ambition, is a great 
obstacle to the prosperity of other workers”, 

which is to be found in the programme of the 
Liberal Party of 1906, quoted by Silva Herzog 
in Breve historia de la revolucion mexicana 
(Short History of the Mexican Revolution”) 
Vol. I, p.82. Incidental reformism or a deeply 
held position? 

But Flores Magon's lucid style is brought out 

      

  in the tale of the soldier of the scientific (ie. 

bourgeois) army who retums to the village only 

to find the same old misery and constant corrupt. 
ion, It has as its refrain “ Para que hemos hecho 

la revolucion?” (For what did we make the Rey. 

olution?) which had tremendous echo in the kil}. 
ing of the students in 1968 and the current end- 

emic poverty and banditry. The sinister levity 
of the class that holds power in Maxico is des- 
cribed, sometimes in the spirit of Magon, by the 

famous contemporary novelist, Carlos Fuentes, 
“So we get a bit carried away on the roads? The 
ejido commissars embezzle a half of what is set 
aside for the budget? So what? Would you 

prefer that nothing had been done, just to avoid 
those abuses?” (La region mas transparente, 

Fondo de Cultura Economica, p.110). 

But there is none on Fuentes’ irony in Fred- 
erick Engels's opinion of the war between 

Mexico and the United States (1846-1848) 

which ended with the U.S. annexing over 
half the country (2.3 million square kilometres): 

“Will Bakunin take the North American people 

to task for a war which, true, was not in keep- 

ing with his theories based on ‘Justice and Hum- 
anity’, but was manifestly waged in the interests 

of civilisation? Or is it perhaps a shame that 

the superb land of California has been snatched 

from the indolent Mexicans who had no idea 
what to do with it? A shame that, thanks to 
prompt exploitation of its gold mines the ener- 
getic Yankees have increased the currency in 

circulation, and in a few years attracted a large 

population and great trade to the part nearest 
the Pacific?” ( Neue Rheinische Zeitung, 1849). 

A view held by many today who fail to disting- 

uish between industrial development and the 

absence of exploitation of the workers — by 

the U.S.S.R. and China — a view that Flores 

Magon was denouncing as far back as 1911: 

“All the ills that afflict humanity spring from 
the existing system, which compels the majority 

to toil and sacrifice itself that a privileged min- 

ority may satisfy its wants and even its caprices 
while living in ease and vice.” (p.101). 

Frank Mintz 

Prison Letters of Ricardo Flores Magon to 
Lilly Sarnoff, compiled and introduced by 

Paul Avrich, reprinted from the International 

Review of Social History, Vol. XXII (1977) 

Part 3 pp.379-422, no price given. 

Although first written in English, this is the 

first time that any sizeable selection of Ricardo 

Flores Magon’s prison letters have appeared 

in their original language, apart from the 

publication of a few individual ones and a 

poorly reproduced facsimile edition to comple- 

ment a Spanish translation by Terra y Libertad 

of Mexico City; and all thanks must go to 

our comrade Rodolf de Jong of the International 

Institute of Social History in Amsterdam, 
where the letters are now held, on whose 
initiative they were reproduced in the 

Institute's Journal. Despite this though, a 

complete collection of Ricardo’s prison letters 

have appeared in several Spanish translations 

including Vol VIII of his selected works 

Vide y Obra 1925 under the title Epistolario 
Revolucionario € Intimo. This has recently 
been reprinted by Ediciones Antorcha of 

Mexico City. (This for some reason or 
another is not mentioned in the introduction 
to this edition though), The vast majority 

of the letters were translated from English, 
but unfortunately the originals are untraceable.       CIENFUEGOS PRESS 
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Doe though to the foresight of Lilly Sarnoff, 
now Lilly Raymond, Ricardo’s letters to her 
have been preserved, and these make up the 

present little collection. 

Lilly Sarnoff herself, who today, with 
Nicolas T. Bernal is, as far as is known, the 
only person still alive who knew Ricardo 

Flores Magon, began to correspond with him 
while she was working on the defence commit- 

tee for his release, under the pseudonym 
Ellen White, and their correspondence spans 
the years 1920-1922 when Ricardo was in 
Leavenworth Prison, Kansas serving a savage 

20 year sentence for the alleged violation of 
the Espionage Laws introduced by the US on 

their entrance to the World War in 1916, 
These letters of Ricardo Flores Magon are 

of great interest and importance on several 

jevels. First they give us a wonderful idea of 

Ricardo the man, his great warm heartedness 
and his never dying hope for the future that 

remained with him until the last, despite 

continual persecution, imprisonment, torture 

and eventual murder by the US authorities, 

and during his final years almost continual 

ill health and gradual blindness (of which he 
constantly refers in his letters), which was 
aggravated by lack of adequate medical 

attention. “... The human heart needs 

hope” he wrote, “and it is for this that as 

soon as one hope fails, up springs the next. 
Ihave had so many hopes... Many of them 
ue now dead, and my heart is heavy with the 

weight of their corpses, but new ones always 

replace them, fair and rosy hopes are always 
fair, — hopes are always rosy — and I 

atinue hoping, hoping, hoping...” 

  

And replying to Lilly Sarnoff’s impatience 
at the slowness of events: 

“... For where is the dignity of which 

we boast so much? A man or a group of men 

can keep under his sway millions and millions 
of so-alled human beings; he can subject 

them to all imaginable and unimaginable 

indignities; he can dictate to them what to do, 

and what not to do; he can intermeddle in 
the private and most intimate affairs of the 
individuals; he can even prescribe what to 

sy and what to think... and everybody 

submits, everyone gladly surrenders his 
digiity, his honour, his pride, his freedom, 
fhe only is allowed to get his alloted Portion 

of crusts... is this not si ply animal? But 
‘Se tyrant must be careful so as not to cause 
the dwindling of the amount of crusts. Crusts 
and moving-picture shows keep nowadays 
the masses in submission, an effectively as 
tread and circus placated the sporadic furies 
ofthe Roman plebs. Thus we have to be 
miient dear Ellen, and wait for the scene to 
be changed. We have not to wait very long 
the crusts are dwindling and dwindling and ‘vindling and in an inverse ratio the number 
of those afflicted with our thrist and tormented 

with our hunger and our yearnings, in growing, 
owing, and in the Presence of this fact, from the depth of my being issues forth a sigh Oftelief: there is hope! . . 

His attitude to his own imprisonment 
"as somewhat Stoic, but this did not hide a ruin bittemess, “Ido not see any ee We class war prisoners should 

ondage further on. To keep us 

    

    

Pent up, I believe, an unnecessar 
tless crucity, We ae mend Test of the mo; 

: ee that lam not I evecare 
Price of b 

Eye 
oO ee Thave not deprived 

‘ars, and his despai; 
iy m i cspair. How might I cause discs t iflamnot 

why isit that they do not 
st me fly to that Spot on 
Pine away for my   pect that they do not 

Tam a source of 

it again with my whole hy ii brain, with my whole ch ; ey Bhar 
and again: 
“4. Thus for ferocity’s sake | mi Prisoner. I do not complain — jt is ae Seat for the hyena to believe it is his Privilege to feast on decaying flesh; those who strive at being wolves have a right to, but for decency’s sake, do not Cover such appalling regression of barbarism if we have ever merged from it — which Tvery much doubt — with the cloak Of justice..." The second level on which these letters are important is Ricardo Flores Magon’s to anarchist attitudes towards the Russian Revolution, Marxism and Syndicalism. 
From the beginning of the Russian Revolution which Ricardo had grected with great enthusiasm, until 1921 he saw it degenerate from a true social revolution to a mere political revolution, following the same path as the Mexican Tevolution followed 

11 years before; “. .. a dictatorship is tyranny 
and cannot lead but to tyranny, and I am against 
tyranny whether exercised by the workers or the 
bourgeoisie, This Russian question Preoccupies 
me much, Iam afraid that the Russian masses, 

of the 
font cr actos thinking with his own head, ang it, and then, when the monster ig dead, git 

anybody to eae ut paveniot compelled to ae ae abs would Pretend for me; no one can Boke even give his life This attitude Of his tatters, and his tegen cnn 3 tHe OCcasioner Was adopted by many Russian 

  

- but Edo not Agree in declaring a the Marxists that in all countries sre vouring to overthrow Spitalism. This 

workers and anarchists as Vo 
ee results. As the Marxists presence in ae Mexican Revolution was non-existent Ricardo r saw their handywork at first hand. Yet for Sa now, in the light of events in Spain uba, there can be 

i 
deleon no collaboration with 

As for syndicalism his attit ied li from Malatesta‘s ude varied little 

line notes, with 

_:+ You want my opinion as to what at we libertarians should adopt before the aaa movement. One thing I firmly believe we must not do — to be against it. Of all forms of labour organisation, syndicalism stands On the most advanced Sround, and it is our duty to help it and if ‘We cannot bring the movement as a whole to the high plain of our aspirations and ideas, we at least must endeavour to prevent its receding to more conservative aims and tactics. I do not believe, however, that syndicalism will ever succeed in breaking up th: chains of the capitalist system by itself; that will be the work of a chaotic conglomeration of tendencies: that will be the blind Work of the masses moved to action by despair and Suffering, but then syndicalism can be the nucleus of the New system of production and distribution, and in this role it will be of great importance, for its action will not only prevent the prol ion of chaotic conditions fa 
to the environment of a new despotism, but will keep the masses from want and Privation, render- ing this difficult, if not impossible, their reversing to the dead state of things..." 

This incidentally refutes the idea held by many including some anarchists, who have claimed that Ricardo was an anarcho-syndicalist. 
Ricardo Flores Magon’s prison letters are 

excellently introduced by Paul Avrich who has 
also provided some interesting footnotes on 
the personalitics and events mentioned in the 
ketter,   after waiting in vain for the freedom and well 

being which has been Promised them by the 
dictatorship of Lenin and Trotsky should revert 
to capitalism again, The actusl starvation of the 
Russian masses after two years of management 
of the industry by the state, may drive these masses 
to the conclusion that the old system of produc 

tion is good, and so, instead of putting the 

industries under the direct management of the 

workers they may hand them back to the private 
owners.” 

“'... Those who could not believe our 
assertion now think how it is that tyranny cannot 

evolve itself into Freedom... tyranny breeds 

tyranny. The socalled necessary transition 
between tyranny an? Freedom has really proven 

to be a transition between a revolutionary 
abortion and normalcy that is czarism, though with 

@ new garment fo satisfy the shallowness of the   
  

The appearance of this little book could not 

have come at a more opportune time, now that 
interest in Ricardo Flores Magon, the indomitable 
fighter for Land and Liberty, and without doubt, 
the most important Mexican anarchist of our 

century, is growing. Unfortunately though, in 

its present form at least, it will not reach the 
people it should. Let us hope that in the not too 

distant future a complete English edition of 

his prison letters will be available, 
DP.   masses...”     CIENFURGOS PRE; ANARC = HARCHIST REVIEW    
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Anarchism in France: The case of Octave 
Mirbeau, Reg Carr, Manchester University 

Press, 190pp, £7.95. 

Many graduates in this country, and more $0 
in the United States, devote their PhD thesis 
to some particular aspect or personality of 

the anarchist movement both past and present. 

Although very often interesting to read they 

do tend to reduce anarchist themes to a mere 
academic formula. The vast majority of these 
remain unread and unpublished, sacrifices to 
the university industry. A hand-full though do 

get published, the publisher usually trying to 
get a market on the upsurge of recent renewed 

interest in anarchism, and some of these do, 

in their own way, contribute to a greater 

understanding of our own history. Others 

unfortunately teach us next to nothing, and 

ft is in this category that Carr’s study of Octave 
Mirbeau, based on his thesis “Octave Mirbeau 

and Anarchism,” falls. 

Although Mirbeau was, without doubt, 

the most important literary anarchist sympa- 

thiser in France during the 1880s and 90s he 
always remained on the extreme periphery, to 
say the least, of the anarchist movement, his 

only real contact centering around his friend- 

ship with Jean Grave, the editor of Le Revolte 

and bter Les 7 is Now x, and fora 

short while only Se’ n Faure, the editor of 
Libertaire. Mirbeau’s contribution to anarchist 
propaganda was also somewhat odd as it was, 
with a few rare exceptions, always indirect, 

the articles appearing in the anarchist press 
being reprints from his articles wr 
the bourgeois liberal/radical press. 

Mirbeau came from an extremely well off 

family, he was born in Normandy in 1848 
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Jesuits, law 

  

and after an ed 

     

  

   

  

studies and 
Franco Prussian war, he be 

freelance journalist of prono’ 

  

views contributing to Bonap 
monarchist newspapers. In the mid 1880s 
though he abandoned his former ideas and     
moved to the 

  Ce 18 
wed by a series of full 

I message 
1888), and 

novels with a s 
(1886), Abbe     

At the same time Mirbeau’s journalism took 

1888 he wrote 
¢ the general 
d The electors strike, 

was immediately 
in Le Revolte. This 
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on a more radical t 
a powerful ar 

    

   

very popular, being used as propaganda well 
into the 1930s. Over the next 15 years or so 

Grave was to reprint not only art 
long selections from Mirbeau’s 
literary supplement of both his journals. In 

1891 Grace was taken to court by the 

Societe des Gens de Lettres for using copyright 
material without formal permission, although 
he always had the authors’ permission, and it 
was Mirbeau who came to his defence as he did 

again in 1894 when Grave was arrested for 
publishing a cheap edition of his book Dying 

  

  

Society and Anarchy, for which Mirbeau had 

written the introduction. 

During the bomb wave of 1892-94 following 

the Clichy affair Mirbeau, like many of the 

leading anarchist personalities of the time, 

condemned the bombings but not the bombers, 

and he wrote a very good article in defence 

of Ravachol. In the mounting repression 
against the anarchist movement his home was 

raided by the police in 1894, and at this 

juncture he thought it prudent to take refuge 

in England for a short while (as Zola was to 

do during the Dreyfus affair some years later). 
From 1896 he collaborated with Sebastien 

Faure and a few other anarchists in the growing 

public defence of Alfred Dreyfus the Jewish 
army officer wrongly accused of being a 
German spy 

During this time Mirbeau began to write 

for the theatre and produced very successful 

full length plays, The Bad Shepherd, (1807), 

Business is Business, (1903) and The Hone 

(1908), as well as a series of one act plays 

grouped under the title Moralities and Farces 

(these included pidemic 1898, The 
Lovers 1904 and Scruples 1904). Mirbeau’s 
plays were hailed by the anarchists of the 
day especially The Bad Shepherd while in 
Italy Victor Meric translated the short plays 
in Mo 5 as propaganda pieces, 

While concentrating on the theatre he still 

continued to write novels including the 
pornographic The Garden of Tortures (1899), 
and his best known work The Dia 
Chambermaid (1900) (later made famous as 
a film by Luis Bunnel). Later in 1907 he 

8, the story of a motor trip 
¢, Belgium, Holland and Germany 

ts forward the necessity for 

  

      

  y ofa 

  

       
internationalism (Mirbeau incidentally was 

one of the first public figures in France to 

patronise the motor car). 

In 1908 he gave up journalism and retired 

to the country where he lived as a recluse. 

1 Dingo (1913) tells the some- 

orical story of a dog that rebels 
against society. With the outbreak of war in 
1914 which came as a great shock to him, 

Mirbcau retreated into himself fully apart 

from issuing a few statements condemning 
militarism, but when he died in 1917 his 

wife, together with Gustave Harve, a former 

anti-militarist who Mirbeau had helped to 
defend in 1910, forged a pro-war statement 

alleged to have been made some days before 
his death. This statement was rejected by 

many of his old friends including Sebastien 

Faure. 

Mirbeau’s anarchism, it has always seemed 

     

to hide his personal revolt against his own 
to hide his personal revolt against hsi own 

background and general discontentment and 

Carr's study does nothing to dispel this view. 
The book, fora start is badly titled, as it 

has very little to do with French anarchism 

as such. On this score it should have been 

given the title of Carr’s thesis which was in 
fact well chosen. The treatment of Mirbeau’s 

literary and political work is to say the least 

wooden and tells only half a story, details of 

Mirbeau’s early and private life being omitted 

together with any explanation for his adoption 

of anarchism. This lack of information and 

analysis is aggravated by the book's practical   defect, this being that cil the quotations from 

Mirbeau’s works are left, untranslated in their 

original French. An appendix reproduces five 

of Mirbeau's most important (accordins to 
Carr) anarchist texts, including The electors 
strike and there again are left untranslated. 

This I find unforgiveable and unnecessary, 

Because of this the book is useless for those 
who do not understand French and therefore 

its readership is greatly reduced. Apart from 

this drawback the book teaches us very little 

about Mirbeau. After reading it he still 
remains a mystery. All in all this is a very 

disappointing book. 
DP. 

Le mouvement ouvricr aux Etats-Unis de 1866 
a nos jours, Daniel Guerin, Maspero, Paris, 1977, 

218pp. 
Daniel Guerin is a prolific author, with an agile 

mind, who has written one of the best books on 

anarchism and a very important work on fascism. 

Here he turns his attention to a pocket sized 
history of the workers’ movement in the USA. 
He traces the history of class warfare in the US 
from the time of the Knights of Labour, through 
the growth of the Industrial Workers of the World 

(IWW) and the American Federation of Labour, 

to the formation of the Committee for Industrial 
Organisation (CIO), in an attempt to radicalise 

the latter. The inter-war period is examined 

in some detail, and the hysterical anticommun- 

ism that swept America is related closely to 

changes in the law and practice of the Unions. 

Lastly he scrutinises the new militancy that 

has characterised certain industries. This isa 

book which ought to be available in English, 
but unfortunately isn’t.   

Bakunin: Ocuvres completes. Relations avec 
Sergei Necaev, ed. A. Lehning, Editions Champ 
Libre, Paris. 

This edition of Arthur Lehning is very import- 
ant as it makes us consider the problem of rev- 

olutionary violence, its implications, and the 

positions that Bakunin took on the subject. 

Serge Netchaiev (I don’t know why this 

French version was not adopted in Lehning’s 

edition) was a very determined revolutionary 

who, shortly after his arrival in the west, was 
accused of criminal activity by the Russian 
government. A demand was made for his 
extradition from Switzerland. The request was 

accepted, and Netchaiev was extradited, on the 
condition that he was not condemned for his 

political activity. It seemed in fact that this 

was respected at first. Netchaiev was condem- 

ned to forced labour — 20 years — and to remain 
in Siberia in perpetuity. But then the Tsar 
decreed that he was a dangerous politician and 
had him secretly locked up in a fortress for life. 

The Croissant affair is thus only a repetition of 

the past: the same systems engender the same 

attitudes. 

Netchaiev was accused of the murder of a 
member of his group. However, Engels (in 
“The Alliance of the Social Democracy and the 

A.LT.”, 1873), the bourgeoisie and, most recent- 
ly, Henry Arvon (a marxist who makes his bread 

and butter by defaming anarchist ideas, which 
is why they are happy to publish him) all 
pretend the “Revolutionary Catechism” which 

expects the utmost severity and implacable 

toughness in revolutionary activity, is without 

doubt by Bakunin.     In fact, the 
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which Bakunin at first felt for Netchaicy, and 

the vitality which he displayed, But Bakunin 

soon separated from him, although not before 

he had allowed himself to become involved in 
his devious dealings among the exiled Russians. 
In his long letter of June 2, 1870, Bakunin 
explains “Yes, my dear friend, you are nota 

materialist like we poor sinners, but an idealist, 

1 prophet, a priest of the revolution. Your 

hero cannot be Babeuf, noc xen Marat, but 

some sort of Savonarola.” “You will ban from 
your organisation the systematic use of police 
‘and jesuit methods, limiting yourself to adopt- 
ing them only to the extent that they would be 

effectively and absolutely necessary, and above 

al reasonable, and only against the Government 
and enemy parties; you will reject the absurd 
idea that one can make the revolution outside 

the people and without their participation, and 

as the fundamental base of your organisation 
you will accept the idea of popular spontaneous 

revolution, where the people will be armed and 
the organisation nothing more than the general 

suff 
Even soviet historians like Piroumova consider 

that Bakunin did not collaborate in the “Revol 
utionary Catechism”; which is important in its 
implications. 

Let us say straightaway that Lehning’s edition 
contains very little material. For this comment- 
ury (and above all for the text of the “catech- 
ism”) we have had to use “Bakounine et 
Netchaiev, ed. Jean Barrue, Spartacus, 1971) 

and “Violence in the Violence: The Bakunin- 

Netchaiev Debate" by Confino (Maspero, 1973). 
Itis quite curious, considering the price and its 

specialisation, that Lehning doesn’t even give 

the catechism in a note! 
Netchaiev defined the revolutionary’s view of 

himself (all the extracts come from Confino’s 

translations from the Russian) thus: “The rev- 
olutionary isa man lost in advance. He has no 

particular interests, private business, feclings, 

srivate attachment to property, he does not 

even have aname. His whole being is absorbed 

by one interest alone, to the exclusion of all 

others, by one thought alone, by one passion — 

the revolution.” “He defies public opinion. 
Hie defies and detests society’s contemporary 

morality in all its motifs and manifestations. 
For him, everything that contributes to the 
triumph of the revolution is moral, while 
everything that hinders it is immoral and crim- 
ina.” He also defines the attitude of the revol- 

utionary towards his revolutionary comrades 

thus: “Every comrade must have under his 
control some revolutionaries of the second and 
third categories, that is to say those who are 

hot completely initiated. He must consider 
them as a fraction of the total revolutionary 
pital at his disposal. His part of the capital 
he must spend with care, always trying to ex- 
tract the maximum amount of profit. He 

considers himself as capital destined to be lost 
for the triumph of the revolutionary cause, 
but capital of which he can dispose alone 
and as he likes, without the agreement of the 
‘atite number of completely initiated com- 
nies.” “When a comrade falls into trouble, 
the revolutionary — deciding whether to save 
him or not — must take into account not 
Personal feelings, but only the good of the 
evolutionary cause. Consequently he must 
ae on the one hand this comrade’s cont- 
on, and on the other the expenditure of 

    

revolutionary forces ia daca necessary to save him; anes ends on which way the balance 
He describes the Tevolutionary’s attitude towards society as a 

  

Power for power’s sake — 
the pretext — and it is ther refore logical that it Te-appears throughout history, even if neve: sincerely with Netchaicy, Pi i From anarchist writings, and then from ‘olzhenitzyn’s “Gulag”, we know that Lenin loved to use Terror, The magazine “Libre” 

me extracts of a soviet book Lenin & the Cheka”, An idea of = 

with revolution as 

of 1975 “ 

  

  
  

Lenin’s mentality is shown by the following 
examples; Concerning the abolition of the 
death sentence, 25/10/17. “What a stupidity! 

But what a stupidity!. . . So do they think 

that we can make a revolution without shoot- 
ing people?” June 1918: “We must encourage 
an energetic and massive development of the 

Terror, to beat down the counter-revolution- 
aries.” 12/12/18: “Use all your forces to seize 

the speculators and profiteers of Astrakhan 

and have them shot. These dregs must be liquid- 

ated in such a way that everyone will remember 

it for years. 

It’s not worth wasting time on the disciple 
of Lenin known as J. Stalin, but it is interest- 

ing to see the use of Terror by the RAF, and 

more exactly by the Black June group who, 

in 1974, executed Ulrich Schmucker as a 

traitor because he had talked during an inter- 
rogation conducted with the customary sweet- 

ness of the democratic police of the West. 
Let us remember that Netchaiev had murdered 

   

eee 

4 member of his group who was lik 
t 

ely t the organisation and thus weaken it, eae 
A German anarchist §fOup commented thus On the action: “You call yourselves delegates 

tribunal, but who pave you this 
‘ow many were you at this trib- 
hink that you are sincere when you say that you are defending anti-imperialist solidarity, but we are very doubtful about your benefitting from any solidarity if you continue to specialise in the technique of aggression.” 

There was the following reply from Black June: “Do the people take part in your com- mittees, in your parties? Are they with you in your university and in your offices? If they Teally were, you would know that every con- 
Scious proletarian says a traitor and a spy must be executed. Your whole document is nothing but a Psychological excrement which has noth- ing to do with si ‘l 
ape ae class-strugele.” (Black Flag, 

An extreme case, you will say! But [rem- 
ember that 15 years ago some militants exclud- ed from Lutte Ouvricre said that someone had told them: “Ina revolutionary period | would have you shot.” And Antonié Sala and 
Eduardo Duran in “Critica de la izquierda 
autonitaria en Catalunia” report similar acts by 
the P.C.L (a militant liquidated), And in 

  

  October 1975 there was a death threat issucd 
to that tendency of FRAP, some of whose 
militants had just been shot by Franco, because 
they wanted to continue the attentats; and those 
who issued the threats were the partisan group 
of a pacifist tendency! It 

Do anarchists escape this deformation? Isit 
not inherent in every clandestine group, like 
Power? 

An interesting example is furnished by the 

Argentinian and Spanish movements, who have 
been extensively involved in armed secrecy over 
the years. There have been violent discussions 

between those who are partisans solely of mass- 

Struggles and groups which want to give an 

impulse to this struggle by secret actions; i.c. 

between advocates of robbery to finance the 

Purchase of arms and those who say that every 

group which carries out hold-ups ends by 
forgetting the Cause. Still, we have never 
heard of a cult of organisation for organisation's 

sake via the liquidation of “soft” members. 

On the contrary, Sabate and Facerias always 
avoided using passers-by as a screen ina shoot 
out. The famous Wenceslaos Gimenez Orive, 

knowing he was being followed by the police, 
pushed a passer-by aside before defending him- 
self; this gesture delayed him, he was wounded 

and committed suicide with a prepared cyanide 
capsule. In this case the root of the problem 

was not the passer-by but a betrayal. And, 

after verification, the informer(s) was (were) 
executed. But there again, there were no 
hysterical decisions. (Sce “La guerrilla urbana: 

Facerias” by Antonio Tellez soon to be published 

in English by Cienfuegos Press.) 
Frank Mintz 

a ene de Eee 
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BOOK REVIEWS 
  

Dans la carnaval de Mhistoire (“In the Carnival 
of History”), Leonid Pliouchtch, Seuil, Paris 

1977, 441pp. 

Pliouchtch’s book tries to depict two aspects: 
first, the subjective evolution of the author 

_ “the itinerary of a man freeing himself from 
stalinist prejudices”; second, the reasons that 

make his friends in the USSR struggle and 
the persecutions they undergo. About the 
West the author says nothing because of lack 
of information, while he struggles “against 
all the actions of all the governments, East 
and West, against mankind.” 

To be sure, one must ask at once whether 
“stalinist” also means “Ieninist” and what 
“actions” of governments are to be struggled 
against. (The xenophobia, undoubtedly, but 

is he also against a population being uprooted 
in the search for work — either within the same 

country or abroad — the use of nuclear energy, 
computerised police and military files?) 

This impression of fuzziness probably 
comes from the fact that Pliouchtch is still 

unacquainted with the questions faced by 
western militants. One finds this problem 

again in the factual account; he several times 
discusses the working class opposition, 
marxism, nationalism, etc., as his evolution 
progresses, but never says where he stands. 

TD therefore make two brief comments: 

‘one about the author, the other about the 
synthesis of his different remarks on points 
1 am interested in. 

It is remarkable that despite the poverty, 
the anti-semitism, the delinquency, the 
alcoholism, the corruption, the old boy 

network, Pliouchtch formed an ethic to which 
he remained faithful until his exile. 

This morality is nevertheless shaded by a 
Strong practical sense, sometimes reformist 

Pliouchtch was first a zealous member of the 

YCL (p.24), then a teacher, then a researcher 

(not without knowing how to use the old 

boy network — p.48), which he would doubt- 

less'have remained had not the past intruded 

to smash the idols. 
This intrusion, this conquest of the past 

(stalinism, the camps, the other currents, 
revolutionary or otherwise) is the key that 
permits the rediscovery of the present (pp.20, 
44). One thus realises that the non-politicised 
Russian doesn't know much more about 
his country — less on the whole — than anyone 
in the West who is interested in the USSR. 

And this present is definitely also better 

in the university (p.92) than in the factory 

(p.133), so there is a desire to avoid every- 
thing, to run away, to escape from the 
tentacles of the party (p.96); but the party 

is everywhere and the only way out is to 
break with it, to be expelled (when there is an 
opportunity), to be ruined (the commonest 
fate) if one insists on not seeming to yield — 

because just appearing to yield means at least 
to denounce one’s comrades ..... And 
Pliouchtch had to leave because he wanted 

Justice and a better country (pp.295, 440), 

Is Pouchtch a leninist? What is his 

analysis of the USSR? What does he want 
to do about it? 

Pliouchtch has doubts about Lenin's 
concept of the state when he underlines that 
Marx, in his carlier Writings — which are 
banned in the USSR — had given it a much 

  

     more complete description (p.88); Lenin's 

literary tastes were “primitive and backward" 
(p.201); and, about a letter of Lenin's, 
authentic according to others, in which Lenin 
wrote about the as a Berar 

church, Pliouchtch writes: 

eas to draw no conclusions about 

this letter and leave the case in the air for 

lack of a guarantee of its authenticity. Were 

anyone able to vouch for its authenticity I 
would wipe out Lenin's name. This is the 

method of Nechaevism, of Machiavelism, an 

attitude alien to marxism, to socialism, an 
attitude proper to the heroes of The 

"(p.230). 

eee have thought that in the West 

Pliouchtch would have had time to verify this 

point, together with many others conceming, 

Lenin (the taking of hostages — see Kropotkin, 
Maspero, Paris 1976 — the creation of the 
Cheka, the camps, the repression — see the 

text of 25-28 December 1917 — and the 

discipline from above both in politics and 
in the economy — see The Immediate Tasks 
of the Soviet Government, 1917). 

As to the USSR, Pliouchtch doesn’t share 

Djilas’s analysis of the new class (pp.190, 191). 
He sees the USSR as “state capitalism on the 

economic plane, as an ideocracy on the political 
plane, in short a social structure similar to 

theocracy that implies the complete power of 

a particular social stratum (clergy or bureau- 
cracy)” (p.215). (Curiously, he seems to say 

the opposite on p.136). 

Pliouchtch also broaches the famous 

problem concerning the poverty of the 
population versus the scientific successes in 

the military field (p.122); the latter are a 

consequence of “certain advantages of state 

property, which makes possible the concen- 
tration of all economic effort” and the 
“formal logic” of mathematics. This 

explanation appears superficial to me in its 

brevity — ignoring the role of the German 

experts who were prisoners of war (from 

1945 till their deaths); if it were the right 

explanation it should be true in all fields. 

Also, the war industry aside, one can see that 

the USSR is technologically ineffective and 

that its present advances are due to the 

supervision — paid for in hard currencies — of 
Krupp and other West German firms, and of 
Fiat in the motor industry. 

As to the Russians themselves, their 
reactions to the dissidents are divided; the 

“to hell with them” (even the family) 

tendency (pp.239, 310) and the “give them 
our solidarity” tendency (pp.271, 292). 

Pliouchtch concluded at the time of his arrest: 

“These four years had been years of happiness 

and dignity. After all, one goes to prison not 
because of one’s ideas but for the respect of 
others and of oneself.” (p.324), 

This is just a brief resume of an important 
book that we ought to read despite its sketchy 

Presentation of the attitudes of the police 

(p.251), the relations with ordinary prisoners, 
the life in mental asylums (p.385) where the 

doctors are the worst individuals (p.386), etc. 
My two criticisms are: one, the absence 

of a political position based on his experience; 
two, the absence of the Russian context to 

Tesituate the details (collective responsibility 

~ So dear to Lenin — is the key to the heartless 

Tepression: refusal to the dissident of the 

Tight to work and refusal to allow his daughter 

  

  

to go to a creche; p.203, also pp.185, 188, 
The first point may be met by an interview 

in Russian (published in SSSR demokratich, 
alternativi, Achberger, Munich 1976) in which 
he says he is in favour of the decentralisation 
of the Soviet economy, workers’ self- 

ment and the right to strike. But since the Lie 
still rules after years and years, there are no 
political thoughts among the people. “That's 

why I think the revolution must take place 
largely from above.” Nevertheless, Pliouchtch 
doesn't believe in changes after new groups 
come to power (thesis of almost all the 
dissidents, Solzhenitsyn included), But these 

groups will have to bring about some economic 
reforms that will imply and contain some 

political reforms. And one must count on 

“the international labour movement.” 
As to the second point, there is available 

Hedrick R. Smith's The Russians, (USA 

1975), in paperback, although I will take my 
references from the Belfond edition in French 
(Belfond, Paris 1976). The French paperback 
edition is interesting and much better value 

as far as the number of pages goes than the 
rather pro-Soviet /a vie sovietique (Que-said-je 
Publications, Paris 1970), while Marabini’s 
book, L'URSS (Seuil, Paris 1959) seems a 

bit old, L‘URSS (Seuil, Paris 1959) seems a 
Archives de Smolensk by Merle Fainsod, 

Smith's book is superficial and repetitive 

(at least a third is padding), but it touches on 
every aspect. Smith, if he is pro-West, doesn't 

seem to be very much manipulated by the 

CIA or in any case not so much as the socialists 
are by pro-Soviet propaganda. 

It seems to me that four elements in Smith's 
analysis are quite correct: the ruling class, the 

strong points of the regime, everyday life, the 

economy. The ruling class doesn’t necessarily 
enjoy higher wages, but it has at its disposal 

(more as one rises within the hierarchy) 
collective facilities: company car, paid holidays 

in very cheap seaside or mountain resorts, low 

cost of living, serious medical treatment in 
supposedly public clinics. There are also 
shops, both discreet and special to the upper 
crust, where one may find whatever exists 
theoretically on the market, as well as 
products from the West, all at lower prices 

than the official ones. 
The strong points of the regime are the 

absence of redundancies, and compulsory 
work (no unemployment, now that under- 

employment and changing jobs are frequent); 
very low rents; a free health service in the 
hospitals (although somewhat superficial, and 
the medicaments are paid for in the pharmac- 

ies, and there is never a refund); the stability 

of prices, specially food prices (everything 
manufactured tends to rise, and the scarcity 
lark makes sure that cheap items “run short”). 
In a word, the old boy network, the privilege 
system has created a lifestyle that allows a 

certain number to do very nicely. And the 
regime, via the press, radio and TV, dispenses 
mountains of criticism — so many escape valves 
for protest. But Smith sagely remarks that 
these are always particular cases, “showing 
the faults in order to consolidate the edifice”, 
and that the denunciation of the “infallible 
wisdom of the party” is from above. (Quota- 
tions retranslated from French edition — Ed). 

Everyday life consists of all the shortcomings   just mentioned, with the addition of alcoholism.       
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Alcoholism is an industry, on the one hand for 
the state, on the other for people who seem 

to wish to commit suicide little by little, 

People who will, however, help one another 

even without knowing one another, as long 

asthe case has nothing to do with the political 

en econo mice 4 supert Call eatin 
corruption en Union Sovietique by Ilya 

Zemtsov, although this book and Alain 
Besancon’s Introduction — and even his 

Court traite de sovietologie a l'usage des 

autorites civiles, militaires et religieuses — 
seem particularly empty to me, because of 
either their lack of information or their 

exaggeration. A typical case: why is Bulgarian 
tinned food better than the Russian? A 
Bulgarian official replied: “We follow 
scrupulously the Soviet recipes and techno- 
logy.” There is such a confusion in the amount 

of orders and in the modifications that each 

outfit improvises according to the order it 
receives. 

The Russian film The Bonus (which 

seems not to be very well known in the USSR) 

about a gang of workers in a shipyard refusing 
1 production bonus because they have 

discovered that the target had been lowered by 
the authorities (who just sit back), is an 

example of this. Of course, the film has a 

proper ending, with the offenders acknow- 
ledging their errors thanks to a young 
(therefore not a former stalinist) and hand- 

some party official — and now a new life 
les before them... 

On the same subject one should also read 

4 Worker in the Worker's State by Miklos 

Karaszti, Penguin 1977 (reviewed elsewhere 
in this issue). It is short and clear but I think 
the final part, about the homes, the pilfering, 
the diversion from obligatory work to 

personal work, isa little exaggerated. But 
anyway, one sees the similarity to any job of 

asmiliar type in any factory. 

In Spartacus, no.S April-May 1977, we 
have the usual study by Galar of the countries 

of the East. Always well informed (western 
sources), Galar thinks the USSR is becoming 

nore and more militarised, and increasing 

repression in the same proportion. “It is 

certain that logic leads to world war. It is 

ss certain that the increased repression 

nedicates a serious instability of the system 

and has created the conditions for a generalised 
rebellion at the least sign of weakness.” 

If we agree with Solzhenitsyn's Letter to 
the Ruling Class of the Soviet Union and 
stare his belief in the certainty of a war 
between China and Russia (and this seems 
tobe what the majority of the Soviet pyople 
thinks), Galar’s point of view certainly sounds 
night. Personally, I think the repression of 
the workers is less harsh than it was ten years 
40. Pliouchtch mentions two examples of 
‘trikes in the Ukraine drowned in blood by 
Machine guns. But it seems to me that the 
Tegime is tess brutal, except with the dissidents 
ho represent its technicians, 

Ibelieve that on the whole the example of 
toism, in spite of the failure of the Czech 
Kberalisation, is always a big attraction to 
“erluin groups close to power in the USSR 
eee Moreover, the Polish case and 

exibility of the government — without 
ities Hungary which hasn't had many 

    

    

big problems since 195 '6 because Of attitude of the CP. ~ show ae 

the drug Problem, ete, M.Z. 
ae LW.W.: Its First Seventy Years — 1905- Se 

& P. Murfin. (Official re sri y the WW — Chicago 

The first edition written by Fred W, Thompso: The IWW: Its First Fifty Years was pubiene” in 1955 pated . A corrected facsimile takes two hundred pages of the present volume. Th remaining twenty pages — the last chapter — written by Patrick Murfin, outlines WwW 
igi ore years from 1955 to el rk is further enriched by a com. Prehensive bibliography , Sources for fw History, which the student of the labour movement will find especially helpful. For those Seriously interested in the 
history and problems of the labour movement in general and the IWW in Particular, this book isindispensable. Historians of the labour movement are constantly referring to it. To Teview seventy years of IWW history is 
clearly beyond the: scope of this review. The reader can find that out by Studying the book. I prefer to discuss the extent to which IWW. ideas remain relevant to the problems of today’s labour movement, 

The history of the American labour move- ment is largely a history of rank-and-file revolts against opportunist class-collaborationist policies and centralisation of power. The 
extent of the mass revolts of rank-and-file 
workers against the triple exploitation of the 
union bureaucracy, the employers and the 
State is pointed out by Stanley Aronowitz 
in his book False Promises: ““.. .. since 1967, 
there have been more strikes, rank-and-file 
rejections of proposed union Settlements with 
employers than in any similar Period in the 
modem cra... the most notable feature of 
the present situation is that the unions are no 
longer ina position of leadership in the 

workers’ struggles: they are running despera- 
tely to catch up with their own membership . .” 

The post-war spontaneous revolts of the 

rank-and-file militants against the union 
bureaucrats, their employers and the govern- 
ment took on the character of a mass 
insurrection, shattering the myth of the happy 
uncomplaining American worker satisfied 

with his lot. In 1950, the United Auto 

Workers (UAW) signed a five year contract 
with General Motors which outlawed strikes, 
ignored the demands of the workers to stop 
speed-ups and to ensure quick settlements of 
complaints. To compel the corporation to 

grant their demands, the workers were forced 
to take direct action outside of and against 
the union piecards. 70% of the workers 
repudiated the agreement and staged spontan- 
cous “wildcat” strikes (unauthorised). 

As this is being written, 160 thousand 
members of the United Mine workers are in 
the 100th day of the longest strike in the 
history of the industry. Neither their union 

leaders, not the employers nor the government   Taft-Hartley injunction to return to work or 

ae ae Penalties has Weakened their int determination to gi i general strike, oa ie Sa They demand Sifety in the mi ines against eae and prevention of the binchaan sease, the right of workers to correct these 

with or without 
mployers, the Slate, or the 
onal, district or local 

Authorisation of the e: 
Permission of the nati 
union bureaucrats, 

A few years before this strike the miners served notice on the newly elected Miller administration that they would not again tolerate the dictatorial Procedures instituted by John L. Lewis and his Successor Ton Boyle by staging a massive wild, ‘ involving almo: alae st 100 thousand miners for substantially the same demands. They are now determined to oust Miller and his machine for collaborating with the employers and the government and for Molation of the democratic tights of the 
membership. 

There have been massive Strikes even among public services workers who were traditionally the least militant and anti-union. Post Office workers Staged a nation-wide strike in 1970, not only in violation of the Federal Anti-Strike law which prohibits strikes against the state (an offence punishable by a year and a half in jail and a one thousand dollar fine for cach striker) but also in defiance of their leaders, Striking teachers in New York, Newark, Detroit and other Cities across the Country Were not afraid to £0 to jail for violation of anti-strike laws. 
The revolutionary character of the rank- 

and-file movement should not be exaggerated, By far, the greatest number seek only to 
teform the system and to effect more radical 
changes, not outside of, but within the unions. 
Yet, whether they know it or Not, today’s rebels are acting in accordance with the 
Tevolutionary direct action traditions of the American hbour movement. Hundreds of 
thousands of rank-and-file militants: 

“...in thousands of industrial establish- ments across the nation (remarks a keen 
observer) have developed informal underground 
unions .. . they conduct daily skirmishes with 
their employers and often against their union 
representatives as well... . these informal 
micro-organisational 

units are behind all 

wildcat strikes . .. these groups are the power 
base for insurgence from below...” 
In short a vast rank-and-file mass guerrilla 
movement is emerging. 

In the course of these struggles, the 
rebellious workers have unconsciously 
developed tactics and grass-roots forms of 

organisation similar to those of the IWW. They 
can become receptive to the message of the 
IWW because the IWW is itself a wildcat 
organisation continuously revolting against 
class-collaboration, 

bureaucracy, and govern- 
mental regulation of the labour movement. 
Ilike the title . . . its FIRST Seventy Years 
because both the principles and the tactics of 
the IWW are now more relevant, more sorely 
needed, than ever. 

Sam Dolgoff.     
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| the land of the distressing Be reorganised. Second, he deflects responsibility 

| In dau Adence ofiLister¥ critical ability for the acts of brutality on to the shoulders 
on the agenda of the congress at which the F.A.I. 

serge aa tsed Reel att tees lber nf a communist sympathise ~ Mantecon (p.276) 
pas created); La Felguera is in Asturias and not 

SWEET iat Ilva Ehrenburg (badly and tries to show how the anarchists in charge 
i Catalonia (p,129); Santillan’s book El organ 

a ed by his Stalinism) and two fresh in Aragon were so corrupt that even Durruti 
Hien alco de ta revolucion had a very 

| EMORIES nea Giticsmofa Russian advisor criticised them; here again Lister does not 
limited influence because it was a big book 

| 
erat oa Teen appear to be aware that in 1937 the courts 

Published only a few months before the war, $0 

| secocss Uoun te Gation 1 tbs pelawe Rikian aaeal 193) in the USSR in 1941 of the Spanish republic could find no charge 

ae sucha eae as “Peasants, populists, and 

te Rare Satins Sica Ry Coie taco STRSTR to bring against the principal anarchist 
i ee a the book useful” (p.139) 

oe ean : servation that in accused, Ascaso. Third, Lister emphasises 
Pisin eis to mention the work of Isaac 

: ; . De : nth rancos the cordial relations he entertained with 

but hee are es ae ne Stragosea COnEress, 

A ds ccaare aes nar responsible anarchists from the 25th Division 
Obrera (nor any fooiseiege ean aided 

| book : soe ; =a (formerly the Durruti Column) during his 
145 GIES Aiea tee _On the same page 

| Bas RS Sp journey through Aragon, as well as with a 

Biven that does not eet - geen Pee 

| : 1 variety of anarchists and concludes: “So my 
43), ime Criginal text (no. 

: i 
action was not directed against members of 

Mote serious are mistakes such as presentin 

| 
n a this or that organisotion, but against those 

Andalusia as only weaki chi: a . 

| 

Y anarchist and a clean 

| ph h Can 
10 formulated a policy and applied certain 

slate for communism (p.175), when the Andal- 

t book toa cl methods prejudicial to the people's fight 

usian delegation at Saragossa (May 1936) was 

a 
against fascism.” (p.289) I would not deny 

4 large one and two of the phices with the small- 

| 
one of the facts Lister relates about his good 

est and better communist organisations were 
his disposi relations with some “anarchists” all I would 

Seville and Malaga! A crude phrase like the 

. 
contest would be the anarchist-ness of such 

“often disastrous results” of anarchists in 

not di by comrades in their dealings with Lister. And, 

education during the war, while that under the 

f \ to wind up, Lister’s old cry: “Sir, anarchists, 
Tepublic had been good, as suggested (p,185), 

n F : i : be scrious, picase! The 11th Division arrived 
without any sources and proofs, betrays ignor- 

; : | probl Stalinism and the con ini as in Aragon withisome 7 O00 mensvenneedGs 
ance of sectarianism. Some books published 

| ; inat ‘ pre acR boast about having three anarchist divisions = 
while Kern was working on his book would have 

| and thus Li 2 ae es theresplusseh as in effect a “government” = 
saved him from this distortion: 4 Vevantguarda 

any’ of charges (p.129) agains with its stateawpparatuyand Saaeyetiaat™ = 
de V'educacio, Barcelona, 1972 and Pere Sola, 

fis ition, p.74). What a con yourselves = the peanishena arene = 
Las excucles racionalistas en Cataluna, Barcelona, 

| 4 i t pronto have Ecor= you, so how, given this balance of forces, was sad 
1976. 

; es 

Everything stems from a central idea: anarch- 

inist N terest hin Lister it possible for “Lister's communist battalions 

ism is outdated, primitive, etc. (see EJ. Hobs 

tdiwit i the anarchists, No coherent fo carry out thei- work of destruction” and 
bawm's and other C.P. theories), and history, 

) ) etect thr es tl cat libertarian revolution” in 
Politics depend only on great leaders; people 

; Teka Sid r uld 2” (p.286). Here Lister omits to 
are “rabble” (p.9), “ragtag groups” (p.193) 

: : an f f the vi us figk three things: a) “The anarchist 
Kern is free to embrace this ideology, but 

race : in Jul 936 in divisions (the 25th, 26th and 28th) were 

Brenan, for example, does so without twisting 

i ba r r The risir s crushed through rdered by the higher committees of the CNT- 

history, so one can trust Brenan’s book; but with 

i t he ma il Guard FAL, not to leave the front” (Peirats: Anarc 

all the ignorance, false quotations and distortions 

S : t in the Spanish Revolution, p.253). Further- 

(almost systematic) in Kern, it is difficult to 

away f t h 
more, the refusal of these CNT-FAI committees 

see where the good part is! 

be pu: 
make use of the strength of anarchist 

To end with the main distortions: Kern 

sent t 2 
divisions that had wanted to intervene in 

wanted to make a new study of Spanish anarch- 

' I | Barcelona in May 1937 accounts for indiscip- 
ism, but he discards all comparison and all 

| t nt. Ih t | ine or loss or morale among the rank and file. 
description, or nearly all, of the Spanish back- 

| tk 
») Hugh Thomas ts quite right when he states 

ground. And when he chooses he ignores the 

| 
that the Lister Division had a huge firepower 

anarchists’ contribution: he describes a series of 
thanks to its weapons (modern ones, this time) 

strikes from 1911 to 1936, but he fails to 

4 
supplied by the Soviets whereas the anarchists 

underline the framework of this period. Through- 

: ' were outgunned by contrast. 
out the book Kern is unable to understand that 

t d 
i 

anarchism is compounded of groups, with fed- 

‘ 2 
That is the explanation for Lister's irony 

eralism and freedom of action: for him all the 

th Durrutl and Gipriano Mer thalee ee minds one a mis irony in iis fs 
problems are between Pestana iro against 

| k nein = 
samphlet against the Spanish Bakuninists whe: 

Serene me 5 re 

A 2 : a 
fe et the internationalists of cowardice Red Years/Black Years: A Political History of (To Mr. Kern and readers: a tremendously panel ane ctae. ony eounere at, 

| I nese 
not having beaten a handful of bourgeois Spanish Anarchism, 1911 — 1937, Robert W. good and complete reproduction of £1 ites eed at a, et Durruti. In conclusion, 

- t SSR or the CP well armed ones, he forgot to mention). Kern, Institute for the Study of Human Issues, Amigo del Pueblo is available through Cienfueg- ihe ea ee Fe nae 
is whole “he man” personality, almost the Mechanical force is always superior when Philadelphia, 1978, 33Spp, £8.00. Os Press.) Another problem occurs with the eae aaeatiic bert (adie ithe\valicand 

k — y vanis 
managed well: that’s why Franco won and This work is amazing in that itis full of false same publication (p.204), and this bo ce Re Tartine BEwhateat he cental acne 

t k nt thre 
not Lister: and the Czechs — several million qeotations. I checked some at random and conclusion drawn sin groundless. Summing up, and omitting a lot of misrep- 

ay between 1932 Ue at est a ges ea eare the results: p.12: it is stated that the Sermo aminion p23: resentations, I think the book does not make 
pe Sees See Ree eet oS tad Gtalanists organised a union “as a minor Other stumbling blocks are the incompre- serious reading for anarchists, nor for the 

aoa ores aes eee Maa ae Be uaernhe Uefa te tn ee | threat to the C.N.T." and that there was collab- hensible lapses: Francisco Ferrer, who is not mandarin and university world, However, ome 

eee < Paster: 1 
‘ation with “proto-communist groups”, mentioned in the riot of 1909 (p.18) but after pages on the C.P. in M alaga (p. na 

ri ened One can only hope that Volume 2 will Curious: the source is Historia del anarcosindicat. (p.23,24); affirmation of co-operation between maps show that when Kern wants to make 

ae a bring us a more realistic picture of Lister’s ’ timo espanol by Gomez Casas. In fact, Gomez Bakuninists and republicans in 1873 (p.19); deen study he will do ae ‘S life, since it will be an expanded and up to Ges writes only that some Catalan guards another affirmation that “kropotkinism on a Ene Mia 
date version of that book Basta! (Enough!) were pushed by their anti-anarchism to enlist major scale remained alien” to Spanish anach- 

An noting the enthu: met with) aimed against his former crony, Carrillo. iter in the Catalan C P. On the beginning of ists (p.22) — this in goiuadltlon with Leyals 
was in the USSR from 1926 t but as usual glossing over th fact that even Frank Mintz. sheets the author alludes to a controversy and SOUCY Scone Rone eats er icort 

then ranuinists careneieed aie 
be the tepresentativeness of the P.O.U.af. the bibliography; not a word o eA 

aoe ae weno del Pueblo, hough quoted, does | Platform” and ts influence onthe F-AL, CIENFUEGOS PRESS )) _ [Pothave an article on this problem (p.155). (translated by “‘Prismas”’ in Beziers in 192 ( 
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Malatesta, Life and Ideas, Edited by Vernon 

Richards, Freedom Press, 309pp, £2.00. 
For almost ten years now the only work by 
Malatesta readily available to the English 
reader has been his essay Amarchy. Now, 

+h, with the timely reprinting by 

edom Press of this selection of Malatesta’s 

rst published in 1965, the full 

narchist activist’s ideas 

      

    
are once again in circulation 

The editor has translated several hundred 
most of the 
or only 

Dehor 

ero € Volonte, which 

   

    

   
    

   

   

ose by Mussolini's fascists 
1926, and the bilingual /7 Ris 

of Genoa whch published most of 
after that date. Th 

pruned down to their essen 
a handful which eroduced in their 

entirety, and collected under 27 sub-headings 

    

    

    

  
1 Anarchism and Ararchy to 

Anarchist Propaganda. In addition there is a 
biographical piece ‘No 

ile the third f     

  

    

  

   

  

levance today 
The first thing that strikes 

  
   

      

    

    

rehism was not a philosophy 
    topia wh 

  

ply through th 
hout any prior 

rary, Malatesta was, 

  

ghout his life, concerned with a 
cal idea. His anarchism was something 

te, to be fought for and put b 

practice, not in some distant futu: 
It is this aspect of practical anarchism that 

es him a special place amongst anarchist 

  

    

  

      
   Jass mover 

On violence, a subject that still divides 
chists, Malatesta was very clear 
Anarchists are opposed to violence; every- 

body knows that. The main plank of 
anarchism is the removal of violence from 

ut also “It is abun 
clear that violence is needed to re 

   

  

  

    

  

iolence of the adversary, and we must 
cate and prepare it, if we do not wish 

  

   
t situation of slavery in disguise, in 

nost of humanit 
continue and worsen. But violence contains 
wihtin itself the danger of transforming the 
revolution into a brutal struggle without the 
light of an ideal and without po: 

of a beneficial outcome; and for this reason 

ane must stress the moral aims of the move- 

ment, and the need, and the duty, to contain 

¢ within the limits of strict necessity 

We do not say that violence is good when 

we use it and harmful when others use it against 

us. We say that violence is justifiable, good 
and ‘moral,’ as well as a duty when it is used 

in one’s own defence and that of others, 

against the demands of those who believe in 

violence; it is evil and ‘immoral’ if it serves 

to violate the freedom of others 

re:    
     

    

    

  We consider violence a necessity and 

a duty for defence, but only for defence.. And 

we mean not only for defence against direct, 

sudden, physical attack, but against all those 

institutions which use force to keep the people 

in a state of servitude..." 
Again on organisation, a subject like 

violence that anarchists have wasted more 

time and energy arguing over, was for Malatesta 

as always practical, a necessity. But organisa- 

tions of a specifically anarchist nature. 

In every case a particular organisation 

lasts as long as the reasons for unions are 

superior to those for dissention: otherwise it 

disbands and makes way for other, more 

homogenous groupings. Certainly the life 
and permanence of an organisation is a 
condition for success in the long struggle 

before us, and besides, it is natural that every 

institution should by instinct aim at lasting 

indefinitely. But the duration of a libertarian 

organisation must be the result of the spiritual 

affinity of its members and of the adaptability 
of its constitution to the continually changing 

. When it no longer serves a 

  

umstanc 
useful purpose it is better that it should dic 

Malatesta, as an anarchist propagandist, was 
particularly concerned about the role anarchists 

should play in working class movements. While 
he recognised the importance and potentiality 

of these movements he also saw their draw- 

backs; “The working class movement, in 
Spite of its merits and its potentialities, 

cannot be, in itself, a revolutionary movement 

in the sense of being a negation of the 

juridical and moral bases of present society .. . 
In a word, the Trade Unions are, by 

their very nature reformist and never 

revolutionary. The revolutionary spirit must 
be introduced, developed and maintained by 
the constant action of revolutionaries who 

    

  

work from within these ranks as well as from 

but it cannot be the normal natural 

ion of the Trde Unions’ function. On 

the contrary, the real and immediate interests 

of organised workers, which is the Unions’ 

ou 

   

tole to defend, are very often in conflict with 

their ideals and forward-looking objectives . 

Nevertheless Malatesta believed that 

anarchists should involve themselves as much 

as possible with these movements es anarchists, 

endeavouring always to develop and nurture a 
true revolutionary consciousness in fellow 

workers, but never to dominate a union, 
His position towards Revolutionary 

Syndicalism and Anarcho-Syndicalism is also 

of great importance. The former he saw as 

being not a great deal better than reformist 
Trade Unionism, even though the word 
revolutionary was added. His main points of 
disagreement with them was that they had a 
very simplistic view of the class Struggle, and 
more importantly, that they tended to make 
an end of the means, i.e. the general strike. 
This he thought was a great menace to 
anarchism, as for him the general strike would 
and could never be a substitute for the 
insurrection. As for the latter he believed that 
they were in fact anarchist, as their name 
implied, they should call themselves anarchists 
and not “hide” behind another name. In the 
ight of historical events Malatesta was proved 
right. While revolutionary syndicalism of 
the French CGT type came to nothing, the 
CNT in Spain accomplished a truly social 

   

  Tevolution, not because they were syndicalists 

but because they were anarchists. 
Of the articles reproduced ia full these 

include the excellent Anarchist Programme 

written for the 1920 congress of the UA, 

and Malatesta’s last article, his recollections 

of Peter Kropotkin, written in 1931, 
Malatesta and Kropotkin had been on very close 
terms prior to 1914, but their respective 

stands regarding the First World War ruptured 
this relationship. Yet despite this Malatesta 

writes with great love and affection for his 
old comrade, while explaining that Kropotkin’s 
contribution to the anarchist movement had 
not always been fully beneficial; 

“... [have stressed,” he concludes in the 
article “the two errors which, in my opinion, 
Kropotkin committed — his theory of 

fatalism and his excessive oportunism, because 
I believe I have observed the harmful results 

they have produced in our mvoement. 

There were comrades who took the 

fatalist theory — which they cuphemistically 

referred to as determinism — seriously and 
asa result lost all revolutionary spirit. The 
revolution they said, is not made; it will 
come when the time is ripe for it, and it is 

useless, unscientific and even ridiculous to 

try to provoke it. And armed with such sound 

reasons, they withdrew from the movement and 
went about their own business. But it would 
be wrong to believe that this was convenient 
excuse to withdraw from the struggle. I have 

known many comrades of great courage and 

worth, who have exposed themselves to great 

dangers and who have sacrificed their freedom 

and even their lives in the name of anarchy 
while being convinced of the uselessness of 

their actions. They have acted out of disgust 

for present society, in a spirit of revenge, out 

of desperation, or the love of the grand gesture, 

but without thinking thereby of serving the 

cause of the revolution, and consequently 

without selecting the target and the opportune 

moment, or without bothering to coordinate 
their action with that of others. 

On the other hand, those who without 

troubling themselves with philosophy have 
wanted to work towards, and for, the 
revolution, have imagined the problems as 
much simpler than they are in reality, did 

not foresee the difficulties, and prepare for 
them... and because of this we have 

found ourselves impotent even when 

there was perhaps a chance of effective 

action...” 
As for the final part of the book I found 

this somewhat irrelevant. 1 am sure anyone 
reading through Malatesta’s ideas will 

immediately see their relevance to today’s 
Situation. Despite my criticism though this 

part of the book does include, although some- 
what briefly, Malatesta’s attitude towards the 
general strike taken from his reply to 

Monatte during the 1907 Amsterdam Inter- 

national Anarchist Congress. With this though 
I feel it would have been more relevant to 

reproduce the two arguments in full, in order 

to put Malatesta’s position in its true 

Perspective, 
Malatesta’s articles represent a specific 

outlook towards anarchism, not the utopia 
but the practical and achievable. They are a 
very important contribution to both anarchist 
thought and action, 

  

Dave Poole.       
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TATE 
SECRETS 
The Local State: Management of Cities and 

People, Cynthia Cockburn, Pluto Press 1977, 
£2.95 p/b, £6.60 h/b. 

This book is a Marxist analysis of Lambeth 

Borough Council between 1968 and 1974, 
The author looks at two conflicting tendencies 

in local government: on the one hand the 

  

ae techniques to local government, a 

tendency that she refers to as “corporate 
management; on the other hand, the 
increasing decentralisation of local power in 
the hands of neighbourhood councils and 

tenants associations — what she calls the 
“community development” tendency. 

Most of the book struck me as turgid and 

dull. This isa pity, because the questions it 

raises are important ones. The only time the 

book really springs to life is when it describes 

the squatters’ movement in Lambeth from 

1971. Squatting always makes exciting 

reading. 
A dear example of the conflict between 

the two tendencies in local government arose 

when the Council started a neighbourhood 
council scheme in 1971. A “Neighbourhood 
Councils Subcommittee” was sct up under 

the Finance and General Purposes Committee 

of the Council. The subcommittee contained 

nine councillors and representatives of the 

neighbourhood councils. The debates on the 

subcommittee became increasingly bitter as 

went on; and, very significantly, many 

1 council officers felt obliged to attend 

the meetings in case their department came 

under attack. Many officers began to feel 

threatened at being such direct targets for 

popular feclings. In 1973 they submitted a 
report complaining that the NC Subcommittee 

was creating too much work for them, and 

that a committee which had outsiders on it 
¥asa flaw in the corporate streamlined 

decision-making process and unconstitutional. 

In 1974 the Subcommittee was abolished. 

NC's now had to approach the Council via 

is main committees or through their ward 

councillor, just like anyone else. Their 
effectiveness as agents of genuine Participatory 
democracy was severely reduced. 

The book will be useful for people actively 
involved in fighting the local state machine in 
Britain. But you'll need plenty of coffee to 
keep you awake while you read it. 

Raf Salkic 
Frison Secrets, Stan Cohen & Laurie Taylor, RAF/NCCL 98pp, £1.25, 

   

  

      

“Our prison system,” Say the authors “is not 
fart of a fascist or totalitarian state. We 
telieve, however, that our account of secrecy shows how social democracies or liberal socicties ‘an use their own rules to subvert their stated 
Principles.” Or, to put it another way, in their administration of prisons the state is 

Bailty of hypocrisy, as in so many other areas. 
*infamous Rule 1 of the Prison Rules 

Mates the aim of Prison to be the encourage- ment of the prisoner to ‘lead a good and useful   Se’. Cohen and Taylor the process 

    

Prison, the insulation of the pris : Li ‘Oner from the outside World, is ichievi 
All information about 

by the Official Secrets A Prisons is covered 
ct, a senior civil 

in prisons a; 
Published or even made avilable Soe 
governors, 

In the prisons themselves Secrecy reigns 
Supreme, The day to day management of a 
prison is supposedly covered by the Prison Rules which contain 450 different rules and which a prisoner has no right to see. The real rules about running prisons are Contained in a Series of Standing Orders, Circulars and 
Governors’ Handbooks which are secret even 
to many prison staff. Fewer Still realise that the rules, circulars and orders have no legal 
Status. As Zellick has observed “In Britain 
the law for most Purposes stops at the prison 
gates, leaving the prisoner to the almost 
exclusive control of the Prison authorities.” 

The authors, both veteran prison researchers 
and long standing sparring, partners of the 
Home Office (their first book together was 
threatened with an Official Secrets Act 
prosecution), present the most detailed and 
best researched book on British prisons I have 
secn and although less than 100 pages long 
there is enough damning evidence in this book 
to embarrass Home Secretaries for years to 
come. Sometimes the evidence causes even 
the most cynical to gasp in disbelief, especially 

the official quotes they have gathered; “any 

violation of the Prison Act or the Prison Rules 

by the authorities, no matter how much 
damage this causes a prisoner, is not actionable.” 

“People in custody sometimes try to interest 

teaching staff in things to do with themselves 

in custody. It isno business of teaching staff 

to enter into discussion on such matters.” 
“A letter to a Member of Parliament must 

not include a complaint or request concerning 

prison treatment.” 
Having presented a cast iron case against 

the Home Office, however, the authors make 
little use of it. They present a series of 

recommendations ranging from old favourites, 
“the establishment of a Charter of Prisoners’ 
Rights” to the vague and naive, “the Prison 
Department should be required to be more 

open in its dealings with the media,” and 
give no suggestion as to how these recommenda-   

is; imprisonment is essei tially a cosmeti 
Process, by shuttin, meu 1B AWay the d. 
and rebellious (out of sant out rene State can pretend that €verything is working as it should whilst Providing both a deterrent to the Potentially non-conformist and a Scape- oat, in the form of the criminal, on whom the blame for social injustices can be laid. Ttis Perhaps unfair to Criticise the book for not being a fundamental Critique of the whole ideology of prison since the authors only intended it to be “a short Pamphlet on some aspects of secrecy in Prisons” but it Sometimes seems to be Suggesting that prisons are bad because they are secret rather than they are secret because they are bad. Nowhere does the book Question the basic Premise that prisons are necessary and so tends to adopt a reformist stance, a stance which, to judge from their other writings, they do not necessarily subscribe to, The lack of theoretical basis does not detract from the book's value and as 4 source of information on prison rules and bureaucracy it is unsurpassed. Anyone 

engaged in prison relief work or who hasa 
friend in prison will find “Prison Secrets’ 
invaluable in fighting red tape and inside a 
Prison it would be dynamite. (It has of 
course been banned by the Home Office). A round of applause for Cohen and Taylor is in order for producing this arsenal of facts 
and quotes and also a plea that in their next publication (prosecutions under the Official 
Secrets Act permitting) they take a long look 
at the concept of prison itself. 

  

  

A Sense of Freedom, Jimmy Boyle, Pan 80p, 264pp. 
This is one of the most Popular books in 
British prisons at the moment, for in it 
Jimmy Boyle reveals the truth about prison 
life, truths that are never even hinted at by 
the media. Reading his description of the 

Inverness cages, bare cells only 6f¢ by 8ft in 

which he was kept naked for 15 months without 
human contact, you could be forgiven for 

thinking that you were reading about Chile or 
Korea but no, this is Britain, here and now. 

A Sense of Freedom is not just an expose 
of the prison industry however, it gives more 
insight into how a man becomes labelled 
‘Scotland's most violent criminal’ than 100 
criminological textbooks, for i= is the personal 
account of just such a man. 

Jimmy Boyle was born in the Glasgow 
Gorbals, at the age of five his father was 

beaten to death by a rival gang, aged eight 
he was selling coal off a barrow, by thirteen 
he was in remand home and at eighteen he 
was in Barlinnie jail. As he relates his life 

story he leaves the reader with a sorry feeling 
of how inevitable it is that he should end up 

serving life for a crime he didn’t commit. 
A natural rebel, he had ‘this hunger to be 

recognised, to establish a reputation” and as 
a poor lad from a Glasgow slum there was only 

‘one way to doit; fight. In prison, where he 
has spent most of his life, he fought even   tions could be implemented. On the whole 
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  harder, being beaten unconscious many times a 
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asa result but refusing to lie down, even on 

one occasion destroying a newly built 

punishment block, literally tearing down the 

walls with his bare hands. 

In 1973 he was transferred to the Special 
Unit of Barlinnic prison, snecifically set up to 
deal with Scotland's most violent prisoners 

s tried a daring new 

    

    Jere a group of 
experimental approach, they treated the 

Together the 

  

prisoners as human being 
staff and inmates shared the responsibility 

d the unit ran without   decisions a 
recourse to beatings and punishment cells. The 
results astounded the authorities who had 
initiated it, in six months Jimmy changed from 

brutalised criminal’ fighting for his survival 
into a warm sensitive indi 

  

and 

   

     

    
     

   

    

dual and discov 
Ken Murray, 2 

officer who must take much 
r the Special Unit, has said 

orrow, but he’s    

  

in five to ten years. 
© majority of prisoners 

  

{fer in ‘normal’ prisons where 
uld have contact with 

utalise you’ and 

  

   
rdid social 

  

¢ remain in the s.      

    nditi t make prisons even conceivable 
Sadly eve cautious reform of the Speical 
Unit may be short lived as sensational articles 

    have appeared in th ttish press, based 
letters, telling o! 

  

ony mous e soft       

  

   

      g° and calli 

ou angry 

   it will also make y 
calling f 

  

  quite clearly 
do with prisor 

  

Terrorism and the Liberal State, Paul Wilkinson, 

Macmillan 197 

     tics department at 
the author isa      Uni ty College, Cardi 

member of a rapidly 

  

win, 

  

responding in scholarly fashi 
political terrorism. The book is an admixture 

f academic 
   

policy prescriptions and 
value judgments. It is his moral and political 
stance with which I ar 

    

   

  

concerned This is 
not to deny that typologies are not at times a 
useful way of n otherwise 
incomprehen ¢ interesting   

   aspect of the book, I found, is that it is written by 
a “self-confessed” lideral d 

tof the: lib 
sugge 

an entity such as the ibs 
is seen as enjoying, in 
the suppor 

  

pcrat and represents a 
rat 

Wilkinson assumes that 
al state exists. This 

  

      

  

  

  

s fundamen‘als at Ieast, 
and approval of its incumbents. The 

State, due to our Hobbesian natures, by consent 
  

  

arrogates to itself the sole right to exercise 
coercion in order to protect the moral equa''ty 

fits citizens. Insofar as the State succeeds 

Ss, it should be noted that it leaves its citizens 

defenceless and dependent on its own benevolence. 
From Wilkinson's viewpoint the state per se is 
seen as relatively non-problematic; it is the terrain 
within whic’. criticism, thought and action take 

place — and by reference to which these are 
Judged. That it may at times fall short of perfec 

tion is readily admitted, nevertheless 

“ ... for good or ill, the state is now the 

  

    

    

   

fundamental general purpose political organisation 
for thy whole human race. We are stuck with it 

until such time as other more effective forms of 

organisation may be evolved. In any case the 

liberal state theorist can legitimately argue that 
most contemporary liberal democracies rank 
among the more effective states in the world in 

providing for the essential needs and welfare 
of their citizens.” p.13. 
By accepting the state as an unproblematical 
backcloth to thought, Wilkinson is able to 

surmount easily the problems involved in defining 
violence, It is simply 

  

  

   se or threatened use of 

coercion resulting or intended to result in, the 

th, injury, restraint or intimidation of persons, 

he destruction of seizure of property.” (p.23 

emphasis) 
“Force,” by contras' 

and Iegally authorised use of coercion by the 

  

        

   refers to the legitimate 

  

state. This represents the more or less classical 
peral view and it is as poverty-stricken as it is 

unimaginstive. Indeed, the author is explicitly 
critical of a 

so as to include, for example, 
and discrimination. In short, by 

    

    

systematic poverty, 

    

underprivileg 
eight of hand     

         
liberal relegates the terrorist 

government to a positively resonating 
ral realm, the responses to this context he 

  

     gates to an immoral realm, as acts of violence. 

The terrorist is one who uses violence for 

political ends 
all possible states, he comes out as something of a 
reprehensible being. Wilkinson derives his al 

principles from particular groups with which he is 
familiar (especially the IRA). He fails to make 

the distinctions among terrorists and terrorist 
acts which do exist erality of the 

erms themselves obscure the existential and 

ral 

  

and, since we are in the best of 

      

     

    

jc differences within the (too) g     

   
   

  

n say a pub bombing and the 
press. By failing to 

ns he presumably refers to 
all terrorists when he declares 

make these distinc 

Yet the awesome consequences of this 
istic rejection of all ethical and legal 

  

   

  

the professional terrorists 
ly corrupted and criminalised by 

- obsessive absorption in assassination, 
massacre and destruction.” (p.67). 

Looking 

    

revolutionary actions from his 

singular point of view, Wilkinson applies one 
perspective, one set of concepts and one 
He lacks any sensitivity to the 

thic. 
istentialist 

citique of everyday life. Thus, Marcuse and 

Ids are simply 
“embittered and ageing iconoclasts of the 

left who would never have been able to enjoy 
their freedom to spin fresh revolutionary doctrines 
and myths anywhere else but within the liberal 
societies they so profoundly despise.” (p.71), 

In a rather obfuscating account of the role of 
violence in Satre’s concept of the pledged 
goup, Wilkinson fails to admit that the State 
itself gains its cohesion by fostering both internal 
{acquiescence — by manipulation where possible 

or force when not, and by perpetuating fears 
of attacks from outside, We rule you, we fool 
you. 

As anarchists we are sensitive to the 
inseparability of both the state and violence 
and the state and everyday life. For the State 
is more than simply an institutional incum- 
brance on society; by its universality it repre- 

        

    

       sents a principle of life, our abrogation of our 

mpts to define violence more widely, 

  

—__——___ 

own power, thought and moral responsibility, 
As Aksakov put it in the 19th century: 

“... The more the state evolves the 
more forcefully it turns into a substitute for 
the inward world of man, and the deeper, the 

more closely man is confined by society, 

even if society should seem to satisfy all 

his needs.” (Quoted in Woodcock’s Anarchism) 

By rejecting the tabula rasa view of man as 

held by the liberals we are able to see that 

man himself is perverted by such institutions 

as cripple the perennial urge to freedom. 

Hence, while rejecting violence for its own 
sike, we must recognise tliat within the care- 
fully managed repressive tolerance that calls 

itself liberal democracy, the violent act asa 
response to the violence done to our own 
nature remains one of the few available trans- 
cendental experiences. Terror has been 
practised by governments for so long that it 
has come to be experienced as at most a dull 

dear; more usually we are numbed by it into 

a dull passivity. 
‘Our capacity to think, except in the 

service of what we are dangerously deluded 
in supposing is our self interest, and in 

conformity with common sense, is pitifully 

limited: our capacity even to see, hear, touch 
taste and smell is so shrouded in veils of 
mystification that an intensive discipline of 

unlearning is necessary for anyone before one 
can begin to experience the world afresh, with 

truth and love.” (Laing — Politics 

of Experience, p.23). 

Baumann in his How It All Began, so 

brilliantly captures the way in which via his 
own ostensible criminality he was able to 

transcend the bourgeois hegemony of mental 
life — essential reading. It was with this in 

mind that Kropotkin said everything is good 

for us which falls outside legality. 
The terrorist, Wilkinson says, attempts to 

“militarise the situation,” a concept used by 

Marighela. Whilst this may at times be truc, 

it is equally true that what many groups do us 

to make explicit what is implicit. In my y 

the state gets the terrorists it deserves. Using 

weapons largely manufactured for governments 
they are in a sense a reflection of the state 

self. Speaking of the increasingly sophisticated 
weaponry available to the urban guerrilla, 
such weapons having been brought into being 
at the behest of the state, the author states 

Others have somehow obtained small 
quantities of even more deadly weapons, There 
is always the real danger in a period of rapid 
nuclear proliferation, that a “crazy state” 

terrorist group might gain control over a small 

nuclear weapon, or sabotage a civil nuclear 

plant or process, to wreak havoc, panic and 
destruction.” (p.189). 

i¢., to make explicit the implicit. 

It is chilling to think that we cannot trust 
ourselves and yet are willing to rely on the 
benevolence of governments in their handling 
of weapons and processes or super-destructive 
Power. The recent falling to earth of a state- 

built nuclear satellite seems to have aroused 
little real concern. 

We who are anarchists must turn once 
@gain to a profound analysis of the state in 

its new repressive technological aspect. We 
must articulate an analysis that presents the 

State’s actions as violence of the most funda- 
mental kind. For most of us this entails a 

            

———_—___ 1 

radical rupturing of established notions which 

have to do with the words state, right, wrong, 
violence, etc. We must create an atmosphere 

in which the dominated come to realise their 
gomination and take the first step toward 
revolution, which is an equalisation of the 

means of force at present concentrated as 
never before within the hands of an only 
superficially benign institution. The urge to 

destroy is a creative urge; it is the only sane 

  

response. 
David Tymes 

Military Science. 

Military science isa very broad term, but I 

shall mit it to books dealing with firearms, 

demolition and military tactics. Some of these 
books may be harder to obtain than others, but 

almost all are available in the US through one 

muil order house or another. 
The key to successful understanding of 

firearms is understanding the basics as to how 
weapons function. There must be ten versions 
of Brownings’ 45 pistol (produced by Colt) 

known as the Colt Government Model 
MIQILAI automatic pistol. Slight variations 

don't constitute a real design difference. A 

book that covers the basics very well is Gun 
Owner's Book of Care, Repair, and Improve- 
ment (Roy Dunlap, Harper and Row [Outdoor 

Life], New York, 1974). In the 335 page 
hardbound edition, Dunlap covers how to 

set upa workshop, storage an security from 
theft, how modern weapons function, how to 

clean your weapons correctly, what tools you 

ced, various aspects of the different 

ypes (rifles, handguns etc) and a very 
sive chapter on sights, sighting in, 

accurising and improving sporting arms. His 
main emphasis is on hunting arms, an@ his 

C treatment of automatic weapons 
refletes that interest, however Gun Owner's 

Book is still one of the best available basic 
texts. It is well worth the $9.95 the Popular 

Science/Outdoor Life Book Division of 

Times Mirror Magazines charges for it. It 
was intended as a book for a beginning 
“hobby” gunsmith. Profusely illustrated. 

For those who want a more detailed 

account of the design of long arms, American 
¢ Design and Performance, (L.R. Wallack, 

‘hester Press, New York, 1977) will cover 

in minute detail the various design character- 

istics of virtually every American sporting arm 

of this century. Wallack may dwell over-long 

ed African game type rifles 

‘cader of the C.P. Review, but 

fo- someone faced with understanding the 

operation and reasons behind the design of a 
arity of sporting arms, especially 

hunting rifles manufactured in the US, th® is 
definitive work. Wallack was an Ordnance 
smallarms repair chief during the Second 
World War and a custom gunsmith since, 
Adequately illustrated. 

Gun Digest is published every year by DBI 

Books. Apparently DBI produces other 
digests besides one on firearms, but it isa good 
book to read if you are something of a novice. 

Usually thore are photos and brief illustrations 
oncach model of sporting arm produced in the 
world that manages to gct distributed in the 
US. Many makes well-known to British or 
French or German hunters and target shooters 
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PAGE 174   aitabsent. Besides the catalogue of ‘weapons 
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there are about 

hunters and gunner: S, Some quite technic: others more historical oF topical, nical and 

fifty articles of interest to 

7 AMS associations 
Reena listing of books availab's tae 
Pua cra Boat 6844 Gorsten Street, 
listing of eal 9, in addition toa 
en Watt aah ie + Shooting clubs, and so RkareL ie $895: Technical 
Tl, 60093, o. Tontage Road, Northfield 

Another digest (from the Same company) and one a little more oriented towards fickis 
familiar to Anarchists is Law Enforcement 
Handgun Digest, (Fottet Publishing Co., Ed. Grennell & Williams, Chicago, Illinois), ¥ ‘ore- 
Word by the Superintendent, New York State Polite, W.E. Kirwan. Did you ever wonder where the cops get all that hardware? This book tells all! Only $5.95. Covers martial 
weapons, pistols, rifles, shotguns, riotguns, 
machineguns and more, Body armour, bullet- 
Proof vests, riot shields, headgear. Everything 
for the well-tressed fascist State police. Digest Books, $40 Frontage Road, Northfield, Ill, 
60093. How to shoot, who to shoot and 
what with. A real killer. 

Another one fiom Outdoor Life Books, to go along with your new technicals gunsmith 
text, is Firearms Encyclopedia (George Nonte, 
Harper & Row, New York, 1973, 339 pages), 
The title tells it. If you don’t know what it 
means, but you know it has Something to do 
with guns, (and you can Spell it) it'll be in this 
book. Just about has an illustration for every 
word, but not quite. The casy ones you get 

to visualise. Kind of expensive $13.95, but I 

use mine a lot, especially the tables and parts 

Sources and ammunition interchanecability 

charts and ballistics charts and fourlaguage 

“foreign” gun terms sections Just the thing 

for a budding arms manufacturer, 
If you like machineguns, you'll love this 

book. Military Small Arms of the Twentieth 

Century is published by (guess...) yup, 

Digest Books, same address on Frontage in 
Northfield. You can’t miss it. This book has 
a picture and a shor* history, including unusual 
or interesting details and technical specs, of 

every single military small arm in the world 

since black powder was in. So, when some- 
body hands y+ an armload of some unidenti- 

fiab’e junk on a dark and stormy beach and 

goes off into the night muttering something 

unintelligible in an odd Slavic tongue, yov can 

scurry home and look them up in Military 

Small Arms and discover that what you buried 

in your basement were sixteen Zcasta 

Samocinna Puska Vz/S8Ps or maybe 
Vz/58Vs if they have a metal folding stock 

instead of a crude wooden one. But you 

would have sworn they were AK-47s except 
they wouldn't chamber a 7.62 Russian round. 

That's because they shoot 7.62mm x 45mm 

ammunition and the AK-47 shoots 7,62mm x 
39mm ammunition. That’s th» kind of info 

you'll find here. Written by lan Hogs and 
John Weeks, it includes information from 37 
arms makers and military museums, mostly 

in the US or Germany. Costs $7.95 and it’s 
a big book with lots of information. Probably 
hard to hide, if that’s a consideration, Would 

sure be handy if your guardian angel speaks @ 

    

     

  (Bill Holmes, ed., Tim Lieficld, Paladin Press, 

£4.00 they want. It isan excellent manual 

submachinegun, from junk car parts and 

nuts and bolts available at any hardware 

forcign language and you've never seen one Of these here things before... 
If you've got warehouses full of bright, 

shiney new Weapons and no ammunition, 
you'll do better with a bow and arrow. That's why John Wooters wrote The Complete Book of Practical Handloading, so that you might Re oul be self-reliant, upstanding and 

your class and load your own ammo 
When you've shot all the rest. His book is 
Publishe by Winchester Press (yeah, the 

same Winchester asin Model 94 Lever Action, the Choice of John Wayne) 205 E. 42nd 
Street, New York, NY 10017. It tells just 
about everything you could ask about standard Sport reloading of rifle, pistol and shotgun ammunition, Beaucoups safety instruction 
concerning storage of powder, Primers, etc. If you have a mind to invent a new caliber 
and wish to fashion your own brass and 
bullets, that’s covered too, It really is 
complete. Costs $12.50, hardbound. It’s the 
kind of book you'll find yourself refering to 
years from now, while reloading a few to go 
harvest deer for the big Celebration of the 
Liberation feast. Or maybe No States’ Day, 
Or Anarchistmas. 

You may find the need for a technical 
manual on a particular weapon, and can't get 
the Government TM on it, or don’t like it when 
you do (TM's are notoriously obfusticated). 
That's the time to write fora privately printed 
technical manual like those published by 
US Combat Bookshelf, Normount Publications, 
Wickenburg, AZ 85358, Those rood old boys 
at Normount sound like good patriotic 
Atnericans who would shoot down a dirty 

fucking anarchis* quicker than you could 
say Peter Kropotkin, so be sure you've got 

your role and your pseudonym right when 
You write to them. Use somebody else's 
address, maybe. Send money orders, not 
Personal cheques. They have more than 100 
titles. They know their shit, comrades. All 

US weapons carried by infantrymen, some 
European. Japanese. Prices run $2.50 to 

$14.95. Good titles on Hand-to-hand, Counter- 
guerrilla operations, camouflage, demolition 
materials, etc. Most ins a-y’s at least partial 

government reprints, but the explanations 
are somewhat clearer, 

Another source that all good weapons 

people know (and sometimes scorn) is Paladin 

Press. The people at Paladin Press are of the 
“You-too-can-be-the-Meanest-Man-of-Action- 
To-Ever-Draw-Breath!!! Send only $46.95 
and your Social Security Number and legible 

thumbprints of both hands an? an 8 x 10 
glossy photograph of your profile, and we'll 
put you on our Secret Mailing List that we 
absolutely guarantce the FBI never secs..." 
School. Plus, their literature is sometimes 
misrepresented. The ads so .nd like heaven to 
an -dolescent with a death fetish, but when 
you get it, it’s near useless. And damned 

expensive. Lots of photographs, no blueprints. 
One of the best though is Home Workshop 
Guns for Defence and Resistance 

    

Boulder, Colo.) is worth every cent of the 

for the inexperienced person who wants to 

make a scrvicable (I mean long service, too)       
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It works. And it shoots 9mm 

  

Para um ammo from a surplus Sten gun 

magazine. If you can’t find the magazine, 

Holmes gives you the plans for 
with 

along 

    ns for every other ai’ of this 
weapon. Make s 

   
   you g 

ething 
Paladin puts out with blue 

ore it goes 
ut of print or 

Senfhes 

    

   ons of the American     

    

here are a series of these, Son 

sof no, really, 
published by 

P.O. Box 22005, Phoenix 
highly 

nulas for various explosives 

there are several 

    

Desert Publicatior   

AZ, 85028. They contain s 

    

   
    

  

ons in how 
) being produced 

which is poisonous. Don’t let this happen. If 
t is a sudden rise in temperature, or 

¢ red gas is noticed, dump the whole works 
in the cold water!”) 

    r 

    

    

    

    

     
   

And run like hell dd. Because 
neighbourh ing to be 

Mars. They plans for a 
machin tterned some 

what ely after the Sten gun. Don't use 

aluminium any where, though, use steeL They 

* a machinist with a complete 
Buy Holme’s book, too, and 

models of both 
Unit Nine is a good 

  

    

    

    
   

  

  rent 
n-your-Spare- 

ut 

  

  ing in young men of the 
cy ublished two 

books called the Mer, a 

Mercenary’s Manual 

) bad at all, if y 

hon 
States’ case of athle 

ter and wish the 
s’ foot would develop 

you will find these books very 
tive as to what one does to aim a 

hat a Czech RPG rocket launcher 
looks like. Who knows, next ycar in Prague! 
They cost $5.5 and $9.70 respectively, and 
are available from Unit Nine, 1110 Finch 
Street, Downsview, Ontario, Canada. Use 
caution with these folks. They might be 
selling their mailing list 

Sometimes these military mail order houses 
One outfit that isn’t 

arish as Paladin is Ken Hate, P.O. 

  

gangr 
inf 

    

mortar, 

  

   

  

     

Box 395, McDonald, Ohio, 44437. Sometimes 
he's higher, sometimes lower. Spreading your 
order around is a good idea anyhow. Use a 
different name on every order. Hale also sells 
bulk order “survival” foods, a la Civil Defence 
days of the “SOs, but I suspect he really sells 

them as C-Rats (combat rations) to the various 

> folks who need to stock up on C-Rats. 
Wouldn't be a bad idea actually 

John S. Clarke — Parliamentarian, Poet, 
Lion-Tamer, Ray Challinor, Pluto Press 1977, 
£1.50, pictorial wraps, illustrated, 8Spp. 

This is a well intentioned if minor biography 
of a colourful character. J.S. Clarke (1885- 

1959) was one of that band of activists who 

animated the revolutionary “Red” Clyde 
scene in the first quarter of this century. A 

friendly and lovable person, though caustic 
or ironical at times in his political verses and 
articles, inherent kindliness modified bitter- 

ness towards enemies and so engendered little 
or no animosity in return. He was a natural 

  

internationalist for being a member of an old 

circus family he was brought up to feel no 
boundaries of speech or country. 

Following early years in circuses or at 
sea, of adventures in Africa where he lived 

for a while in the kraal of friendly Zulus, 
he became a prolific writer and popular 
lect    ef on Subjects not only of left-wing and 
humanitarian principles. From 1929-31 he 
was a Glasgow Labour MP but was not unhappy 
to lose his seat in the debacle following 
Macdonald's National Government formation. 
He'd found the House a place of unrewarding 

   

toil and “nauseating hypocrisy and procras- 
tination” as he’s said in a letter to his brother 
quoted by Challinor. He was happier in local 
politics after election to Glasgow Corporation 
in 1926, in due course being a Baillie (An, 

      

    Councillor and alderman/r: trate). He was 

variously or for long a Governor of the famous 

Glasgow School of Art, a Fine Arts Commis- 

  

    sioner, Trustee of the National Portrait Gallery 
and the Clyde Navigation Trust. Books 
included Burns and his Pol 

and F Red Terror, an 
admirable work about Big Top personalities 
and activities behind the scenes: Circus Parade 
in 1936 and a Scottish Encyclope 

   
  ics, Satires, Lyrics 

  

ms, Russig under 

  

     

  

y years he was an active 
r in journals and on platforms 

in the war years when the Glasgow region 
      Cally 

    

t of revolutionary ardour. Lloyd 
even got the wind-up so much in 1919 

that he ordered armoured cars to Strategic 

street corners and naval guns on the Clyde to 
be trained on workers’ districts. ¢ larke, like 
many others, saw the war as nothing but a 
battle of capitalist expansion and domination 
and spoke and wrote against it. He was 
active after the Russian Revolution in the 
“Hands off Russia” campaign which eventually 
forced the British Government to withdraw ¢ 
invading troops and warships 

World wide workers were called to the 
second convention of the Third (Communist) 
International in 1920. Mostly clandestinely 
and with hazard delegates travelled from all 
Parts. From Scotland those included Willy 
Gallacher as chairman of the Clyde Workers 
Committee and Clarke as editor of their 

  

   

   

  

  organ The Worker. For the incipient English 

CP and as editor of her Workers Dreadnought 
went Sylvia Pankhurst the younger daughter 

of the Suffragette leader. With the Baltic and 
Finland in anti-Soviet hands Clarke and 
Gallacher sailed to Norway but then had to 
make their way from Bergen to the far north 

before crossing the sea to Murmansk and 
thence through battle territory before reaching 

their destination. For Gallacher especially it 

proved a momentous episode for Lenin then 
persuaded him to drop his plans to form an 

anti-parliamentary Scottish Communist 
Party with John Maclean in favour of a British 

one, Clarke's report was later amplified and 

published under the ambiguous title Pen 

Pictures of Russia under the Red Terror. His 

way home had been interrupted by arrest in 

Norway but he’s escaped to “borrow” a 
boat and sail single-hanted across the North 

Sea to Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

It was there, back in 1908, that whilst 
working in a Menagerie he became active in 

politics by editing the local socialists’ journal 

The Keel. In his Foreword to Circus Parade 
“Iwas a rough rider when only ten years of 

age; a performer with wild animals at sixteen 

and a trainer of horses and wild beasts at 
twenty-two.” In 1910 in Glasgow he had 

just becn offered a job in a circus in Kelvin 
Hall when he “rejected it for a post in 

Edinburgh as a lecturer and writer.” That was 
for the anti-religion Ethical Guild, it lasted a 
year and — being full-time — gave him valuable 
experience. Thereafter he was pirmarily a 
political activist. Half-way through the war 

he settled in Glasgow but never lost contact 
with the circus world; even in his late sixties 
often being a popular performer in Kelvin 
Hall where he'd turned down that offer so 
long before. 

In 1899 he'd been boy assistant to world 

famous Lion King Julius Seeth in London's 
Olympia. There in the great days of Bertram 
Mills he was always persona grata behind the 
scenes. There for example he'd acted as 
second “mid-wife” at the birth of tigress 
“Olympia” in 1933 having been a guest at 

that season's inaugural Christmas luncheon. 

That wasn't a family performers or staff 
gathering for Bertram Mills Luncheons had 

progressed into tremendous affairs under the 

Big Top. I have the Table Plan as a souvenir 
of that actual one. The sporting “Lonsdale 
Belt” Earl presided over 170 notabilities at 

the surrounding main table. At that a 

sprinkling of politicians included such peculiar 
characters as the renegade Jimmy Thomas of 
the NUR who was then in Macdonald’s National 

Cabinet as well as his crony Sir Alfred Butt 

who with Thomas had to relinquish with 
ignominy their seats in the House for making 
profit from Budget secrets in 1935. Another 

there was Herbert Morrison, he who when 

Home Secretary in the Hitler war was to free 

Mosley from prison but not the latter’s minor 

lackeys! Clarke and his wife Sally were 

amongst the thousand nicey if officially ‘lesser’ 

guests at tables for cight in the centre. At 

table 38 they sat next to J.B. Morton the 

then famous satirist “Beechcomber™ of 
the Daily Express. Clarke's final job was to 

be on the staff of the Scottish Daily Express in 
the 1950s. 

Now Challinor gives a fairly good survey 

   
   

    

   

  

———— 
  

verses and excerpts from other 

enn nothing of his artistic life. Since 

eu access to all family papers and met many 

id friends of Clarke I do feel his tale could 
os been fuller. For me too he starts off 

on two left feet by calling Clarke a “lion- 

tamer” not once buta dozen times. The 

term is a misnomer perpetuated by ignorant 

journalists following origination by uncouth 

early performers seeking to impress the public 

by goading animals into snarling angry reaction. 

Wild animals cannot be ‘tamed.” Correct is 

“ainer.’ Anyone looking at the many photos 

of Clarke’s face whilst his arm is around the 

neck of a massivetiger or lion, or as he put 

groups of animals through their paces in the 

sing, can see he was no ‘tamer’ but rather an 

understanding lover and Tespector of wild 

animals. Only with sympathy, kindness, 

understanding and patience can any sort of 

control be gained, as Clarke himseld did write, 

Another ridiculous error is calling Clarke 

agypsy. Nobody looked less like one and 

Clarke himself wrote that gypsies and 
circus folk never mingled. I've nothing against 

Romanics but they only follow the circus 

for the same reason pilot fish follow sharks or 

the birds who feed off crocodile teeth but other- 
wise keep their distance. 

There is no index, no list of Clarke’s books, 

the journals he edited or contributed to, no 
list of public posts, no chronology to help the 
student follow vicissitudes or trace contacts 
with other activists or organisations. Other- 

wise this was a take worth the telling. 

Barry Duncan. 

The Imprinted, John Sommerfield. London 

Magazine Editions, 1977, 176pp, £5.00. 

These memoirs are by the author of that much 
quoted early account of the International 

Brigade, Volunteer in Spain. Admittedly 
semi-fictional, they will 
satisfy anyone seeking a good read, which 

the book is, but the more knowledgeable at 
times may be at a loss. Most names are 

imaginary but based on real people — some- 

times perhaps composite. Of course opinions 

and judgments seldom completely concur so 

that what may seem inappropriate to me may 

seem justified to another whilst the author 
by his semi-fictional label allows himself 

unlimited latitude, 

Sommerfield, out East in the RAF in the 

last war, has been a seaman but mostly got 

a living writing stories, novels and film scripts. 

Influence of the latter is evident in this book 
as he exploits a flash-back technique when 

tales of recent encounters trigger off first- 
meeting stories of long ago. In the early 

thirties he was one of that mainly youthful 
band of intellectuals and others who 
frequented Soho and Fitzrovia, that central 

London quarter traditionally a haven for 

revolutionary exiles as well as being home to 

more normal foreigners. Like in the Italian 

quarter of Saffron Hill and further on in the 

Jewish part of the East End such residents 

Were on the whole particularly politically 
conscious and consequently, as like attracts 

ke, British denizens often held similar views. 
Early in 1933 one boy fresh from public 

School appeared on this Soho scene. He was 
the poet John Cornford, a Communist convert       CIENFUEGOS PRES 
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of Clarke's political life and quotes from 
    

no bounds, as was normal then for like 
middle-class ‘renegades.’ Sommerfield was 
also a ‘believer’ on those days and became 
friendly with Comford after meeting him, if 
not in Soho then where he sometimes worked 
in David Archer's famous literary bookshop 
in Holbom, 

Within a month of the opening shots in 
1936, twenty year old Cornford, still attending 
Cambridge University, went to Spain on a 
Press ticket. But he had no Spanish and soon 

joined up in the Anarchist/POUM militia as 
his best way to aid anti-Franco forces. Much 

in early actions, after incapacitating jaundice 

or dysentery, three weeks home leave was 
granted him not only to recuperate health 

but in the hope of fomenting friendly 

publicity and the recruitment of more volun- 
teers. The official International Brigades were 

then only beginning to be thought of though 
other volunteers were already in Spain, 

Tremember Cornford appearing again on 
the Soho scene that time and one night 
holding forth in a bohemian haunt in an 

alley hard by the ancient church of St. Giles 

called The Coffee an’. He was then emphatic 
that the insurgents would be defeated as soon 

as the Government rallied its forces, could train 
troops and get the necessary arms it lacked, 
especially those promised from the USSR. 

But essential for victory was Communist 
control. Only the iron discipline of the Party 
could weld the often quarrelsome defenders 
into the coherent unit necessary to direct 

the war. Though his only Spanish was 

what he was then acquiring from a pocket 

dictionary his French was fairly good and 

what he said had the authority of personal 

experience. How valid his ideas and how much 

he might have qualified his opinions is a moot 
point since he became an early casualty long 

before the fratricidal horrors and the murderous 
machinations of Marty and others later on. 

Of his recent comrades in the militia his 

views were mixed. For their courage he had 

nothing but praise but he was contemptuous 
of their incapacity to appreciate a need for 

leaders, for their ideas that committees must 
argue pros and cons before action could be 

taken. He told of self-contained villages 
with no communication systems or any 

preparations to repel attacks or even know: 

ledge of Franco held positions. His first action 

had been a waste of life and effort. After a 

night march they'd partially captured a key 
village (Perdiguera near Saragossa) but so 
haphazardly without a commander to direct 

actual operations or later to see to consolida- 
tion that they’d eventually retreated back to 
base without profit. fi 

He returned to Spain in October with six 

recruits. One was Sommerfield whose 

experiences are recorded in the book men- 

tioned above. They were in action together, 
notably in the close fighting of University 
City on the outskirts of Madrid. Sommerfield 
was lucky enough to be invalided out before 

the end of the year. He'd done his bit and 

sensibly did not return. John Cormford was 

killed in the Cordoba fighting of Christmas 

sane though Sommerfield says little or 

nothing of all the above in his present book he 
does quote a couple of times from his earlier 

‘one and from his notes. A running theme is   

BOOK REVIEWS 
his working on a projected radio feature about 
one John Rackstraw, an obvious pseudonym 
for his friend Cornford even though the 

former is said to be an Oxford man killed 
in the Libyan desert during the Hitler war. 

None of the girls he associates with ‘Rackstraw* 
fit my idea of the only one I knew who did, 
though I did not know his second and last | 
girl who never appeared on the Soho scene. 
For that matter I do not recognise the many 
other girls in the book but that means nothing ; 
since I only know the writer slightly and the : 
girl I'd known him living with he'd parted : from even before his going to Spain. Other ; 
readers who know the scene will have fun 
attempting to identify many characters. I 

fancy their task may not be casy though I may : 
be wrong. i 

David Archer, the bookseller I've mentioned 
is easily recognised although here called Phil. 

One Angus Muir has alot of Dylan Thomas 

in him and that is likely enough since I think : 
Sommerfield was also for a while in the Crown : 
Film (propaganda) unit as was Dylan. Whether 

a BBC feature was ever produced about John 

Cornford I've not yet tried to discover. One 

illuminating chapter deals with his friendship : 
in Karachi with one Gopal an anti-British 

activist and with his subsequent interrogation 
by Intelligence Officers who had had them 
both under surveillance. Sommerfield’s acting 

innocence didn’t prevent his speedy posting 

to the Burma war zone! 

Barry Duncan. ' 
  

Memories I, Julian Huxley, Penguin 85p. The 
first of Julian Huxley's two volumes of 
autobiography. 

Books of memoir and reminiscence by people 
who have lived from the end of the last 
century and into the modern post 1945 

world always fascinate me. Julian Huxley's 

first volume of autobiography is such and 

its subject matter is sufficiently wide ranging 

for all to find something of interest in it. 
But with any member of the Huxley clan 

cone is quickly at a disadvantage, for they are 
all so much cleverer than oneself. Indeed 

the predominant thing I remember some 
decades after having read great dollops of 
novels by Aldous is how clever the author was: 

hardly anything of their themes or plots; just 

how very clever was the man who wrote them. 
But this book will be enjoyable for anyone 

who can live with a writer who admits to 
having read the Water Babies before he was 

five, who won prizes at Eton for poetry, 

Shakespeare and biology, and who won the 

Newdigate prize for poetry at Oxford while 

studying biology. 
1 

The success is not unrelieved. He had 

great feelings of guilt over his adolescent 

sexual urges, at the same time as he was / 

studying and comparing the mating rituals 

of animals, principally species of birds. Andon - 

the radio programme the Brains Trust he was 

unable to answer the question how a fly lands 

ne Ne as aspect of the book is the 

incidental revelation of how the Eton/Oxbridge 

coterie keeps in its hands the reins of power ? 

without ever seeming to seek to do so. Huxley's 

contemporaries at Eton and Oxford later appear 

as diplomats, academics, top civil servants, 

cabinet ministers and in other   —E       whose active enthusiasm for the Cause knew FUEGOS PRESS 
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positions of power 
Amusingly enough one of them, Knatchbull- 

¢ British ambassador to 
Turkey during the 1939-45 war who had all 

g mail photographed by the Nazi 
while the ambassador was 

ing bath. 
Id appears to be one populated 

brilliant, be they brilliantly 
ntly ludicrous. Julian 

  

   

   

     

       

  

   

      

taking his car’ 

  

Huxley's w 

rests may 
ut them. 

Peter Miller. 

LITTLE ‘UNS 
z. Routledge   Reading and Loving, Leila B 

& Kegan Paul, £1.20. 

Leila Berg has contributed much as a critic of 
the authoritzrian s system in Britai 
has done much to popularise ideas about a 
more libertarian attitude towards chi 

In this book she shows her talent for 

   
      

  

producing insights by observisig and learning 
from children. In this respect she is equalled 
only by John Holt 

She examines the type of books used in 
schools and shows that, in many cases, books 

themselves provide t 
the development o 
stilted and formalistic vocabulary, and their 
rejection of real children 

Leila Berg's aim is that all children’s first 
experience of reading should be a loving 
sensuous onc, so that they can come t 

discover the power of books for themsel 

   

      

     cational the: 

nportant book for 
This is no work of ed 

  

   

y for 

Terry Phillips 

Andrew Ant The Anarchist, Bob Me: 

Christine Raffery and Stan Stroh, Anarcho 
Press, £2.75. 

  

n, 

In issue 3 of the Review I pointed out the lack 

of good consciously political picture books 

for children. Therefore, I was pleased to sce 

Andrew Ant The Anarchist published by 
Anarcho Press, a New York group interested 
in “developing a humanistic, libertarian- 
socialist literature for children.” 

Andrew wonders why some ants are made 

workers and some are soldier ants. The 

workers live in small, crowded rooms. They 
have to get up early in the morning to search 
for food for the other ants. By the end of 

the day the worker ants are exhausted and   

have no energy left for pleasure. 

Andrew enjoys doing useful work but he 
realises it is unfair that worker ants do all the 

work but get little of the benefit while the 
King and Queen get everything but do no 
work. Andrew sees the soldiers do nothing but 

bully others into working harder, The banker 
ants take and store the food that the workers 

have produced. 
Andrew talks to the other workers about 

how unfair it all is but they are afraid to do 

anything about it. However, one day some- 

thing happens which changes everything. 
Anita ant has an accident and needs food an? 

yedicine. The bankers refuse to give her any 

so the workers storm the food bank and 

distribute food for all the sick an‘ hungry ants. 

Having done this *he_ rea‘ise that they don’t 

need Kings, Queens, soldicrs and bankers. 

The book is illustrated on half of its 56 

pages. The price is not cheap, but understand- 
able in view of the precarious economic 
position of alternative publishers with small 
print-runs. If you can possibly afford it, or 

    

   

  

a copy of this book for your young children 
ora Clenfacqes oa iserricaand nein 

project 
      

  

Terry Phillips. 

        

en, Young Puffin, SOp 

A ve! ok about Lotta, t 

est of three children. She 

  

ungest    
has an ch et Jonas and an elder sister 
Maria wh s. Lottais THE naughty 
child; all that little kids are supposed to be, cute, 

  

dumb and naughty. The stories are all in 

the same sort of vein, little child in sill situation. 

MC. 

Recommended Picture Puffins for the very 
young. 

Farmer Fisher, Johnathan Coudrille, SOp. 
The rollicking tale of Farmer Fisher's drive to 
market, which ended in a very unusual way 
Mike Mulligan and his Steam Shovel, Virginia 
Lec Burton, 60p. Mike Mulligan loved his 
Steam shovel and even when he was forced out 

   

  

f work by more modern shovels, he was deter- 

mined she wouldn't be scrapped like the rest 

  

of the steam shovels. 

The Wind Blew Pat Hutchinson, SOp. A wind 
that whisks away hats and scarves, brollies 

balloons and leaves in its wake a crowd 
people anxiously chasing th        longings 

The Bright and Morning Star, Rosemary Harris, 
Puffin, 60p. 

This is the third book in a trilogy of stories 
set in the Middle East shortly after Noah's 
flood. This book like the previous two, tells of the relationship between the Pharoh of 
Eygpt and a Canaan nobleman. If you know 
of any children aged between 10 and 13, 
they'll probably like this Story, provided they have a historical bent. Talking of bents there 
are vague sado-masochistic bents in there 
Hmmm; 

M.C, 

ee 

FICTION 
Daniel Martin, John Fowles, Cape, £4.95, 

When I read that John Fowles intended this 
book to be ‘a defence and illustration of an 
unfashionable philosophy, humanism," I 
expected an ultimately persuasive thread 
developing into a manifesto for the uncommit- 
ted English liberal elitist party. To a large 

degree I was not misled, except that I found 

the power of this novel existed in the very way 
the ‘philosophy’ was unconvincing. 

It is a political novel, though obviously 

not in the usual sense. To put it tritely, and 

unfairly, it is the story of a liberal humanist 

menopause male searching for himself. He 
hates capitalism, communism, and authoritar- 

janism in general, but drifts in a guilt-ridden 

quest for the source of his disatisfation. But 
he is afraid of developing his own external 
analysis. He is the very essence of the privileged 
rebel, benefitting from what he attacks, and 

unthreatened ty the consequences of his 

criticism. 
The self-absorption and internal analysis 

are profoundly and brilliantly described, but 

it also reveals the impotence of the ‘philosophy” 
and its escapist aspect for an intellectual 

minority. And yet when Daniel Martin looks 

outside himself at the real world, he shows 

his ability to see clearly, The analysis of 
media manipulation is superb in the way it is 

shown as a mass sapping of critical faculty and 
imagination. (This is entirely in line with 
Fowles’ own view that screen media are 

Fascist in their imposition of images). But as 

one would expect, the foliage is neatly cut 

away while the roots and trunk are left intact. 
It is difficult to fault the portrayal ef any 

of the characters except to say that the dialogue 

is almost too perfect. Even the most brilliant 

and articulate of people utter clichees and 

trivialities at times. This aspect is highlighted 
by contrast with the most beautifully written 

passage of the book where Daniel Martin falls 

in love for the first time. The simplicity of 

the Language and the self-conscious conversation 

are unrivalled. 

The other side of Daniel Martin which 

makes him far more alive than the average 

narrator, is his relationship with women. His 
sexual and emotional feelings are in natural 

harmony with his political attitudes, for he 

is the liberal male, the admitted and super 

ficially repentant chauvenist with his own 

double-standards, (even if they are as minor 

as criticising his girl friend’s use of double 

negatives when he uses them himself). 
We are obviously distracted when reading 

a ‘narrated’ novel by wondering how auto- 
biographical and confessional the feelings 
expressed might be. All I can say in this case 
is that he should have followed Goethe's 

advice and not told us what the intention 
of the book was, for as a study of relationships 

and of the liberal angst it is a great novel. 

But as a manifer‘r in the guise of fiction, it 
fails in a way that is both fascinating and 
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English and American Surrealist Poetry. 
ydward B, Germain, Penguin 1978, 348pp, 
£1.75. 

It is often said that one cannot go back and 

recapture the spirit of the past. If one regards 
the arts as something of a bulwark against 

the decaying effect of time then one would 
hope that at least some of the vivacity of 

past eras would continue to communicate 
itself in the artistic inheritance they have left 
tous. Which is why the collection of poetry 

(both pre-war and post-war) under discussion 

here is surprising in its lack of edge and in 
the sense that one has that the editor has been 
inclusive rather than exlcusive in the selection 
of work. The result is that wile we have a 

corpus of work to consider we have something 

of a corpse when we examine it for signs of 

life. 

What do we expect from literature claiming 
to be surreal? Above all, the discovery of 

links between aspects of the absurd, humourous 
contradiction and the play of wit, the seren- 

dipity of the wholly unexpected and original 

imagination let loose in the act of creation. 

And what do we have in Edward Germain’s 
collection? A few i ples of 
surrealist work atits best. But we also find 
two other categories of poctry included: a 

large number of fine poems which can only 
in the loosest sense be regarded as having even 

touches of surrealist imagery or technique, 

and a considerable number of poems which 
have the superficial characteristics of 
surrealism but which are flat and futile in 

their effect upon the reader. The most obvious 

examples of the latter are the “chain pocms” 
written by a number of authors who took 
turns to write a line cach (a fine Christmas 
party game after plum pudding and drinks, 

and the kids can all join in!) and the “auto- 

matic writing” which, as Germain admits in 

his lengthy introduction, was abandoned in 

the thirties by Andre Breton: 
(p.37) ... “1934, Breton announced that 

surrealism must “cease being content with 

automatic texts, the recital of dreams, 
improvising speeches, spontancous poems, 
drawings and actions.” 

The deeper aim of surrealism was to 
integrate the conscious and subconscious 
elements in the psyche, particularly through 

the use of symbolism. The movement could 
look to C.G. Jung for its psychological theory, 

but was more interested in artistic practice. 

The way that the practice could be empty 
and uninspiring or rich and suggestive (and, 

as! am attempting to convey, there are more 
than enough examples of the former as well 
as of the latter in this anthology) can easily 

be illustrated by referring to the two poems 

of Dylan Thomas included in the book: 

Jenny 1939 — “Because the pleasure bird 

whistles. .. ."* and ‘I, In My Intricate Image.’ 
The first of these is a skein of nonsense, each 
word or phrase arbitrarily following on from 
the one before. The second, however, because 
of its sustained themes of man, metal, sea and 

death piles up a richness of imagery which is 
limitless in possibilities of suggestions and 

Meanings within the thematic frame. To 
borrow terms from the ever fertile 19th 
century, the first poem is a piece of Fancy 

    

  While the second is a true work of the   

  

that 

Poe in % ™ are integrated i 
erent Whole, and thus the aa auae i 

depth and the dimension of meaning. 

anaes ee Nene sary for even the zaniest of 
Teal poems, and this we find, whether it ye is comedy of Harry Crosby's “Telephone 

ory”, or Henry Treece’s children’s 
Sees Magic Wood,” of John Perreault's 

TeSTane and Readymade — the Venus 
Fly Trap”, or in the deeply serious Poems such 

as Lee Harwood’s magnificent poem “The 
Utopia” 

“..++No one in the house was sure of 
the frontiers...” or even Ted Berrigan’s 
slangy and obscene “Bean Spasms” which 
though nauseating and nauseated, is technically 
advanced and innovative, and wholly 
Convincing. Among th more predictable 
“types” of surrealist writing we find 
description of nature, including prose Poems 
Such as “Aurora Borealis” by Edouard 
Roditi or “Suburban Dusk” by Bert Myers, 
poems containing elements of horror or 

violence |, a8 with “In The 
Stump of the Old Tree” by A. Sykes Davies; 

less so, to my taste, in Jon Raworth's “My 
Face Is My Own, I Thought"), and poems, such 
as Roland Penrose’s, which were once part 

of multicoloured collages and which suffer 

from the subtraction of the artwork. David 
Gascoyne’s translations of foreign poems are 

well represented, e.g. Salvador Dali's “The 

Art of Picasso,” a statement of surrealist 
doctrine. And, of course, there are many. 

excellent poems which travel throuzh the 

emotional fields of inner psychological space, 

examining states of mind or relationships. 

Among the latter are Francis Scarfe’s “Ode 

In Honour”, Mark Strand’s “The Marriage” and 

Roger Roughton’s “Soluble Noughts and 
Crosses.” Poems of social and political 

criticism also feature, some more apocalyptic 

than others. The surreal dream and the 
prophetic vision may combine, as in John 
Bayliss's “Apocalypse and Resurrection,” or 

the feeling may be more tentative, as in 
Robert Bly’s “At A March Against The 

Vietnam War” — a poet whose translations 

are also well represented. 

There are so many poets included in this 

volume that a review cannot be fair to all: I 

have not mentioned George Barber's Blake-ian 

“Calamiterror” or Ruthven Todd’s “Paul 

Klee”, Humphrey Jennings’ “Prose Poem”, 
E.L.T. Mesen’s “The Arid Husband,” or 
Djuna Barres’s “Transfiguration,” Kenneth 
Patchen’s “Saturday Night In The Parthenon” 
‘or W.S. Merion’s excellent surreal poems 
“Bread” , “A Door,” “Glass” and “The 
Diggers.” John Ashbey’s statement 

“All beauty, resonance, integrity 

Exist by deprivation or logic 
Of strange position”... . bis 

is worth pondering, and Donald Hall’s definition 
of a moment of vision, “Je suis une table” is 

excellent, showing the limits of language. Den 
Smith's “Train” and “Possessions” are both 
very acute: 

“furniture of a planet 
wheeling in silence 
lonely asa train 

imagination. The difference, is of course, in the second instance the diverse images ai Constituents of the 
coh 

  

Waving its little handkerchiefs of steam.” _So there is a great deal to be enjoyed. With a little more Preening, there would have been 
less to be endured. 

Geoff Chariton. 

KROPOTKIN 
Kropotkin, Martin A. Miller, University of 
Chicago Press, £12.00. 

   

For nearly half a century, Peter Kropotkin 
was th> leading figure in the international 
anarchist movement. After moro than half 
4 century, he remains the most attractive 
and accessible of all the important anarchist 
writers, and retains the strongest claims to 
be taken seriously as a social and political 
thinker. He has of course reocived his fair 
Share of attention in the recent revival of 
interest in anarchism; during the past few 
years all of his books which were published 
in English have been reprinted, often with 

new introductions, and some anthologies 
of his writings have been published, also 
with new introductions. 

The result is that it lias become easicr to 
read what Kropotkin wrote than at any time 

since his death in 1921; but there hasn't yet 

been a corresponding reassessment of his 

life an? work. His own autobiography, 
Memoirs of a Revolutionist (1899), was 

reprinted in three separate editions by 1971, 

and the first biography, The Anarchist 
Prince (1950) by George Woodcock and Ivan 

Avakumovic, was also reprinted in 1971; but 
both these books are out of date, and the 
growing necd for a fresh account of his 
activity and a fresh analysis of his ideology 

has not been satisfied by the p-oduction of 

occasional unpublished university theses. 
As last one of these theses has borne 

fruit, and a serious attempt to satisfy at 

Ieast one of these two needs has been 
made by Martin A. Miller, associate professor 
of history at Duke University and editor of 
one of the recent Kropotkin anthologies. 
Kropotkin is the first scholarly treatment of 

the available source material, and it will be 

essential reading for everyone interested in 
the subject; but it is far from satisfactory. 

Miller has been working on this book for 

a long time (his original thesis was completed 
ten years ago); we may be grateful for the 
delay when we learn that he began it because 

he was “in‘crested in the application of 

Eriksonian psychology to the study of 

Russian revolutionaries and saw Kropotkin, 
“because of the wealth of source material”, 
s “an excellent example for a case study of 

radical motivation.” Paul Goodman indeed 

remarked in his introduction to the Horizon 
edition of Kropotkin’s memoirs that a 

psychoanalytical interpretation of his develop- 
ment would be “embarrassingly obvious”, 
and Miller in fact called his thesis “The 
Formative Years of P.A. Kropotkin, 1842- 
1876: A Study in the Origins and Develop- 
ment of Populist Attitudes in Russia.” But as 

he worked he found that “the problems 
which were revealed by this approach appeared 
greater than the answers which were 
suggested” — a nice comment on the defects 
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f psychoanalysis in general and of psycho 
biography in 

  

cular, which are especial'y 
vious in the case of someone as sure of 

and as si of intimacy as 

  

Miller has produced a fairly 
tforward academic biography, alt 

                    

ich isn’t in cither of them 

  

      

  

   
disadvantages 

and the double an: 
estion is that he off 

cll as advantage 

  

         

   

he also obscu 
wkward result is that   

e Step 

  

i , 

Ie 

© positive side, Miller has 
pr he most complete record 

potkin went and what he did 
throughout his long life. As we might 

| expect, he is happiest with Kropotkin’s 

   

          

time in Russia, He gives for the first time 
duc weight to the influence on Kropotkin’s 
carly intellectual development of his elder 
brother Alexander (there is an interesting 
appendix on Alexander's own revolutio: 
activity, which ended with his suicide in 
1886), and to the influence on Kropotkin’s 

political development of Alexander's 
sister-in-law Sofia Lavrova 

        

He similarly gives 

ore detailed description that before 

)potkin’s involvement in Russian 
politics both before his escape to the West 
in 1876 and 

   

    

his return in 1917, and of 

his continuing i st in Russian affairs 

    

s of exile 
side, Miller 

Surely overemphasises Kropotkin’s Russian- 

¢ the forty ye 

  

ooking at the ne 

  

ness. He s 

  

Kropotkin as above all a 
gives the evidence to 

   

  

w. But, like most members 
per class, Kropotkin has a 

n was fluent in 
id English. He was 

active in Western Europe for more than half 
his life, and 

than inside his native country. Like 

  

was much more successful 

  

was an international rather than 

and can be cl.   med by no 

  

d class in his     
iends and colleagues 

  

Here he resorts to brutal 

  

   
alysis which obfuse. 

  

nality more than it illustrates 
it. There may be a connection between 

© to the authority 
and his public 

y of his gover 

    5 private resista 
of his parent 
rebellion 

  

teache: 
ainst the author 

ntually of a! 
      

  

government, b      no convincing proof that 
it was causal rather than casual. Similarly, 
Miller makes much of Kropotkin’s reluctance 

be absorbed into pecr groups at any stage 
f his life, but while this characteristic may 

    

  

mat 
Idn’t att 

tieth-century 
    ct the notice of 

  

n-century European, especially 
ne who had experience of a reactionary 

of a revolutionary movement. 

  

The book has several other weaknesses. 
There is more infec it 

  

mation in it than any- 
where else about Kropotkin’s voluminous 
writ t a period of more than seventy 

bibliography is seriously 
lete and slightly inaccurate; t! 

   

  

are 
ons than would be expected and   

an should be accepted in a 
   Miller even manages to get 

the title of his own Kropotkin 
logy — Se    

   

  

cted Writings (not Readings) 
sm and Revol and there 
stakes in dates which have been 
hree-qua 

Nettlau’s Bibliog: 
(1897 

      S$ of a century from 
ahie     Vanarchie 

) but which should be corrected by a 
quick reference to the original writings. 

There is plenty of emphasis on Kropotkin’s 
philosophical development 

  

  

his rejection 

d of all metaphysical 
but not enough on his literary, 

artistic and scicntific development. There 
ficant points in the text 

whch ought to be in the n 

    gion and indi 
thought 

    

are too many insigr 

      

Ss, and too many   significant points in the not 

  

which ought 

  

      

   
   

  

   

    

    

ke 
   

treated at all — 

income and his private 

the leadership of the 

famous figures as Turgenev and Tolstoy, and 

so on. There is, as in almost all academic 

books nowadays, far too much bad writing, 

which affects much of the narrative and even 
infects some of the quotations — many of 

the translations from Russian sources are 

not just rough but wrong. 
But perhaps the two most serious weak- 
ses in the book are the description of 

Kropotkin’s work in Western Europe, and 
the discussion of his place in revolutionary 
thought. Miller is unhappicst with Kropotkin's 

¢ in Britain, where he spent more than 
h his adult life, staying frequently between 

1876 and 1882 and settling permanently 
from 1886 to 1917. Miller has traced less 

material in Britain than elsewhere, and he 
has less knowledge of British radicalism than 

of Russian populism or European anarchism. 

Even where there is plenty of material, as 
with the rise of the formal anarchist move- 
ment in the 1880s or with the row over the 

war in 1914, he gets out of his depth and falls 

into elementary mistakes and misunder- 

standings. 

  
  

    

   

  

Miller passes over the mergence of 
British anarchism, in which Kropotkin 
played an important part, too rapidly to 

anything significant to what is already 
known. He pays more attention to 
Kropotkin’s break with the British anarchists 
over the F 

misinter 

   

    

st World War, but seriously 
prets the situation. The reason is 

that he relies on Kropotkin’s version of the 

episode, which was false in several details. 
For example, Miller says that in November 
1914 Alfred Marsh was succeeded as editor 

of Freedom by Thomas Keell, “whom 

Kropotkin mistrusted from the start”; in fact 

Keell had been publisher of Freedom for ter, 

years and acting editor for two, and Kropotkin 
trusted him completely until the war began. 

Miller says that Kropotkin “clearly wanted 

Freedom to be a proanarchist paper, not a 
symposium of ‘conflicting opinions’:” in fact 
Kropotkin wanted it to be a prowar paper, 

whereas most of the people who produced it 

wanted it to be a proanarchist and antiwar 

Paper ~ and their victory was unanimously 

endorsed by a conference of the British 

anarchist movement in 1915. Miller 

refers to Keell’s “diary,” which is quoted in 
The Anarchist Prince; in fact it is a 

        

Private notebook which contains summaries 
of Keell’s meetings with Kropotkin and 
the few other prowar anarchists in 1914, 

and it strongly supports Keell’s version of 
the episode — that Kropotkin did everything 
he could to make Freedom either support 

the war or cease publication. Miller has 

quite failed to realise that Kropotkin’s 
defence of the war may be explicable but 
1S not excusable, and that it cannot be     

  

Properly discussed without some considera- 

to be in the text. There are 
too many important items 

Which aren't properly 

Kropotkin’s sources of 

life, his formal inclusion in 

international anarchist movement 
in 1877 and his informal exclusion 

from it in 1914, his contacts with such 
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tion of its relevance to the nature of 

Kropotkin’s anarchis. 
This leads to the most serious weakness of 

all, which is Miller's failure to interpret his 
biographical and ideological themes — to 

take a fresh look at Kropotkin’s part in the 

movement he served for so long. The two 

chapters about his version of anarchism, < 

derived from scientific humanism and based 

on libertarian communism, and about his 

historical significance, as the best known 

anarchist in the world, are a poor substitute 
for the comprehensive and critical exposition 

of Kropotkin’s ideas which is still needed. It 

would have been better if Miller had given 

more space to the practical and less to the 

theoretical side of Kropotkin’s life and had 

been content with a straightforward 

biography 
The third question about this book 

concerns its future usefulness. The publishers 

claim that it “will stand as the definitiv 

    

which suggests that they don’t know what 

definitive means ard which also supposes 

that Miller's work will hinder rather than 
help further work on Kropotkin. This may 

well be true — just as E.H. Carr’s forty-year- 

old biography of Bakunin has recently been 
reprinted rather than replaced — but it would 

be a pity. Miller has actually produced not a 

definitive but an interim work, and it should 
be praised for what it is rather than criticised 

for what it isn’t. 

Miller himself claims only that his book 
is an “objective study,” and this is what is 
important. He has treated Kropotkin not as 
a saint or a sage, but as a man who lived 
and worked in a particular way at a particular 
time, and he has established more of the 

truth about him than anyone has done 

before. This is enough of an achievement to 
be getting on with. The double answer to 

this third question is that Miller has not 

produced the authoritative biography of 

Kropotkin which is still needed, but that he 

has provided a foundation on which such a 

book could rest. Exactly a century after 

Kropotkin became a leading figure in the 
anarchist movement, we can begin to under- 

stand him as he deserves. 

    

  

ficolas Walte:     

Anarchism, Peter Kropotkin, 25p + 7p post. 

This is the second recent Kropotkin’s Light- 

house publication, and is in fact a reprint of 
his Encyclopedia Brittanica article. “Anarchism” 

remains one of the most lucid short explana- 
tions of the ideals and early history of the 
anarchist movement that has ever been written. 

Buy it for a friend, but read it yourself before 

passing it on. 

   
      

    

   

  

  

  

Tampa Red & Black, P.O. Box 16000 SE . 

Tamza, Fla, 33687. USA. 

Apathy and its cure, Peter Freeman. 

The author starts from the premise that 

“apathy shows itself in personal and social 

forms.” The soical forms of apathy are those 

elements of social organisation which rely 

upon the fact that people suppress their 
desires. The personal forms are th: ways that 

people consciously disguise this suppression 
of their desires,” and ending with the conclu- 

sion that “the social movement for direct 

action is the only chance of creating a world 
that makes sense.” In between there's some 
perceptive analysis. 30p + post from 
Peter Freeman, Box 9, c/o Rising Iree, 182 

Upper Street, London N.1. 

  

  Custer’s Last Stand, or How to male 

domination in the movement, Magic Ink, 18p 
(inc, p+p). 
Magic Ink have done a fine job of making a 
useful pamphlet out of two short articles, 

reprinted from the American paper Win, 

tackling a subject which has been the focus of 

increasing controversy within the anarchist 

movement in the U, 
The pamphlet is written by men, and is 

addressed to men, explaining why they should 
try to come to grips with their own dominant 

and oppressive behaviour patterns, specifically 
at group mectings. The scenario described to 

illustrate the kind of problems that exist 

certainly has a familiar ring to it and the authors 
clearly itemise the most common pitfalls and 

make some honest suggestions about how to 
cither avoid or overcome them. 

There are, however, a number of weaknesses: 

firstly many of the suggested methods of 
overcoming the “masculine behaviour pattern” 
bear at least a faint similarity to the type of 
self-criticism recently in vogue in Maoist China; 

secondly, many of the things that go wrong 

within voluntary groups are not caused by 

masculine behaviour, but by lack of common 

purpose, which allows (by its nature) the dom- 

ination by individuals. 
One arca not considered by the authors is the 

necessity for many people to become more 
self-assertive. Many internal group problems 
are caused by a lack of self-assertion by many 

individuals, not solely by the over-assertiveness 

of others, which is often only symptomatic. 

Last criticism: there is no suggestion made in 

the pamphict that these are ideas which it is 

important to implement when involved in 
groups and activities outside the movement, 

That said this isa pamphlet from which 

everyone can learn a little and from which 

many people can learn a lot. Read it (at least 

once a week). 

Ink, 22 Dane Road, 

  

largate, Kent.     

Russia 1917-1921. A 12-page illustrated 
  

PAMPHLETS 
Free Association: Revolutionary Committees 
asa method of organisation. 

  

A 16-page illustrated pamphlet that makes a 
really good introduction to anarchist ideas, 

written in jargon-free English, that sets out 

a “Vision of the organisation of a new society.” 
From: More to Come, P.O. Box 11308,   San Francisco, California 94101, USA. 

pamphlet examining “the significance of the 

Russian revolutionary experience for our 
time.” The events of the revolution between 
1917 and 1921 are briefly traced, to prove 

in a manner that is crushing in the inescapa- 

bility of its logic that “for our contemporary 

liberatory movement there are absolutely no 

models of socialism anywhere on this planet.” 

Tampa Red and Black have produced a read- 
able and worthwhile publication that demon- 

strates that “there is no stopping half-way, we 
must conquer or dic. 

  

  

LIP and the self-managed counter-revolution, 
Blick and Red, 1975, 9Spp, 60p. 

This short book is a difficult one, not only 

because the language is extremely precise, and 

necessarily uses ordinary words out of their 

everyday context, but because for many people. 

its arguments will run counter to dearly held 

beliefs. The occupation of the LIP watch 
factory inspired (and still dees) sections of 

the “Left” (not only in France), who saw in 
the occupation a challenge to the fundamental 
basis of capitalism. 

This book, which is a lengthy translation 

from the French magazine Negation, examines 
the nature of the struggle that has been taking 
place, and forcefully argues that in fact the 

development of self-management in many 
areas of society, as at LIP, is in fact taking 

  

place in response to the needs of contemporary 

capitalism. People are being allowed “self- 
management” of those activitics which it is 

unprofitable to organise. 
The case is well argued, but suffers from 

any consideration that while the growth of a 

“self-managed” sector of society may be in 

response to Capital’s needs, it also opens up 
tremendous new revolutionary possibilities, 

creating fresh situations that can be taken 

advantage of. The encouragement of self 
management may be part of a strategic retreat 

by capitalism, but it is something we can and 
must take advantage of. 

    

The relevance of anarchism to modern socicty, 
Sam Dolgoff, Soil of Liberty, 35 cents, 22pp. 
Sam Dolgoff is a retired housepainter and a 
member of the Industrial Workers of the World 

(IWW), who has been active in the anarchist 

movement since 1920. In this pamphlet he 

attempts to show that “anarchism is not a 

panacea that will miraculously cure all the 

ills of the body social, but rather, a 20th 

century guide to action based on a realistic 

conception of social reconstruction.” His 

argumen‘s are supported by some extremely 
powerful quotations from both anarchists 

(e.g. Kropotkin and Diego Abad de Santillan) 
and non-anarchists (Myrdal and Serge), and 

overal! Sam has produced an extremely fine 
introduction to anarchist ideas, that could 
and should be read by those who believe they 

already have their ideas thought out. 

This is Soil of Liberty’s first pamphlet, 
and they've done a first rate job of work, 
maintaining the high standards they set with 

their magazine.     
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ADV DNs ste 

Last weekend 
| learned a lot about 

Urban Guerrilla Warfare. 
and alot about myself 

* L lead two lives 

During the day I ama self-employed Bingo caller, but some 

evenings and weekends I make a complete change and be- 

come a revolutionary urban guerrilla within the / 

Now 

hearted 

just because it’s part time, that doesn’t mean half- 

it demands all your energy and determination 

Our affinity group 

and embassy den soli tion, ir ndtetrial sabotage, lestruction of 

hire purchase company recor ds, offing police torturers and 

so on; it’s rather like dismantling giant Meccano sets for the 

most part 

rain or shine We operate day or night fog or frost 

Which brings me to the story of last weekend 

We were taking part in a “pan-mobil 

sation exercise 

types turned up 

to Syndfcalists, soc 

People of all 

Individualists 

ologists 

farm-hands, coal miners and 

all sorts of ordinary folk like 

you and me 

We met in the ba 

a 24 hour Bierkeller, in 

sma’ ‘oors of Saturday and 

ck room 

the wee 

@ a crack ‘= 

at the Crown Jewels < wee 

Our big job of the day ‘ 

decided to have 

was to make a giant 

bomb for diversionary 

action. Since that only 

took a couple of hours 

we knocked off to the 

nearest pub and waited 

until the show 

Started 

specialises in bridge 

» at this time of year’ 

Then, in the afternoon, we were 
bastard had nicked it, our bomb! 

Making a ballista from 40 gallon marmalade drums, 3 inch 

thick timbers, rope, a shovel from a JCB and a stick of chewing 
gum isn’t easy, but we did it. 

Then we tested it. A Special Branch sergeant, using the shovel 
as a vantage point to spy on us, regretted his rashness when he 

and the shovel were catapulted several miles across London. But 
enough of the lighter moments; somebody had to go and retrieve 
the shovel 

We were wading through our third canal when I thought, “What 
the bleeding hell am I doing in the drink, when I could be 
getting a drink in me?” when some wag says “I often come here 

*, all posh like. I felt like throttling the fool. 
When we eventually got back, the baubels had been snatched 

told that some thieving 

“successfully (so the ballista hadn't been needed after all!) and 
they turned out to be brass and paste! 

Mind you I felt a bit better after I 

lobbed a couple of grenades through the window of a passing 
Special Patrol Group Land Rover. 

Now I'm not pretending that every action is such a balls-up, 
most routine bank expropriations and the like go pretty 
smoothly, but you ought to realise what you could be letting 
yourself in for. 

Talk about cock up! 

Of course, there are easier ways of spending your spare time 
(organising riots, strikes, picket lines, selling papers, etc.) but 
you can’t beat the satisfaction of doing something really 
useful 

Well, it does me at any rate. 
How about you? 

eee Hee eee ee eee eee eee 

WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE IRSM? 
To provide a fully trained back up for the people armed. 
Specific tasks include: 
(a) providing support for the revolutionary people when 
they rise against their masters. 
(b) preventing new ones taking over. 

See eee ee eee ee ee eter eee eee eee 

For further insight as to why you should become an 

urban guerrilla today just look at the increasing repression 

the increasing technology of political” 
sociological control, the sterility of consumer capital- 

ism and authoritarian socialism and the unutterahl bore- 

dom of the production line, the total lack of control over 

n life, 

at bome and abroad 
rid anda 

your ow a legal system designed to protect the interests 

and property of a select ruling class, etc., the list goes on and 

on. REMEMBER: IF VOTING COULD CHANGE THE 

SYSTEM IT WOULD BE ILLEGAL! IT’S PART TIME 

BUT IT’S A REAL REVOLUTIONARY'S JOB’ 

FP IRSM_ 02:  


